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A Race to the Moon  
or a Walk Through a Buhutu Text.  

 
 
 
 
 

Being a revision of a staff presentation by Russ Cooper to the Grammar 
Workshop participants and staff, November 1986 at Ukarumpa, EHP, 

Papua New Guinea. 
 
 

[This version was revised in 2013 with additional appendices and examples, plus selected 
references to certain writers whose work is relevant to this paper though published after 1986.   

The revised paper, therefore, is properly speaking a 'second edition.' ]  
 
 
 

This study includes the paper itself: 
"A Race to the Moon, or a Walk Through a Buhutu Text" 

 
Plus several versions of the text which is entitled in Buhutu: 

Kaka-tilotilo and Tolutolu-waga. (The versions are listed in the Forward.) 
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FORWARD:		In	1968‐69,	under	the	auspices	of	an	East‐West	Centre	grant	from	the	
University	of	Hawaii,	I	had	spent	ten	months	doing	linguistic	field	work	amongst	the	
Suau	people	in	the	Samarai	District	of	what	was	then	called	"The	Mandated	Territories	
of	Papua	and	New	Guinea."			

In	1984	my	wife	Mary	and	I	arrived	in	Papua	New	Guinea	along	with	our	two	
daughters,	and	were	assigned	by	SIL	to	work	with	the	Buhutu	language	in	Milne	Bay	
Province	in	early	1985.			Since	Buhutu	and	Suau	are	neighboring	languages	and	both	are	
part	of	the	Suauic	cluster,	I	had	a	jump	start	on	the	language	situation,	and	was	able	to	
plunge	right	into	linguistic	analysis	rather	than	learning	Buhutu	from	"scratch."			

	So,	In	1986	I	was	asked	to	be	on	staff	for	the	Beginning	Grammar	Workshop	at	
Ukarumpa.		At	the	request	of	the	workshop	leader,	I	presented	a	much	shorter	version	
of	this	paper	to	the	participants	as	an	example	of	one	way	in	which	they	could	meet	
their	"requirements"	at	the	Grammar	Essentials	level,	i.e.,	by	doing	a	"walk	through	a	
text."			The	paper	was	entitled:	"A	Race	to	the	Moon	or	a	Walk	through	a	Buhutu	Text."			

Because	it	was	designed	as	a	classroom	presentation,	not	as	a	formal	paper,	the	
participants	were	each	given	a	diglot	version	of	the	Buhutu	text	containing	the	"race	to	
the	moon,"	which	is	entitled	"Kakatilotilo	&	Tolutoluwaga"	in	Buhutu.			The	text	
contained	numbered	paragraphs	side‐by‐side	in	Buhutu	and	English,		and	the	handouts	
for	the	presentation	included	charts,	and	dozens	of	examples.			

As	the	presenter	of	the	paper,	my	outline	was	typed	up	separately,	with	cross	
referencing	to	their	handouts.			In	this	later	version,	I	have	integrated	examples	and	
charts	within	the	text	of	the	paper,	expanded	the	discussions	and	augmenting	the	data	
from	other	texts.		Both	linguistic	discoveries	and	heuristic	principles	for		working	with	
discourse	are	highlighted	throughout	this	paper.			

To	assist	the	learner	in	doing	discourse	analysis	this	paper	includes:		

A)	a	diglot	version	of	the	text,		

B)	a	basic	plot	analysis	of	the	text,		

C)	an	interlinear	version,		

D)	a	Thurman	Chart,		

E)	tagged	texts	with	statistical	summaries.			

F)	a	discussion	of	the	concept	of	"A	Discourse	Pecking	Order"	(Hale,	1984)	which	
shows	how	discourse	factors	can	affect	the	manner	in	which	a	discourse	is	structured.			

Each	of	these	approaches	gives	us	a	different	way	of	looking	at	the	text	and	
(therefore)	another	way	to	approach	the	analysis	of	discourse	above	the	clause	level.				

Discourse	analysis	is	more	meaningful,	if	the	texts	of	one	genre	are	compared	with	
those	of	other	genre,	and	though	discussion	of	other	types	of	discourse	is	limited	in	this	
paper,	a	detailed	comparative	analysis	does	stand	behind	the	statements	made	herein,	
drawn	from,	but	not	limited	to	a	corpus	of	about	40	additional	texts	drawn	from	seven	
different	genre.	

One	important	change	should	be	noted.		In	this	revision	of	the	paper,		I	have	updated	
my	references	and	quotations	to	include	selected	academic	resources	produced	after	
1986	‐	in	particular	key	references	to	the	literature	on	Oceanic	languages	which	has	
been	published	since	that	date,	e.g.,	to	studies	by	Malcolm	Ross	(1988),	Pawley and 
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Sayaba, (1990),	Lynch, Ross and Crowley (2002), and Anna Keusen Margetts (1999), as well 
as papers of my own.  	

In	this	expanded	version,	though	I	have	made	changes	in	details	&	in	a	number	of	
examples,	I	have	tried	to	maintain	the	original	thrust	of	my	November	1986	presentation.			
 

1.  Introduction 

Buhutu is an inland and more northern lect of the Suau language cluster, and is spoken by 
about 1,400 to 1,500 people on the mainland of the Milne Bay Province, PNG.  Most of the 
speakers of this language live in the Sagarai River Valley between Mullins Harbour on the 
South Coast and the Pima range of mountains north of the Sagarai.   

There also a few villages of Buhutu speakers (whom the Suau sometimes call 'Yaleba') in 
the Suau Sub-District to the south, some of whom are about one day's walk away from the 
main Buhutu language area.  These include Sawaiha (Savaia) and Saga'afo (Saga'aho) 
villages which are on the coast as well as an inland village, Oyamamaniya, and a few other 
smaller inland hamlets.   Some speakers of Kakabai in the Boilave area, and some speakers of  
the Haigwai language in the Gumini area also speak some Buhutu.  

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Map 1, Buhutu & Suau Area Boundaries  

(Map of Suau Coast Milne Bay District, Papua New Guinea) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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1.1.  Genetic Relationship with other Suauic lects:    

In a linguistic survey more than ten years after the presentation of the "Race to the Moon" 
paper (Mary Cooper, Bethwyn Evans & Marie Keilah, 1997) confirmed that Wagawaga and 
Gamadoudou, along with other closely related speech communities on the southern shores of 
Milne Bay and eastern tip of the mainland are the most closely related languages to Buhutu 
in terms of grammatical and phonological features, this despite the fact that they only share a 
relatively low percentages of core vocabulary with Buhutu (54 to 57 percent).   

These groups on the Milne Bay shores and around the eastern tip of the mainland across 
from Samarai are designated as "Gelaha" both by the speakers themselves and also by other 
Milne Bay groups.   This whole subgroup - including Buhutu - has sometimes been identified 
as "Yaleba"1 by speakers of other neighboring languages.  See the sociolinguistic surveys of 
Wagawaga and Gamadoudou Villages by M. Cooper, Evans & Keilah (1997) and of 
Simagahi (also known as Oya'oya) by R. Cooper, Evans & Keilah (1997).   Later surveys 
were also conducted by the SIL Sociolinguistics and Survey office out of Ukarumpa. (which 
see) 

Based on the percentage of shared core vocabulary alone, Buhutu would appear to be more 
similar to the neighboring Western Suauic lect spoken along the South Coast rather than to 
the Gelaha groups.  For example, Daui [Lau Saha] villages at Silosilo and Fife Bay share 69 
percent & 70 percent core vocabulary on the standard 200 word Swadesh list with their 
nearest Buhutu speaking neighbors.  However, unlike with Wagawaga and Gamadoudou, 
there are systematic phonological and grammatical features which differentiate the south-
coast Western Suauic lects from Buhutu.   

For a published study of the relationships within Coastal Suau see Cooper (1975).  The 
wordlists from 1968 were first published in Cooper 1975, but Andrew Pawley (unpublished 
mimeo, 1968) also collected similar wordlists from Milne Bay area high school students.  
Additional unpublished, survey word lists for both Daui and Buhutu areas were collected by 
the Coopers from 1984 through 1986.    

Buhutu has fewer than 60 percent shared core vocabulary with the nearest Eastern Suauic 
lects, Suau and Bonalua, and differs from these Eastern Suauic lects in additional features 
(Cooper, 1975)  However, many adult speakers of both Suau and Buhutu can "hear" one 
another's lect even with 40 percent differences or more in shared core vocabulary.2  

Malcolm Ross's later classification (Ross, 1988, pp 190-193) is reflected in the Ethnologue 
classification: Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian, Central-Eastern, Eastern Malayo-
Polynesian, Oceanic, Western Oceanic, Papuan Tip, Nuclear, Suauic.  (see also, Grimes & 
Grimes, 2000). 

1.2. The "Race to the Moon" Text 

The "Race to the Moon" story called "Kakatilotilo and Tolutoluwaga" in Buhutu, was told 
by the late Judi Jimmy [henceforth abbreviated as J.J.] of Ata'ata Village in May, 1985 in the 

                                                            
1 Please note that, despite suggestions from one socio-linguistic survey report (Ukarumpa, 200X), 
Yaleba is an over-arching term referring to Buhutu as well as to all of the Gelaha lects, not just to one 
of them. 
2 That this is true, was born out at the March 2011 Key Terms workshop conducted on the Suau coast 
at Nawabu village by Duncan Kasokason and myself, in which I repeatedly used extended examples 
from the Buhutu language, and sometimes spoke to the group for longer stretches of time in Buhutu, 
not Suau - with good comprehension on the part of the largely Suau-speaking audience.   
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Buhutu language.   “J.J.” recorded this Buhutu text on an audio tape at a community work 
day at Gelemalaiya village, shortly after the Coopers arrived at Sagarai.  The audio-taped 
version was then written down, processed on an electronic typewriter and several years later 
it was also keyboarded and entered on computer by Russ & Mary Cooper, SIL members who 
work with the Buhutu Language project.   

The complete text of the story is displayed in several different forms in "Appendix A.  
Kakatilotilo and Tolutoluwaga:  Diglot Version,"  and in "Appendix B:  BHAAKTJJ-itx 
Kakatilotilo Interlinear" and "Appendix C: A Thurman Chart of the Kakatilotilo and 
Tolutoluwaga Text," and Appendix D:	Tagged	Text	version	of	Kakatilotilo and 
Tolutoluwaga,	with	statistical	summaries. 

1.2.1. Précis of the Kakatilotilo and Tolutoluwaga Text. 

Précis:  In this traditional Buhutu Story, Kakatilotilo, the Singing Starling,3 as the leader 
or king of the birds, proposes a race to see who can touch the moon.  He declares that 
everyone is eligible to take part in the race except for Tolutoluwaga, the Papuan Nightjar, 
who is not know for "high flying," and whom he therefore relegates to doing the cooking 
during the contest.  The other contenders, even Pekopeko, the high-flying Swallow, fail in 
their several attempts to touch the Moon, so at last the Singing Starling allows Tolutoluwaga 
to make the attempt, and he succeeds!   

However, the Moon himself, Nawalahi, speaks to Tolutoluwaga when he alights on his 
surface and curses him saying that he, the Nightjar, is forbidden to ever fly back to the moon, 
and is doomed to become only a "low-flying" bird from this time onward.   

Proof that he touched the moon is from the shape of a horsefly that we can now see on the 
moon's surface which comes from the bird's sooty handprints, and proof of the curse that he 
was to be only a "low-flyer" is verified whenever we see him fluttering off, close to the 
ground, when we go into the bush to defecate. 

 The following illustrations of the three key players featured in the text are found in:  
Birds of New Guinea (Beehler, Pratt, and Zimmerman et al. 1986):  
     

Kakatilotilo (the Singing Starling) is 
the leader of all of the birds.  He 
organizes a race to the Moon. 

His hopes are set on Pekopeko (the 
Swallow) - who is a very high flier - 

being the one to fly to the Moon 

But it is Tolutoluwaga (The Papuan 
Nightjar) a very low-flying bird who 
turns out to be the hero of the story. 

Illustration 1.  The Birds Who Are the Key Players in the 'Race to the Moon" Text. 

                                                            
3 Matiematie Igoyama (personal communication October 2012) says that the Singing Starling 
(pictured) is likely NOT the same exact species as Kakatilotilo, because the tail should be longer, so 
we are still searching for the correct identification of the species.   
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  A Summary of the Story, as Marked for Plot Developments. 

The style of this oral text is similar to that of many other oral folk stories, which are called 
pilipilidai in both the Buhutu and Suau languages:4  1) The Exposition which contains the 
Setting and the Proposal, 2) A Complicating factor for the Protagonist, Tolutoluwaga,  3) The 
Rising Action containing a cycle of repeated unsuccessful attempts at the proposed task, 4) 
The Climax or Peak: as the Protagonist achieves the goal  5) The Falling Action where 
success is not without consequences 6) The Denouement or Resolution giving us verification 
by two "demonstrable" proofs.   
1) The Exposition containing the 
Setting and Proposal (or Issue to 
be Resolved) 

Kakatilotilo [the Singing Starling] is the king, the leader of 
all of the birds.  The other birds gather together at his 
singing grounds to sing and to browse for food. 
One day he has an idea:  He calls all of the other birds 
together and talks to them about his idea which is to 
sponsor a race to see which one of the birds can fly high 
enough to touch the moon.  

2) A Complicating factor for the 
Protagonist, Tolutoluwaga. 

Kakatilitilo [Singing Starling] assigns each of the birds to 
participating groups – all except for one bird, 
Tolutoluwaga [the Papuan Nightjar] whom he deems is not 
a high flyer, so he assigns him to roast their food in the fire. 

3) Rising Action: Cycle of three or 
more failed attempts. 

The groups each try in turn to fly up to the moon, but all 
attempts fail, so at last he assigns Pekopeko [the Swallow] 
to make his attempt since he is known to be a very high 
flyer.  Pekopeko tries, but also fails to touch the Moon.  

4) The Climax or Peak: as the 
protagonist wins to the goal 

Tolutoluwaga [the Nightjar], runs up and begs Kakatilotilo 
[Singing Starling] to allow him to give it a try.  With great 
misgivings Kakatilotilo finally allows him to make the 
attempt.  Tolutoluwaga flies up and up, out of sight– and 
touches the Moon.  

5) The Falling Action, where 
success is not without 
consequences 

But the Moon speaks to him and puts a curse on him for 
doing so.  By the Moon's curse, Tolutoluwaga is to be only 
a "low flyer" from now on.  

6) Denouement or Resolution 
giving the audience verification: by 
two demonstrable proofs 

We (the listeners) know that this is true because: 
1) when we go into the bush to defecate and toss our wiping 
materials away Tolutoluwaga will often flutter off, just our 
of reach and we do not touch him.  
2) When we look at the Moon we see a dark mark on its 
surface that looks like a horsefly.  That is because when 
Tolutoluwaga touched the Moon his hands were all sooty 
from taking their food out of the fire. 

Table 1.  Plot Structure of the Traditional Story: Kakatilotilo and Tolutoluwaga5 

                                                            
4 See Cooper, (1970)  Suau Texts which contains written transcripts of more than 57 tape-recorded 
stories and plus texts of songs from the Suau Coast as well as from one Buhutu-speaking village. 
5 This classic approach to narrative plot development was spelled out in our daughter's home 
schooling textbook back in 1986-87, but the current version is adapted from Gustav Freytag's classic 
exposition of plot structure (e.g., as seen in Wikipedia, 15 January 2012).   
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The above plot structure was later integrated into a "Thurman" Chart  as one way to view a 
"walk through the text." See "Appendix C: A Chart of the Kakatilotilo and Tolutoluwaga 
Text."   

1.3.  Word Order Typology and Oceanic Structural Features 

Procedure: We first familiarized the workshop participants with the diglot version of the 
text and its overall plot structure, and then considered the typological features of the Buhutu 
language, both in terms of proposed word order universals and also in terms of specific areal 
features of the Oceanic subgroup of Austronesian languages.   

Buhutu is thought of as being a head-final language because the Verb Phrase typically 
comes at the end of a transitive clause.  However, it will be seen below that Buhutu is NOT 
head-final in some other word order features.  E.g., the noun precedes the adjective.  In fact, 
Buhutu does not align with some of the expected claims about word order universals.  See: 
John Hawkins (1979) paper 'Implicational universals as predictors of word order change.' 

1.3.1.  S O V Word Order 

Transitive clauses may contain an overt Subject NP, an Object NP and a Verb.  However, 
because participants are tracked by pro-forms a transitive clause containing both a Subject 
and a Direct Object Noun Phrase is uncommon in the Buhutu text data base. 

A significant feature of Buhutu discourse, is that participants are tracked by these pro-
forms showing person and number agreement with the verb, and also by agreement markers 
for possessed forms of nouns thus eliminating the need for full nominal reference to the 
arguments on the verb in most discourse contexts. (See Section 2.1 below). 

Typologically, Buhutu is an S O V or "Subject Object Verb" language, thus fitting in with 
Arthur Capell's Group II (1969).  

S    O     V 
1.  Pekopeko bena  Nawalahi ya     abi'ona-06 

Pekopeko should  moon   3s.RE touch-3sO. 

Pekopeko	should	touch	the	Moon.			
 [para 15]7 

S        O         V 
2.  Nawalahi wa Tolutoluwaga wa    ya     liba~fasunuma-0 

The Moon OI  Tolutoluwaga OI 3s.RE promise-3sO 

The	Moon	made	a	promise	to	Tolutoluwaga.	
[para 30] 

Within the verb-phrase [VP], subject agreement markers (sm) and object agreement 
markers (om) follow the expected Melanesian order of sm-V-om, which to some scholars 
indicates a possibly recent shift to the default word order of S O V.8    

                                                            
6 The default for third person singular object agreement markers is ZERO when the om is word final, 
but the third person agreement marker will crop up again if there is another suffix following the object 
marker (om), or if the object marking is the result of an advancement being registered on an 
(otherwise) non-transitive verb, in which case the om will be [-n] or [-ni]. 
7 Housekeeping note:  Examples in this paper may be cross-referenced to the 'Race to the Moon' 
narrative by the paragraph numbering in the diglot version of the text.  Examples cited from other 
Buhutu or Suau texts are cross-referenced by an ID number for that text, and by author and title. 
8 "The principal innovations of the Papuan Tip cluster, namely SOV clause order and postpositions, 

indicate (as Lynch 1981:110‐111 points out) contact between Proto Papuan Tip speakers of mainland 
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This is more evident in the verb morphology when, for various reasons, the object marker 
(om) is not realized by zero, e.g., in (3a & 3b).  In these examples third person singular object 
is flagged by the suffix -n. (N.B.!  Further evidence may reveal this to be a transitivizing 
flag.) 

S              V 
3a. atai'a mahudo'idi   sa     ita'ita ~wata -n     nee 

birds all of them 3p.RE be watching  -3sO    there 
All	of	the	birds	were	watching	him	go	there.	

[para 27] 

Looking at this more closely, within the VP, the ordering is: 
    VP =   sm  V     -om 
3b.        sa 'ita-'ita ~wata   -n 

       3pS RDP-look ~follow -3sO 

												They	are	following	him	with	their	looking.	
[para 27] 

Further examples of non-third person object-marking suffixes will be given in section 
2.1.3. Transitive Clauses in Discourse Settings. 

Summary: the default word order is S O V.  But, many discourse 
constraints trigger elision of subject or object nouns, and shifts in the basic 
word order.   

Within the Verb Phrase, however, the order is sm V -om, so the verb 
stem is medial, not final, within the verb phrase . 

1.3.2.  Both Postpositional and Prepositional Order for Obliques. 

Many oblique (non-nuclear arguments) are expressed in postpositional phrases of the form 
NP PP, or NP (PP-SPEC) PP where NP = the Noun Phrase, PP-SPEC = a PP Specifier or 
limiter, and where PP is the post-positional marker yai.  

In the simplest form of the PP construction, the nominal is simply followed by the 
postposition yai.  

    CONJ  NP     POST  
4.  na    e-na an ta'ata'ai    yai  

but   GPC-3sP place of sitting   at  

But,	in	his	place	of	sitting	
[para 31] 

DX earth      POST 
5.  ite-te  tano'ubu   yai 

this-here  earth   on 

On	this	earth	here	
[para 2] 

However particularly with specific locations, the PP is preceded by a PP specifier, to 
further delineate the location as above, beside, over, under, etc. 

N         PP-SPEC    POST 
6.  Ume'ehu   sadai-na   yai 

Stone   beside-3pP at 

                                                                                                                                                                                         
(i.e., Trans New Guinea phylum) non‐AN speakers."  Malcolm Ross (1988:193)  Arthur Capell and 

earlier researchers also spoke of the significance of this distinction. Capell (1969). 
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From	beside	the	stone		
[para 31] 

 

N   PP-SPEC  POST  
7.  Yada   hanahanau-di  yai  
    clouds approach-3pP to  

approaching	the	clouds		
[para 14] 

Other PPs are less complex and may consist of only the NP followed by the postpositional 
yai.  Yai or its equivalent in other Papuan Tip languages has sometimes been loosely 
characterized as a locational marker, but that classification misses the point because in Suau 
and in Buhutu at any rate it is also use for temporals, instrumentals and other oblique 
relations – as well as to accompany various postpositional specifiers which are not always 
locational, so its general function seems to be that of signaling a general postpositional 
construction similarly to what long does in Tok Pisin. 

Use of yai in a temporal expression:  

     N         POST    S                 VP 
8.  haba mulina     yai,   e  -di  ba'isa wa ya          fa-'oi-gogogo -di 

then afterwards PP     GPC-3pP bigman OI 3s.RE      CZ-hit-gather -3pO 

Then	afterwards	(at),	their	bigman	had	them	gather	together.	
[para 10] 

Use of yai in a non-temporal, non-locative construction with lisina.   

N            POST                  VP 
9.  Lisi-na        yai, fuya ou'ouli,   be   ami    ita, 

on its account to,  times plenty,   then 2p.RE look  

That’s	why	[on	it's	account],	plenty	of	times,	you	(will	be)	looking...	
[para 14] 

Unlike Eastern Suauic lects, Buhutu may alternate between postpositions and prepositions.  
I.e., in the Buhutu sub-group of Western Suauic – there are two parallel sets of PP 
construction, one of which is a postposition yai and the other of which is a preposition 'ai.  
The preposition ai crops up in the 'Race to the Moon' when Kakatilotilo is explaining to 
Tolutoluwaga why Tolutoluwaga is simply not eligible to participate in a race to the moon:  
     PREP  N 
10.  Haba ai    yauli, hobahoba   a-m     paisowa 

will  in    yard   crouching  EPC-2sP work 

Your	work/activity	will	be	(done)	squatting	in	the	yard.	
[para 29] 

In example (10) ai yauli is the marked form, where as yauli yai would be the default form. 
The postpositional construction would be the norm for both eastern and western coastal lects.  

In at least one instance, in the "Race to the Moon" story, both the prepositional and 
postposition forms are found in the same sentence in the Kakatilotilo and Tolutoluwaga text 
(paragraph 32) with no discernable reason as to why one should be prepositional and the 
other postpositional.  When mother tongue speakers are asked about 'which one to use when,' 
it turns out that yai seems to be the default form but sometimes, they say, the prepositional ai 
form would sound better in a particular utterance.   
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 N   POST 
11a. nima-di yai 

 hand-3pP PP 
in	their	hands	

[para 32] 

PREP   N 
11b. ai    nima-na 

 PP     hand-3sP  

in	his	hands	
[para 32] 

At this time, rather than postulating a syntactic conditioning factor for the alternation 
between these two patterns, the alternation between pre- and post- positionals is being 
regarded as being motivated by different underlying patterns historically, neither one of 
which is totally dominant in the Buhutu area.9  

As a further complication, in oblique constructions expression direction or path though a 
postposition might be expected none is needed.10  Thus, in regards to typological patterns one 
is left with a postpositional construction with no visible PP!  

12a.  E fatamali -miu  ami    lau Nawalahi, 
 I send      -2pO  2p.RE go  moon. 
I	am	sending	you.pl	to	go	to	the	moon.	

[para 7] 

However some educated speakers will hyper-correct when editing and insert a yai in 
clauses expressing directional sources or goals.  Strictly speaking this hyper-corrected form 
may not be incorrect, but in at least some cases the insertion of yai seems to change the 
function of the oblique from directional source or goal to a locative.  
12b. (*?)E fatamali -miu   ami    lau Nawalahi yai, 

     I send     -2pO   2p.RE go moon      to. 

								I	am	sending	you.pl	to	go	to	the	moon	(some	people	may	say	it	like	this)	
The asterisked form (12b) is not attested, but might be deemed acceptable by some speakers. 

One oblique, the comitative is prepositional.  When the proclitic ma~ precedes a noun the 
'with' form means that B is accompanying A.   

   [N1                      COM  N2]      
13. Aho waihin an'antauna   wa, ma~   natuna    adi ho'owa ya    ita -0. 

now woman people-eating OI  with  child-3sP their water 3s.RE see -0 

So	now,	he	saw	the	water/pool	belonging	to	the	cannibal	woman	and	her	child..	
[BHSLBDBY, Budoinuwalele, para 46] 

However, when ma~ is followed by an adjective, it means that A has the attribute B. 

N          COM~ AJ 
14. nimana      ma~dubudubuyana.  	

hands -3sP, with sootiness -3sP 

His	hands	with	their	sootiness	/	his	sooty	hands	
[para 20] 

                                                            
9 After more than 25 years of further observation, this still seems to be the case, i.e., that the 
difference is not triggered by either grammatical or discourse constraints. E.g., in one 2013 text, the 
first section uses pre- positions and in the second section the speaker switches and thereafter uses 
post- positions. 
10 i.e., with directional sources and goals and with lisina or lebena 'to, for,' etc. used with animate 
PPs. 
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15. Yau ma~loholoho     -gu 
I   with~ goodness  -3sP 

I	with	my	wellness/	I	am	feeling	good.	
[BHIPBHPS, Buluhagalagala, para 20] 

Summary of types of prepositions and postpositions in Buhutu.  The 
language has both postpositions and prepositions.  Postpositions are the 
more common forms. That is, the postposition yai can (almost?) always be 
used.  Speakers will sometimes opt for and "push for" the use of the 
preposition ai pattern.  The variant usage seems to be stylistic, not 
grammatical.   

 

1.3.3.  Genitive Noun Phrase Word Order & an Oceanic Possession 
Classifier System.   

The possessed noun, i.e., the genitive [GEN] precedes the governing head Noun Phrase 
[NP] in a recursively looped series, sometimes embedding three or more possessives.  In 
example (16) below drawn from another text, Silowa, we have three layers of possession, 
with the final NP ana ma'i 'its coconut oil" also functioning as the direct object with which 
the verb ginauli 'make' agrees.  

    O        V 
16a. Na [natuna kuluna ana ma'i] ya ginauli. 
     Na natu   -na kulu  -na  a   -na ma'i       ya    ginauli-0 

 But child -3sP head -3sP EPC -3sP c-nut oil 3s.RE make   -3sO 

But	she	made	coconut	oil	for	her	child's	head	/	But	she	made	her	child's,	her	head's	
its	coconut	oil.	

[BHIPSLPS-BXH Silowa, Patrick Sadileutu para 4] 
 

Both by bracketing (16b) to show the embedding, and in a tree diagram (16c) it may be 
seen that the initial possessive NP (= N3) natu-na 'her child' is the one most deeply 
embedded. (See Bickford, 1993 F6 EMNP)  The possessor of the initial NP in this clause is 
cross-referenced by the 3sP -na, and is the young woman referred to from an earlier sentence.   

At the second deepest level of embedding is another possessive NP (= N2) kulu-na 'his 
head's.'   

In the third NP ana ma'i 'its coconut oil' the possessed noun is at the highest level of the 
NP construction, and at this level functions as the direct object of the clause.   

The embedding of the possessive NP's is shown both by the bracketing in (13b): 

 
16b.  Na [NP1 [NP2 [NP3 natu-na ] kulu-na ] a-na ma'i ] ya ginauli. 

  But [ [ [child -3sP] head -3sP] EPC -3sP c-nut oil] 3s.RE make -3sO 

But	she	made	her	child's,	her	head's	its	coconut	oil.			
[BHIPSLPS, Silowa, para 4] 

By convention the bracketing (in 16b), may be realized as a hierarchical tree diagram11 
showing three NP nodes in (16c): 
  

                                                            
11 Labeled tree diagrams of this sort are a convention which have been used by the North Dakota SIL 
school since before 1980. See Bickford (1996). 
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16c.  
 
 
 
 

In the Race to the Moon text there are no three-levels-deep, embedded possessive NPs, but 
it is claimed by some linguists (Bickford 1996: F-6 EMNP)" that such multiply-embedded 
NP's occur more commonly when talking about family relationships.   

1.3.3.1. Possessives in terms of areal features:   

As in many Oceanic languages there are three possessive classes in Buhutu, which have 
historically been labeled inalienable, edible and general.12  Both Buhutu and Suau speakers 
recognize 'edible' as a possession classifier for the second 'alienable' classification, and will 
themselves characterize this sub-group of nouns as consisting of "edible or drinkable" items, 
so I have retained their labels, knowing very well that as with gender classifier systems in 
European languages, the terminology and classes are somewhat arbitrary.13   

This system of alienable and inalienable possession classifiers in Western Melanesian 
languages is summarized in Lynch, Ross and Crowley (2002:41)  

"The formal distinction between directly and indirectly possessed nouns 
generally corresponds to a semantic distinction between inalienable and 
alienable possession, with direct possession expressing semantic inalienability 
and indirect possession expressing alienability.  The detailed semantic content 
of inalienable nouns caries from language to language, but, in general, it 

                                                            
12 E.g., by Hockett (lecture and handouts, 1967) Milner (1967) for languages like Fijian.  
13 I do not argue with other studies of Milne Bay Austronesian languages, which have come up with 
what are well-motivated, semantically-defined roles for the possessive classifiers relating to 
controlled and less controlled genitive relationships.   For Buhutu we simply retain the classic 
Oceanic names for them, and recognize that the names are arbitrary while at the same time 
recognizing that the semantically defined roles for the three classifier sets also have credence.  
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includes body parts, locative parts ('inside,' 'underneath,' etc.) kin terms, and 
often abstract nouns denoting things done to or said of the possessor.  Alienable 
nouns are all other nouns in the language.  Generally, body parts that are in 
some sense removable, and kin over whom one has authority or who one 
acquires through marriage, are often indirectly possessed."   

In Buhutu as well as in the rest of the Suauic cluster, the Inalienable Possessive 
Classification [IPC] is indicated by attaching the person and number agreement marker 
showing possession [poss or pm] as a suffix to the inalienably possessed noun, and as 
summarized by Lynch Ross & Crowley above, as in many other Oceanic languages, this 
includes most of the kinship terms, body parts, part-whole relationships, etc.    

Singular Inalienable - kin term Inalienable - body part 

1st per Tama-gu My father Mata-gu My eyes 

2nd per Tama-m Your(sg) father Mata-m Your(sg) eyes 

3rd per Tama-na His/her father Mata-na His/her eyes 

Plural     

1st per 
(IN) 

Tama-da Our(IN) father Mata-da Our(IN) eyes 

1st per 
(EX) 

Tama-mai Our (EX) father Mata-mai Our(EX) eyes 

2nd per Tama-miu  Your(pl) father Mata-miu Your(pl)eyes 

3rd per Tama-di Their father Mata-di Their eyes 

TABLE 2.  Examples of Inalienably Possessed Nouns in Buhutu 

As is further pointed out by Lynch, Ross & Crowley (2002:41) in Oceanic languages 
alienable possession may include further distinctions:   

"Possessive systems making only the simple direct/indirect distinction are 
widely distributed in the languages of PNG.  However, most Melanesian and 
Micronesian languages have systems that are more complicated than this in that 
they distinguish different kinds of alienable possession by means of a set of 
pronominally suffixed possession constituents or 'classifiers.' [Italics mine, rec]. 
In western Melanesia there is often a classifier that is used to express the 
possession of items for consumption (i.e. food and drink, and often items used in 
procuring them), as distinct from other items."   

In Buhutu, which has two alienable sets of classifiers, the Edible Possessive Classifiers 
[EPC] are used whenever something is edible or intended to be eaten, or even set aside in 
ones mind as something one wishes to eat.  [Note: When the Edible Possessive Classifier 
follows the noun, rather than precedes it, it becomes a desiderative - "that which I long to 
eat." ]  

Both edible and general possession are signaled by suffixing the possessive agreement 
markers to a particle which functions as a possessive carrier, and which comes immediately 
before the possessed noun.  In Buhutu the Edible Possessive Carrier [EPC] is a- and the 
General Possessive Carrier [GPC] is e-.  It is quickly discovered in natural texts that the EPC 
is also used for other functions than "edibility" or "drinkability" and often it does seem to 
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refer to genitives in which the degree of "control" is greater than that for the GPC [General 
Possessive Carrier] but less than that for an Inalienable [IPC].    

In the text, Tolutoluwaga 'the Papuan nightjar' was assigned to look after the food 
preparation.  In the edible category, Kalahe 'food' is declined below.  Both Kakatilotilo and 
Tolutoluwaga has an idea or a plan, nuwatuhu for reaching the moon. 

Examples of how each of how possession may be shown on each of these nouns is shown 
in Table 3 below.   

Singular With Edible Classifier a- With General Classifier e- 

1st per a-gu kalahe My food e-gu nuwatuhu My idea/plan 

2nd per a-m kalahe Your(sg) food E-m nuwatuhu Your(sg) idea/plan 

3rd per a-na kalahe His/her food E-na nuwatuhu His/her idea/plan 

Plural     

1st per 
(IN) 

a-da kalahe Our(IN) food E-da nuwatuhu Our(IN) idea/plan 

1st per 
(EX) 

a-ma kalahe Our (EX) food E-ma nuwatuhu Our(EX) idea/plan 

2nd per a-mi kalahe Your(pl) food E-mi nuwatuhu Your(pl)idea/plan 

3rd per a-di kalahe Their food E-di nuwatuhu Their idea/plan 

TABLE 3.  Examples of the Edible and General Possessive classification of Possessed Nouns in 
Buhutu 

Similar patterns of showing possessive classification are widespread throughout Oceanic, 
with a two-way distinction in Polynesian languages (Chung, 1974), a three-way distinction in 
Buhutu and Suau, and a four-way distinction in Fijian (Milner, 1967).    

It is not just the number of possessive classifiers, however, which is of interest in Oceanic 
languages, but also the degree to which they may shift from one possession 'category' to 
another.  Lynch, Ross & Crowley (2002:42) go on to say: 

"The possessive classifiers have sometimes been referred to as reflecting 
noun class systems.  Unlike noun classes, however, association with a particular 
possessive classifier is often not fixed (Pawley and Sayaba, 1990).  This means 
that the same noun can appear in more than one possessive construction, 
depending on the relationship between the possessor and the possessed NP."  

Buhutu is a languages in which "nouns may shift fairly freely from the directly to the 
indirectly possessed category." Pawley & Sayaba, (1990), Lynch, Ross & Crowley (2002:42).    

In the Suauic cluster the ability to shift freely certainly seems to be the case, e.g. in Suau 
one has the following set: 

17a. e-gu tau 'my brother' using GPC  
17b. a-gu tau 'my (edible) enemy' using EPC  
17c. tau-gu 'my body' using IPC  

 

And, in Buhutu:   
18a. e-gu salai 'my pig' which I own. GPC 
18b. a-gu salai 'my pig' which is intended to be eaten  
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/ 'my piece of pork' EPC 
18c. salai a-gu 'oh, my pork!  
18d. salai-gu 'my pig' to be distributed at my mortuary feast. IPC 

Note: when the edible possessive carrier EPC follows the possessed noun, then the 
connotative meaning becomes desiderative, and is used to refer to something potentially 
thought of as food, or which one desires to eat - often said of something when it is still alive, 
as of a pig, or a fish jumping in the water.  As of the time of this writing, we have not yet 
encountered other languages outside the Suau cluster which utilize this strategy for marking 
desideratives.  

Many nominals can be possessed in more than one way, with differences in denotative 
effect, compare: egu ho'owa 'my water,' (which I own or have rights to, or even in a 
container if not designated for consumption), versus agu ho'owa 'my water' (which is 
intended for drinking or consumption), ho'owana 'its water' (e.g., referring to the water or 
stream associated with a particular place).      

Sometimes the change in classifiers brings about more subtle differences which are not 
always obvious to the outsider, e.g., ena paisowa 'his work' (which he happens to be doing) 
versus ana paisowa which also means 'his work,' but which should connote that it is his or 
her vocation, or work habitually associated with that person, whereas paisowana 'his work' is 
even more intimately connected with the 'possessor'. 

A superb example of this flexibility in Buhutu comes, not from the Race to the Moon text 
but from Patrick Sadileutu's rendition of the epic Buluhagalagala story in which within the 
scope of just a few sentences, gwayali 'a traditional, sewn pandanas mat' is possessed using 
each of the three classifiers, to create slightly different connotative effects, first with ena 
gwaiyali using GPC, the general possessive classifier:  

 
19a. E-na     gwayali,              mate tina-na oyagi   yai  

 GPC-3sP sewn pandanas mat     TOPIC mother-3sP fire PP 
Comment:	e‐na	gwaiyali	means	'his	mat'	which	the	mother	has	made	for	her	son	to	use	
 
ya ladi-0,      be       ya yome~nonohai-0.  
3s.RE cook-3sO  and then 3s.RE sew (it) in preparation-3sO   

As	for	his	traditional	mat,	his	mother,	heated	it	with	fire,	then	she	prepared	it	by	
sewing.		

[BHIPBHPS-BXH, Buluhagalagala, para 36] 

Then, in the very next sentence, the narrator goes on to talk about the mat again, first using 
inalienable possession [IPC] with gwayalina, then using the so-called "edible" possession 
EPC with ana gwaiyali. 
19b. Gwayali-na mate, Guyuwa a-na gwayali,  

 Sewn pandanas mat-3sP  Octopus EPC-3sP sewn pandanas mat 

	As	for	his	mat,	it	was	Octopus's	mat	/	the	mat	for	Octopus,	
Comment	1:	Gwayali‐na	'this	mat	of	hers'	intimately	associated	with	her	working	it	
perhaps?		Comment	2:	Guyawa	a‐na	gwayali	=	'the	octopus	his	mat'	intended	to	be	used	to	
destroy	him,		

[BHIPBHPS-BXH, Buluhagalagala, para 36] 

Non-mother-tongue speakers such as myself can appreciate these differences, but may not 
always be able to control the subtleties of how and when to use them!    

Anaphoric (or cataphoric) reference to participants in a Buhutu discourse is carried in 
large part by the person and number agreement markers associated with referents which 
encode "subject of" [sm] or "object of" [om] the verb.  But the person and number agreement 
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markers on possessed nouns [pm] also tracks participants, and these possessive pro-forms are 
affixes, rather than free pronouns.  

An interesting secondary effect of this efficient person and number agreement tracking 
system, is that on occasion, the edible or general possessive carrier, can stand alone with a 
possessive carrier but with no noun visible - in place of the free pronoun as in example (20) 
below. In these cases the possessive carrier and the person & number agreement marker take 
the place of an implied nominal referent.   At the time of this writing, this use of a possessive 
carrier to take the place of a free pronoun, has not been attested outside the Suauic cluster 
languages, but it is a commonly used discourse strategy within the Suau group. 

    O         V                        MODAL           V 
 20. yo a -da     wa    an-gabu   pa'ana   hige gonowana   u      lofo 

 and EPC-3plP 2s.RE HAB-roast  because  not be possible 2s.IR fly 

And	you	(will)	roast	ours	[edible],	because	you	will	not	be	able	to	fly.		
[para 8] 

It is a matter of interpretation as to how one analyzes the use of these same person and 
number agreement markers elsewhere in the language.    

But these same agreement markers that are used to flag inalienable possessives are – some 
of the time – also used in third person singular and plural forms as flags on adjectives (see 
1.3.4. below), and which, thereby, help specify whether the nominal being modified is 
singular or plural.    

They also occur with the same function to mark whether or not adpositional specifiers 
within postpositional phrases are singular or plural, (see 1.3.2. above) 

Lynch, Ross & Crowley, express this generalization as follows (2002:36): 

"Possessor suffixes on bound nouns and possessive classifiers indicate the 
person and number of a possessor;… In some western Melanesian languages 
these suffixes also occur on some prepositions and on attributive adjectives 
indicating the person and number of respectively, the prepositional object 
[comment: or 'postpositional object,' my addition.] and the head noun."  

With very slight changes (for third person singular only) the possessive markers are 
identical to the person and number agreement markers [om] for tracking direct or indirect 
objects on the verb. (See 2.1.1. below.)   At the time of this writing, I have not determined 
how widely the usage is of having identical or near identical person-marking flags in other 
languages attached to both verbs and possessed nouns outside the Papuan Tip Cluster.  In 
Papuan Tip Cluster languages such as Suau and Buhutu, this all-pervasive system of person 
and number agreement markers – with use of identical or near identical pro-forms on verbs, 
nouns, adjectives, etc. – is the glue which holds discourses together so efficiently. 

Summary of Possessive features in Buhutu:  In terms of typological 
classification, Buhutu has the GEN NP word order.    

In terms of areal features for Oceanic languages, Buhutu has a three-way 
possessive classifier system, which tends to be grammatically productive, 
rather than arbitrary, because speakers may chose to utilize differing 
classifiers for the same nominals in order to effect different usages or 
connotations.   
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1.3.4.  Word Order within the Noun Phrase  

The default word order within the Noun Phrase is N AJ, QP DEM where N is the head 
noun, AJ is any of several adjectival limiters and a QUANTIFIER PHRASE [QP] may 
contain either a Number [NU] or a Quantifier [Q].  One of the deictics ite 'this,' may occur 
before the head noun, but any other deictic will occur either independently or at the end of 
the Noun Phrase.   

Remember, (from 1.3.3 above) that an embedded genitive possessor NP will precede the 
head noun in the Noun Phrase, i.e.,  in example (21a - e) an embedded possessor noun 
precedes the main noun phrase, but the possessed head noun [N] is followed by an Adjective 
[AJ] and a Demonstrative [DEM]:  
21a.  tama -gu  e   -na salai la'ila'idi te  

 father-my GPC-his pig   big -3pl   here 

my	father,	his	big	pig	here	/	this	big	pig	of	my	father.	
	

21b.  [NP1 [NP2 tama-gu ] e-na salai la'ila'idi te ]  

Plurality is marked on only a small number of animate nouns, almost all of which are 
kinship terms, so in a typical noun phrase singular or plural may be flagged by the 
'possessive-like suffix' on the adjective and is also shown by agreement on the verb. This is 
illustrated below where the number of pigs is singular in (21c) and plural in (21d). 

N             GPC        N     AJ            DEM 
21c.  tama -gu     e    -na  salai la'ila'i -na   te 

  father -1sP  GPC  -3sP pig   big   -3s   this 

		My	father's	big	pig	here.	
 

N             GPC        N     AJ            DEM 
21d.  tama -gu     e    -na  salai la'ila'i -di   te 

  father -1sP  GPC  -3sP pig   big   -3p   these 

		My	father's	big	pigs	here.	
	

In (21e)  the structure is exemplified by a tree diagram: 
 
21e. tamagu ena salai la'ila'idi te 'my fathers pigs' 
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1.3.4.1. Adjectives  

Having stated that in Buhutu, the adjective follows the head noun in an NP, it may be 
argued, that many of what might be assumed to be adjectives may not be truly functioning as 
adjectives in Buhutu and that those which do function as adjectives, do not occur with very 
high frequency.   

In fact, in the 'Race to the Moon' discourse there were only four possible adjectives.  
Therefore, in order to determine normal patterns for noun phrase word order in Buhutu, other 
texts must be considered also.   

N      AJ        
22. atai'a loholoho -di  

birds  good      -3p  

good	birds	
 [para 2] 

 POSS   N      AJ] 
23. e -na   sunuma la'ila'i 

GPC -3sP hope   big 

his	big	hope	
para 15] 

Principle for Discourse Analysis:  Data from a single text, in a single 
genre may be insufficient for determining the patterning of a specific syntactic 
or discourse feature.  
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Comparing 'Race to the Moon' with another longer Buhutu text, Buluhagalagala, there are 
seven instances of adjectives in Buluhagalagala.14  That text contains 288 nouns.  Examples 
of adjectives include: Loloho, and loholoho, both variants of 'good,' la'ila'i 'big,' and 
dubaduba 'black.'  

 The longest Buhutu text documented thus far, Budoinuwalele, was recorded at Sinalili 
village.  This text contains 247 Noun, and the number of noun phrases containing adjectives 
is still only 19 (with occurrences of 11 different adjectives).  

N    AJ        sm V      sm  V 
24. fuya lofalofa  wa laoma   wa unu'unui 

time long      2s.RE come 2s.RE be killing 

You've	come	and	been	killing	(us)	for	a	long	time	
[BHSLBDBY-BXH, Budoinuwalele, para 74] 

All adjectives in Buhutu and Suau sub-cluster languages are participial in nature, being 
derived underlyingly from a class of intransitive verbs to which the subject relationship is 
attributive rather than agentive.   

That is, they are a subset of what are sometimes called "unaccusative, intransitive verbs." 
(see Perlmutter & Postal, 1984: 98) or non-active, intransitive verbs.   

In many instances Buhutu speaker will express such attributive concepts with verbal rather 
than an adjectival constructions.  (This is a topic for further study in Papuan Tip languages)   

Intransitive verbs are discussed further in the section on intransitive verbs (below, 
2.1.4.X). No verbs which express attributive relationships occurred in the 'Race to the Moon' 
text. 
But example (27) taken from the Buluhagalagala text, loholoho "good" is expressed as a verb 
rather than an adjective: 

    VOC V 
25.  "I, natu-gu, ya loholoho. 

 yes, child-1sP 3s.RE be good 
Yes,	my	child,	it	is	good.	

[BHIPBHPS-BXH, Buluhagalagala, para 40] 

In the same text in example (26) a derived adjectival form of "good," lolohodi is also used:  

 S     O(N     N   ADJ)       IO          V 
26.  pele luwaga wa, waihin hasaladi       loloho-di, Bolisaiyelo sa felen. 

groups two  OI woman  young women-3pP  good-3pP  B  3p.RE give-3sO 

As	for	the	two	groups,	they	(each)	gave	good	(beautiful)	young	women	to	Bolisaiyelo.	
[BHIPBHPS-BXH, Buluhagalagala, para 58] 

 In some instances an attributive quality may even be expressed as a possessed noun (i.e., 
as a gerund), which would also be derived underlyingly from a verb.   

As mentioned above (at the end of Section 1.3.3.), the agreement markers on an adjective 
are the same as the third person agreement markers used on an inalienably possessed noun 
(ex 22).   Again, Lynch, Ross & Crowley (2002:40) state that "It is common in the languages 

                                                            
14 For "Race to the Moon" this comes out to 2.2% of 148 nominal expressions containing adjectives, 
and for "Buluhagalagala," this comes out to 2.1% of 352 of its nominal expressions containing 
adjectives.  The "Budoinuwalele" text has 4.2 percent of 247 nominal expressions containing 
adjectives. In a set of three descriptive texts, the percentage of nominals containing adjectives ranges 
from three to almost eleven percent, and of nominals containing quantifiers from one percent to 
twenty-eight percent.  
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of western Melanesia for adjectives to distinguish the number and person of their referent by 
means of 'possessor' suffixes."    

In some cases however, the adjective does not carry any person or number agreement (ex 
23), and in others the "adjective" seems to be the head of, not the modifying element in the 
larger construction.  In their discussion of adjectives and nominal modifiers, Lynch Ross and 
Crowley (2002:40) say: 

"If an Oceanic language has a class of genuine adjectives at all, it is likely to 
be a small closed set of forms which is defined by the fact that its members are 
uninflected and can be used both as a predicate and attributively when they 
directly follow the nominal head that they modify.  Stative meanings are more 
generally expressed by stative verbs." 

These same tendencies are partially reflected in Buhutu.   However, in Buhutu, adjectival 
forms can be attested as inflected forms (ex 22 & 26) , as "stripped down" uninflected forms 
(ex 23) and as predicates (ex 25).  For further study: when the attributive quality is in focus, 
does it takes the form of a verb? 

Summary of Typological Features for Noun Phrase and Adjective:  
Buhutu has adjectives, and the word order is N ADJ.  Buhutu adjectives are 
derived from verbs, which are predications rather than NP attributes 
(adjectives).  (Adjectives are sometimes nominalized as well.) 

1.3.4.2.  Numbers  

 In the Race to the Moon text there were only one clear instance of a number modifying a 
noun, but in Buluhagalagala luwaga 'two' occurs three times, and in Budoinuwalele, the 
numbers one, two and four occur seven times as Noun modifiers, and twice as Noun 
substitutes.15   

N       Nu     sm V      -om 
27. ginauli esega  ami   anpate -0 

thing   one    2p.RE attempt 3sO 

You.pl	attempt	one	thing.	
[para 5] 

Typically, quantifiers (and numbers) seem to occur more frequently than adjectives.  In 
these three longest Buhutu texts,  they occur in from about seven percent to a bit over ten 
percent of all nominal expressions, while adjectives occurred with only two to four percent of 
the nominals. 

1.3.4.3.  Quantifiers   

In A Race to the Moon, there are several occurrences of quantifiers in the text, in 
particular, mahudo'idi, 'all of them' or mahudo'imiu 'all of you'  which occurred six times 
within a noun phrase with a noun as head, and three times independently with the quantifier 
functioning as a pronominal substitute for the noun.   Two other quantifiers occur in this text, 
'ou'ouli 'all' or 'plenty of,' hesa, 'some,' or 'another,' and the distributive hesa - hesa 'each 
and every.' 
28a atai'a mahudo'i -miu 

'all	of	you	birds'	
[para 7] 

28b. ena hewahewali mahudo'i -di 

'all	of	his	"boys"	'		
[para 6, in reference to his subordinates] 

                                                            
15 Numbers as noun modifiers are specific instances of quantifier phrases.  Numbers as noun 
substitutes, take the place of the head noun, and therefore function as pronouns. 
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28c. fuya ou'ouli 

all	of	the	time	
[para 2, 14, 32] 

28d. pele hesa 

'each	group',	'another	group'	
[para 7, 11] 

28e. fuya haisa -di 

'at	other	times'	
[para 29] 

28f. pele hesa - hesa 

	'each	and	every	group'	
[para 17] 

28g.  mahudo'idi 

'all	of	them'	
[para 2, 17, & 26 -where the QP = NP] 

28h.  hesa 

'another'	
[para 12 - where the QP = NP] 

In the Budoinuwalele text, quantifiers occurred as modifiers with a nominal expression 23 
times, and 11 times when functioning as noun substitutes [pronouns].   

1.3.5.  Word Order of Constructions Containing Relative Clauses. 

There are two main strategies for relative clause [REL] formation in Buhutu, one of which 
introduces the REL by a form corresponding to a content question word, and the other of 
which does not.   At the right margin of the relative clause there may be an NP boundary 
particle such as wa 'old information marker, or mate 'topicalizer,' ite 'this,' ni 'that', or simply 
a comma intonation.   

In both patterns the word order is NP REL.   In example (29) where adi means 'theirs' 
(edible) the relative clause margin is marked by wa an old information marker (roughly 
translated as 'the' when marking the margin of a nominal expression).16 

S     REL             O       V 
29. Tolutoluwaga [rc a-di   ya    angabu-0   wa]  a - di     ya    anholi-
0. 

Tolutoluwaga    EPC-3pP 3s.RE roast-3sO OI   EPC-3pP    3s.RE scrape-
3sO 

Tolutoluwaga	[the	one	who	roasted	their	food]	scraped	their	food.	
[para 20] 

If there had been no wa (old information marker) in this example (29 above), the 
construction would simply have been that of two clauses in a row, with Tolutoluwaga 
roasting their food, and then scraping it.  The use of wa signals that the whole first clause, 
"he scraped their food" is a subject modifier - that is, that it functions as a relative clause. 

In example (30) the relativized construction 'the one who flies up high' has become non-
finite, so structurally lofolofona 'flying' is a nominalized verbal construction modifying the 
second noun in this equative sentence and is therefore a relative clause containing a non-
finite verb or participle.  [See Marlett 1985: 78-79] 

S      COMM   REL 
 30. Pekopeko hinaga doga  [hewa yai lofo-lofo-na]. 

 Pekopeko also   person high to RDP-fly-3sP 

Pekopeko	(is)	also	a	person	[(who)	is	up	high	flying].	
[para 25] 

In (31) the relative clause is introduced by sai 'who' - in a similar strategy to that used in 
English for WH-relatives: 

S  [REL           ]  
31. Wawaya [sai hige gaimumu hige i     lau~watai -di]  

Child  [who not  advice  not  3s.ir do follow -3pO] 

                                                            
16 Clear-cut instances of relative clauses are relatively uncommon in the corpus of Buhutu texts, so 
better examples from other texts are still being compiled.  
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TOPIC    COMM 
 mate     gaimumu asa'asaha. 
(that is) advice empty 

As	for	the	child	who	does	not	follow	advice,	that	is	empty	advice/advice	given	in	vain.	
[BHBHGMGE Gaimumu, Giveson Eleni, 1987] 

Summary: Relative clauses follows the head noun in [N + REL] order.  

In this overview, we do not discuss constraints related to what the grammatical relation is 
for the head noun of the embedded relativized clause. (see Marlett 1989:74) 

1.3.6.  Summary of Buhutu Word Order Typology. 

In terms of word order correlates, we find that Buhutu is atypical in various ways.   

1.  It has S O V word order as the default at the clause level, but within the verb phrase the 
order is sm V-om.  Discourse constraints such as a topic-comment overlays often trigger 
word-order shifts and participant tracking on the verb via pro-forms allow for more elisions 
from the pattern, than actual realizations of S O V patterns.   

2.  Buhutu has post-positionals as a norm [NP PP], but also has a significant percentage of 
pre-positional structures [PP NP], possibly due to historic or areal influences.  There are 
various conditions under which PP constructions elided the post- or prepositional marker is 
entirely.   

3. The Genitive NP precedes the head NP, that is, [GEN NP] NP order, but in terms of 
Oceanic typology, the three-way possessive classifier distinction (in itself quite common) 
turns out be significant, because many nominals can be possessed in more than one way, with 
slight differences in denotative or connotative effect.  In contrast, some Oceanic languages 
even within the Papuan Tip Cluster, tend merely to place each noun into a single possessive 
class which becomes arbitrarily associated with that word. 

4. Nouns may be followed by adjectival modifiers - if indeed the following element in the 
NP is a true adjective.  All Buhutu adjectives are derived from verbs, so there is a choice 
between an adjectival form and a verbal predication for attributive concepts. N + AJ 

5. Relative clauses adhere to the typical word order constraints of similar S O V 
languages, as the relative clause follows the head noun.   NP + REL 

The word order typology for Buhutu may be summarized in the following chart. 
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Language Type O V V O Additional Comments 

Default word order 
within a clause 

S O V  This is the default word order, but 
because of discourse pressures, very 
few Buhutu clauses in actual texts will 
contain an overt subject and an overt 
object nominal. 

Order within the VP  sm V-om In the verb morphology the object 
marking follows the verb or verbal 
nucleus as a suffix or post-clitic. 

PP phrases NP PP PP NP  Both prepositions and postpositions 
are used, though the prepositional form 
is less used. 

Genitives GEN N  The interesting patterns for Buhutu 
come in the way in which the Oceanic 
possessive classifiers are used, not in 
the relative order within the 
construction 

Relative clauses  N REL  

Constituents of a Noun 
Phrase 

 N ADJ Some doubt is expressed as to whether 
these are truly adjectives; all of them 
are certainly derived from verbs, but 
the morphology is  very much like that 
of inalienably possessed nouns. 

Table 4.  Word Order Typology 

In John Hawkins paper 'Implicational universals as predictors of word order change' 
(1979: 626) Buhutu would fit in with Greenberg's language type 24. SOV/POST/GEN + N/N 
+ ADJ.    

2. Grammatical Relations both within Clauses,  
and on the Discourse Level. 

2.1. Grammatical Relations & Clause Structures in Buhutu  

Whether on the clause level, or on the discourse level, the fundamental question in Buhutu 
is: How do we know who does what to whom?   

It is possible to track GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS, and therefore discourse 
participants in Buhutu in part because their roles are often tied to the word order within a 
clause17 (as summarized above). 

More significantly, grammatical relations are tracked, not by word order, but by flagging  
person and number agreement between the verb and its main arguments (i.e., subject, object, 

                                                            
17 Variations from the default word order, S O V, are triggered by discourse constraints such as 
fronting of an object NP in a topic overlay, or right-dislocation of an NP to post verbal location 
because of a heavy NP, etc., neither of which occur in the 'Race to the Moon' text.   
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indirect object), and also between the various elements within a noun phrase, and in oblique 
(or peripheral) constructions such as prepositional or postpositional phrases.   

In addition, various grammatical relations are sometimes registered on the verb itself, or 
by the ways in which elements pattern in larger constructions.  This includes flagging a verb 
for transitivity, the advancements of oblique elements to objecthood, or retreats to anti-
passive as when a predication expresses an habitual action.   

A key to understand discourse-level structures lies in understanding the all pervasive 
nature of the inflectional system in Buhutu by which person and number agreements are 
flagged on both nouns and verbs.  

2.1.1. Verbs Which Are Inflected for Person and Number Agreement 

In Buhutu every clause which contains a verbal predication18 flags person and number 
agreement on the verb.  The following set of subject agreement markers flag person and 
number (Table 5 below) for every verb in a declarative clause (realis mode).     
 Singular  Plural 
1st per E 1st per(IN) ta 

1st Per(EX) ai  
2nd per(sg) wa  2nd per(pl) ami  
3rd per ya  3rd per sa  
Table 5.  Buhutu subject agreement markers used in declarative clauses 

The person and number marking pattern for subject in simple declarative verbs may be 
illustrated with the verb lau 'to go' (in table 6 below).   
 Singular 

1st per  E lau.  "I go." 

2nd per(sg)  wa lau. "You go" 

3rd per  ya lau.  "He/she goes." 
 Plural 

1st per(IN)  te lau.  "We (in) go." 

1 per(EX) 'e lau.  "We (ex) go." 

2nd per(pl) ami lau.  "You (pl) go." 

3rd per sa lau.  "They go." 
Table 6.  Person agreement for the verb lau 'to go.' 

 

Rule 1, Verb Agreement with the Subject.  Every verb agrees with the 
subject in person and number.  

The contrastive sets of realis and irrealis person and number agreement markers will later 
be compared in section 2.1.3. 'Structures with Irrealis Mode Subject Agreement Markers' 
(which see). 
                                                            
18 Not every predication contains a verb.  Buhutu equational constructions do not contain verbs, nor 
do certain modals expressing ability or possibility.   
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In the following seven examples from 'Race to the Moon,' subject markers are found for 
first, second and third person subject agreement, singular and plural, in declarative clauses 
(that is, in realis mode).   

Examples of declarative clauses with singular subject agreement: 
 

32.  E      ita-ita-sipo     -i   -0 
 1s.RE CONT-see-inspect -TR1 -3sO 

I		watch	over/inspect	s.th.	
[para 26] 

 

33. wa     lofo-lau 
2s.RE fly -go  

You	(sg)	go	and	fly.	
[para 9] 

 

34. ya    lofo 
3s.RE fly 

	He/she/it	flies	
[para 16] 

 

Examples of declarative clauses with plural subject agreement: 
 

35. te           ita-loba -hi  -0 
1pl(IN).RE see-find -TR1 -3sO 

We	(by)	looking	find	out.	
[para 31] 

 
36. 'e           an-  pate -i   -di 

2pl(EX).RE HAB- try  -TR1 -3pO 

we	try	(to	do)	them.	
[para 6] 

 

37. ami    ita -0 
2p.RE see -3sO 

You	see	it.	
[para 14] 

 

38. sa     lofo- lofo 
3p.RE RDP-  fly 
They	are	flying.	

[para 14] 
 

2.1.1.1.  Conventions for Writing Subject Markers  

In some Papuan Tip languages the person and number agreement markers which flag 
subjects [sm] are written as prefixes to the verbs, but in Buhutu and Suau and in Dobu and 
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other related languages, by convention, the person and number agreement markers are written 
separately. 

  There is some evidence in the Suau Cluster languages that these markers should be 
treated as separate particles or clitics, not prefixes, because – even though nothing else may 
occur between the subject marker and the verb itself – in actual performance of a speech act 
the hesitation comes after the subject marker and before the verb in each case.   

 1) the speaker may articulate the subject marker, then hesitate and repeat the verb phrase 
including a second subject marker followed by the verb.  

This evidence is particularly compelling when the first word in the corrected version is not 
a verb. As in example (32) below: 
              sm      O         sm V 
32. Taiyede   ya–,    amna -na     wa ya    atahi     -0 

well then 3s.RE   feeling -2sP OI 3s.RE  perceive -2sO 

Well	then	he,	(er)	as	for	its	feeling,	he	perceived	it.	
[BHSLBDBY, Budoinuwalele, para 46] 

 

PN   sm       S               sm V 
33. iya  ya –,    nuwa      -na    ya    mahata 

he   3s.RE    thoughts  -3sO   3s.RE be clear 
As	for	him,	he	–,	his	thought	was	clear.	

[BHSLBDBY, Budoinuwalele, para 41] 
 

 2) the speaker may also substitute a generic word haniwa 'whatchamacallit' after the 
subject marker, when searching for the right verb to use, then correct oneself and restate the 
phrase with an appropriate verb:  

V         V                       V 
34. sa    lau, sa     haniwa–,         sa     hi'uta             gabogabo 
yai 

3p.RE go 3p.RE whatchamaycallit  3p.RE fish with torches  sea      in 

They	go,	they	do	whatchamaycallit–,		they	fish	with	torches	in	the	sea.	
[BHSLBDBY, Budoinuwalele, para 38] 

and 3) a speaker may give the citation form of any verb independent of person agreement 
markers (i.e., as a root word).    

PN  PP        V                           N        V(stem) 
35. Yau, hewa yai, E     abi'abi        mate. Hesana:   abi. 

I    top  on   1s.Re  be holding on TOP   name -3sP holding on 

As	for	me,	up	on	top,	I	was	holding	on.		It's	called	'holding	on.'	
[BHIPFWPS, Fawasabu Dedena, para 3] 

In Suau cluster languages, convention, at least, treats subject markers as separate particles 
or little words coming immediately before the verb, and the three points above are weakly 
corroborative evidence for this.  However, for people who are unused to writing in their own 
language, subject markers are sometimes written as prefixes (with no spaces between), and 
sometimes written as separate pre-verbal particles (with spaces between them).   

2.1.1.2.  Implications for Discourse Analysis  

Participant reference is tracked by person and number agreement for the subject of each 
finite verb, and as we shall see later (Section 2.1.3 below), for the direct or indirect object as 
well.  Since every finite verb is thus inflected, this means that the answer to the question 
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"How do we know who does what to whom in Buhutu?" is: by knowing what these pro-forms 
are. 

The practical outcome of this is that within a discourse, the governing noun phrase or 
pronoun for the subject agreement markers, once the subject is introduced, need not be 
present within subsequent clauses for which that referent is also the subject, because a 
participant, once identified, can be tracked over a long span of clauses.   

Participant tracking between clauses is flagged in "Appendix C: A Thurman Chart of the 
Kakatilotilo and Tolutoluwaga Text."  Because participant reference is carried by the subject  
pro-forms (that is by the subject markers which immediately precede the verb), persistence of 
referents can carry for many clauses, unambiguously - as long as another referent is not 
introduced which might confuse which participant is being tracked.  

 In one instance, reference to Pekopeko 'the swallow' once having been introduced as 
subject was maintained over a span of 15 clauses.  In another case Tolutoluwaga 'the 
nightjar' was maintained as subject over 19 clauses without reinserting a nominal or free 
pronoun referent.  

The fact that such pro-forms always mark verbal predications, means that once introduced, 
neither nouns, nor personal pronouns need to re-occur unless there are multiple referents in 
the discourse which must be kept straight!   Unlike in a language like English, or Tok Pisin, 
therefore, free pronoun forms are very rare!    

In fact an overt subject noun or noun phrase is overtly present in fewer than one-fifth of 
the clauses in the 'Race to the Moon' text, and there are only twelve free pronouns in this 
story.  

As hinted above, a second reason why so few free pronouns and nominals are required is 
because Papuan Tip Austronesian languages such as Buhutu track not only subject 
agreement, but also object agreement on the verb.    

That is, when the verb is transitive, not only is the subject flagged by an person and 
number agreement marker [sm], but the direct object is also flagged by a person and number 
agreement marker [om].  Papuan Tip Austronesian languages track both subjects and objects 
in a manner similar to that of Bantu languages such as Kiswahili and Kinyarwanda.   

Rule 2, Verb Agreement with both Subject and Object.  Transitive 
verbs agree in person and number with both the subject and the direct object.  
Subject markers occur immediately before the verb stem, and object markers 
occur as suffixes to the verb.19   

In the "Race to the Moon" text, person and number agreement for direct objects is 
reflected in such forms as:  E fatamali-miu 'I send you.pl,' and wa ginauli-di 'you make 
them.'   The full range of possible object agreement markers [om] is not manifested in this 
text, nor is it realized in the two other longer narrative stories, Buluhagalagala and 
Budoinuwalele.  Therefore, an elicited paradigm for the verb ita, 'to see 'is given below.  
 Singular Plural 
1st 
per 

ya ita -gu 
he/she sees me 

ya ita -da 
he/she sees us(IN) 

  ya ita -mai

                                                            
19 Object agreement markers are clitics, since they may occur at the end of a verb phrase E.g., ya ita-
gu, 'he sees me' and ya lobahi-gu is 'he finds me,' but ya ita-lobahi-gu is 'he spots me (finds me by 
looking).'  
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he/she sees us(EX) 
2nd 
per 

ya ita -m 
he/she sees you(sg) 

ya ita - miu
he/she sees you(pl) 

3rd 
per 

ya ita -0 
he/she sees him/her 

ya ita -di 
he/she sees them 

Table 7.  Person & Number Agreement for Direct Objects - on the verb ita 'to 
see'

To reiterate: Because the person and number agreement for subjects and objects is carried 
by the subject agreement markers [sm] and the object agreement markers [om] respectively, 
this means that participant reference can be tracked by these pro-forms.  Therefore, neither 
an overt nominal nor pronominal antecedent need be present in the immediate clause to 
encode that information.  

2.1.2. Non-Active Clauses - Predications Which Are NOT Inflected 
for Person and Number Agreement.   

The major exception to tracking participant referents by subject markers and object 
markers is in non-active clauses.  Non-Active, or equational clauses, often have two 'equal' 
nominal expressions, one of which is topic the other of which is comment.  Others contain a 
nominal expression followed by a locational expression.   

Equational clauses though appearing to be simple, verbless expressions, are actually a 
special subset of topic-comment constructions, thus entailing a higher-level topic-overlay 
relationship on the discourse level. (See 2.1.2.3 below.) 

2.1.2.1. Equational Constructions Containing Only Noun Phrases 

In example (36) below, the deictic mate 'that' is the structural device which 'balances' the 
two sides of the equative construction.   The topic: esega moho 'just one more' the comment: 
Magesubu 'The Eagle.' 

   S = TOPIC   TM     COMM = NP 
36. Na esega moho  mate,   Magesubu 

but one only   TOPIC   Eagle 

But	there	is	just	one	more,	the	Eagle.	
[BBIPBGPS, Buluhagalagala, para 40] 

In example (37) the construction states:   "As for that topic or subject:  am paisowa 'your 
work' - the comment concerning it is: kuk, laubu'a 'being cook, cooking.' " 

S = TOPIC         TM     COMM = NP   COMM = NP 
37. A   -m     paisowa mate   kuk,        laubu'a 
    EPC -2sP   work    TOPIC  cook,       cooking 

Your	work,	(it	is)	cook,	cooking.	
[para 8]  

it will be noted that in the above equational predication, there is a single subject as topic 
am paisowa 'your work,' but that the comment, or second side of the equation consists of a 
compound, two-part comment.  That is both kuk 'cook' and laubu'a 'cooking' are comments 
in this construction.  

In example (38) below the equational does not feature the use of mate, but instead uses 
another deictic te 'this,' or 'here.'  Topic: 'as for this story,' Comment:  'it is the Kakatilotilo 
story.' 

   S=TOPIC           TM   COMM=NP 
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38. Na  ite  pilipilidai te,   Kakatilitilo  pilipilidai yo–, . . . 
But this story       here  Kakatilotilo  story       and 

But	this	story	here,	(is)	the	story	of	Kakatilotilo.	
[para 2]  

In yet a third type of non-active, equational construction, there is no deictic discourse 
marker to signal the topic-comment pattern.  Instead, it is marked by a slight falling 
intonation between the topic and comment elements, which is often signaled by a comma.  

S=Topic            S=Topic                 (TM=0)  COMM=NP 
39. e   -da   stoli, o  e   -da   pilipilidai,  (0)     a -na    siga. 

GPC -3plP story  or GPC -3plP story                 EPC -3sP ending 

(That	is)	the	end	of	our	story	or	of	our	traditional	story.	
[para 33]  

2.1.2.2. Equational Constructions with Noun Phrases and Locationals  

The other sort of non-active constructions typically has a noun phrase or pronominal 
which equates to "subject as topic" but this may be followed by a postpositional phrase 
marking something else, such as location on the topic side of the construction.   

    PN =TOPIC (TM=0)  COMM = PP 
40.  Na iya         (0)   ganahewa -na   yai. 

But he                 inside   -3sP  at 

But	he	(was)	inside	it.	
[BDSLBDBY, Budoinuwalele, para 17] 

 

S=Topic               TM     COMM = PP 
41. Em  oyagi ala'ala -na  mate,  Kalitabu   wenu -na   ubu -na         
yai. 

2sP fire  burning -3sP TOPIC  Giant Clam shell -3sP underneath -3sP  at 

Your.sg	burning	fire	is	underneath	the	giant	clam	shell.		
[BHIPBGPS, Buluhagalagala, para 5] 

In the "Buluhagalagala" text there are a number of equational clauses in which the second 
element (or comment) is in the form of a postpositional phrase.  In the story there are four 
antagonists, a gigantic wild boar, a giant clam, a huge octopus, and a large sea eagle, for 
which locational settings are introduced by non-active equational clauses.    

S=Topic               TM   COMM=PP 
42. Buluhagalagala ena aba miya          mate Sibalai Tu'a     -na       
yai. 

Buluhagalagala his place of living   TOPIC  Sibalai mountain  its      
at 

The	place	where	Buluhagalagala	lived	(was)	at	Sibalai	Mountain.	
[BHIPBGPS, Buluhagalagala, para 1] 

 

2.1.2.3. Equationals as a Subset of Topic-Comment Constructions. 

The fact that equational, non-active clauses are a special subset of topic-comment 
constructions may quickly be seen in the introduction to the "Buluhagalagala" text.  In this 
text, the places where the four antagonists live are sometimes identified by equational or non-
active clauses, in some instances in a constuction containing mate as a topic-overlay marker 
followed by a verbal predication as the comment.   

S=Topic   TM     S  PP                     V 
43. Kalitabu   mate, in Mogiliu Solasolana yai  ya miya. 
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giant clam TOPIC he Mogiliu Channel in   3s.RE live 

As	for	Kalitabu	the	giant	clam,	he	lives	in	Mogiliu	Channel	/	As	for	Kalitabu,	he	is	the	
one	who	lives	in	Mogiliu	Channel.	

[BHIPBGPS, Buluhagalagala, para 2] 

 

Discourse Considerations:  

Equational or non-active predications in Buhutu are a special sub-set of Topic-Comment 
constructions in which part A (the topic) and part B (the complement) are "equated" or made 
parallel with one another without any other finite verb involved.  

That mate (or other topic-comment markers) does not just mark equationals but also other 
topic-comment constructions was discussed in Cooper (1992).  Topicalization in Buhutu may 
sometimes involves the fronting of a postpositional phrase, of a direct object, or some another 
oblique argument of a predication.  In Example (44) a locative postpositional is topicalized.  
The topic-comment structure is marked by fronting the PP and optionally flagging the 
overlay relationship - in this case by placing mate between the topic phrase and the verb 
phrase.  

PP = TOPIC               TM       VP = COMM 
44. ena aba gwane        yai  mate,    sa      ta'i'ili hinaga, 

3sP place of calling at   TOP      3p.RE  circle around also 

It	was	at	his	singing	ground	that	they	all	circled	around.	
[para 3] 

In example (45) the direct object is fronted as topic, and again the overlay relationship is 
flagged by use of mate between the direct object and the verb phrase.  Because normal word 
order in Buhutu is object plus verb [O V], note that if the mate were to have been omitted, 
one would not know except by intonation, whether or not the Object NP, ena oyagi gafuna, 
was topicalized or not.   

O = TOPIC            TM    VP 
45. Ena oyagi gafuna     mate  ya simo    komakomani'i    -0 , 

3sP fire smoke -3sP  TOP   3s.RE hide carefully       3sO 

As	for	the	smoke	of	her	fire,	she	hid	it	carefully.	
[BHIPBGPS, Buluhagalagala, para 6] 

Similarly in example (46) the use of mate indicates that the subject, Buluhagalagala is 
not only the subject but also the topic of the clause.   Again note, that the word order remains 
the same, but on the discourse level, because mate is also present, the subject, 
Buluhagalagala is in focus as the topic. 

   S = TOPIC      TM     PP                      VP 
46.  Na Buluhagalagala mate, Wala'ulu tefa  -di  yai  ya    nohi. 

But Buluhagalagala TOP   Wala'ulu side  -3pP at   3s.RE make nest 
But	as	for	Buluhagalagala,	he	made	his	lair	at	the	Wala'ulu	side.	

 Above the clause level, a whole predication may have a topic-overlay relationship 
(Cooper, 1992) to another structure, at a higher discourse level.  Since topic-comment 
overlay relationships are discussed in Cooper (1992) this discussion is not expanded here, but 
will tie in with other discourse marking strategies in Section XYZ  

Distribution of Non-Active Predications in the "Race to the Moon" Discourse:   
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Typically, near the beginning of a traditional story there may be several non-active clauses 
to help introduce the setting, but non-active clauses are scattered throughout the discourse as 
well.  Since, by definition they are "non-active" this means they are NOT on the event-line, 
but instead, fill in background information.  

Though there are a number of non-active predications in the introduction to the "Race to 
the Moon" text, (about a dozen of them), the rest of the thirty-three non-active clauses are 
spread throughout the whole text.  Non-active predications make up 18 percent of the total 
text. 

Of the nearly 150 predications which do contain finite verbs in the Race to the Moon text, 
slightly fewer than half (45 percent) are transitive, the rest are intransitive.  

In Buhutu there are also a few verbs of becoming such as falen or famala 'become' which 
do not appear in the Race to the Moon discourse.  Buhutu also has two modal predications, 
nuwana 'perhaps' and gonowana 'be able to' which are NOT inflected as verbs, but take the 
(so-called) possessive agreement markers and function syntactically as possessed nouns.  
Gonowana occurs in this text, but nuwana does not.   

2.1.3. Structures with Irrealis Mode Subject-Agreement Markers. 

Crucial to the understanding of Buhutu discourse is that every predication containing a 
verb must be marked as either being in either realis or irrealis mode by means of the person 
and number subject agreement markers.   Since irrealis predications are uniquely flagged by 
the subject markers in Buhutu this is of significance to tracking the scope of irrealis 
structures.   

There are two sets of subject agreement markers In Buhutu, one for realis mode, and the 
other for irrealis mode.  Kakabai (Cooper, King & Taudumdum 1997) is the only other 
Austronesian language in Milne Bay Province which is known to distinguish the differences 
between "realis and irrealis" by utilizing a suppletive set of person and number agreement 
markers.   For Buhutu two sets of subject markers are shown in Table 8, which gives a 
comparison of realis and irrealis subject agreement markers.  In Table 9, there is a 
comparison given of realis and irrealis subject agreement markers with the verb 'to go.' 
 

 
SET A.  Realis person 

and number subject 
markers  

Set B.  Irrealis person 
and number subject 
markers 

1st person singular 
E20  ya  

2nd person singular 
wa   u  

3rd person singular 
ya   i  

1st person plural 
(IN) te   ta  
1st person plural 
(EX) 'e   ai  
2nd person plural 

ami   au 
                                                            
20 Phonetically E may be pronounced as [e], [je] or [he].  In Buhutu spelling, the first person singular, 
realis subject marker is spelled E with a capital letter (parallel to the convention in English of spelling 
first person singular pronoun I with a capital letter.) This makes it easier to distinguish from 'e the 
first person plural exclusive subject marker which begins with a glottal stop, phonetically [ /e ]. 
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3rd person plural 
sa   ti  

Table 8.  Comparison of Realis and Irrealis Subject Agreement Markers 

To illustrate how the irrealis set of person and number agreement subject markers may 
completely take the place of the default, realis set when the construction is in irrealis mode, 
the realis set are shown below in SET A of the paradigm for the verb lau 'to go,' and the 
irrealis set are shown in SET B in this case with the negative hige.   

(Note that the third person singular REALIS subject marker ya is identical in form to the 
first person singular IRREALIS subject marker which is also ya.)   
 

 
SET A.  Realis Set B.  Irrealis 

1s 
E lau.  "I go." Hige ya lau.  "I don't go." 

2s 
Wa lau. "You go" Hige u lau.  "You don't go." 

3s 
Ya lau.  "He/she goes." Hige i lau. "He/She doesn't go." 

1pl(IN) 
Te lau.  "We (in) go." Hige ta lau. "We (in) don't go." 

1pl(EX) 
'E lau.  "We (ex) go." Hige ai lau. "We (ex) don't go." 

2p 
Ami lau.  "You (pl) go." Hige au lau. "You (pl) don't go." 

3p 
Sa lau.  "They go." Hige ti lau. "They don't go." 

Table 9.  COMPARISON OF Realis and Irrealis Subject Agreement Markers used with the 
Verb 'to go.'

Irrealis person and number agreement markers for subjects are used for imperatives (i.e., 
commands); negatives, negative commands and hortatory expressions ("let us do x”). Irrealis 
is also used for some subjunctives or conditionals.   

Discourse consideration for the scope of realis and irrealis predications:   

If the scope of the negative, imperative, hortatory or other irrealis discourse is greater than 
one clause, then the irrealis subject markers will be used throughout the whole series of 
clauses which are governed by the irrealis mode.  

In the first clause of example (47) below, wa fuyo lidi 'you go back down' is in the 
declarative mode, and therefore the person and number agreement marker for the subject 
(often referred to simply as a "subject marker" or sm) is a second person singular realis form 
wa, whereas in the second clause the second person singular irrealis form is triggered by the 
negative imperative in tabu siya u fuyoma! 'don’t come back (here) from there!'     

REALIS Clause     TM   IRREALIS Clause  
47. Wa    fuyo    lidi     mate, tabu siya   u     fuyo   -ma!  

2s.RE go back go down TOPIC don't there 2s.IR go back -hither 

When	you	go	back	down,	don't	come	back	hither!	
[para 24] 

In example (48a) the negative conditional form ibege or ibe hige 'must not, if not'  also 
governs the irrealis mode, and it will be noted that its scope includes both clauses even 
though there is not a negative conditional present in the second clause.  Underlyingly, it may 
be argued that (48a) is derived from an underlying clause structure which has a negative 
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imperative conditional in the second as well as in the first of these two clauses.  (see 48b, 
below) 

IRREALIS Clause      IRREALIS Clause 
48a. ibe    hige siya   u     fuyo,   u     lau hewa.  

 might   not  there 2s.IR go back 2s.IR go  high 
You	mustn't	go	back	there	and	go	up	high!	

[para 24] 

   IRREALIS Clause         IRREALIS Clause 
48b. (*)ibe    hige siya  u     fuyo,    [ibe    hige]  u     lau hewa.  

    might   not  there 2s.IR go back, might   not 2s.IR go  high 

(*)You	mustn't	go	back	there	and	[you	mustn't]	go	up	high!	
[hypothetical underlying clause structure] 

A single instance of ibege or ibe hige 'might not'/ 'ought not'  is sufficient to trigger 
irrealis for the whole series of clauses which it governs. Therefore example (48b) would 
likely seem a bit unnatural.  

In example (49) it is the negative hige 'not,' which triggers the irrealis mode, and again, 
the scope of the negation extends over two additional clauses. 

IRREALIS Clause1     IRREALIS Clause2 IRREALIS Clause3 
49. pa'ana hige  gonowana        u     lofo,       u      lau hewa. 

Because not  possibility-3sP 2s.IR fly         2s.IR  go high 

Because	it	is	not	possible	(that)	you	fly	and	you	go	high.	
[para 6] 

Similarly as in example (48a & 48b) it is argued that the initial negative governs all three 
clauses.  

The fact that negatives, imperatives, hortatories, and some conditionals, all trigger irrealis 
mode makes this a useful "glitch" in Buhutu syntax, because the subject markers in such a 
sequence will all clearly be from the irrealis set - thus showing the scope of the irrealis 
structures involved, which are by their nature are non-foregrounded clauses.  

The scope of irrealis mode may on some occasions also extend to downstairs clauses such 
as object complements.  

In example (50) below, the scope of the negation is shown by the fact that in both the 
upstairs clause hige ya fanuha 'I don’t desire it' and in the downstairs clause bena ya anpate 
'I might  try it.'  both clauses have first person singular irrealis subject markers.   

IRREALIS Clause      [OBJ COMP: IRREALIS CLAUSE    ] 
50.  Hige   ya     fanuha    bena  ya     anpate -i -0. 

 Not    1s.IR  desire    might 1s.IR try    -tr -3s 
I	do	not	want	[oc	to	try	it].	

[para 15] 

Non-negative subjunctives, or other conditionals may also govern irrealis mode as in (51) 
where bena 'might' triggers the irrealis mode but in the downstairs object complement clause 
only.  In this example the first clause E fanuha "I desire' is something real and therefore in 
the declarative (realis) mode, but the downstairs, object complement is governed by the 
conditional form bena 'might, should.' which triggers the irrealis subject marker u 'you.sg.'   

REALIS Clause   [OBJ COMP: IRREALIS CLAUSE               ] 
51. E     fanuha    bena  e-gu    nuwatuhu u     libai-ye -n. 

1s.RE desire    might GPC-1sP idea     2s.IR talk -tr  3s 

I	want	[oc	you	to	talk	about	my	idea.]	
[para 15] 
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In contrast, the declarative clauses in Example (52), using wa 'you.sg' and E 'I' are in realis 
mode, and the subject markers, therefore, come from SET A. 

MODAL                     O               VP   
52.  Ibe gonowa   -na, hinaga, e   -gu   fuya  wa    fele -gu 

 If  possible -3sP also    GPC -1sP  turn  2s.RE give -1sO 
 

VP            COMP  VP 
E      anpate  doha  E     hasai. 
1s.RE  try    like  1s.RE ascend/go up 

If	possible,	also,	give	me	my	turn,(so	I	can)	I	try,	like,	I	go	up.	
[para 17] 

Though ibe gonowana 'if possible' may seem to be conditional, it does not in this case 
trigger irrealis mode for the two subsequent verbs.  

Rule 3.  Verb Agreement for Clauses in Irrealis Mode. 

If a clause is in the irrealis mode, then there is a suppletive set of person 
and number agreement markers for subject which are used.   

Negative, imperative and hortatory constructions always trigger the use of 
irrealis mode for subject markers. 

 The same set of irrealis person and number markers are used to show 
agreement with certain subjunctives or conditionals.21 

Scope: If the conditions triggering irrealis encompass more than one clause, then irrealis 
subject agreement markers will occur in every irrealis clause included within the scope of the 
irrealis mode.   

Implications for Discourse Analysis.  Since irrealis mode is immediately discernable 
from the choice of subject markers, this makes it possible to determine the scope or range of 
clauses which are governed by irrealis mode in any particular instance.  If the mother tongue 
speaker were to experimentally vary the factors triggering irrealis mode, this will help 
determine the exact scope of various discourse structures above the simple clause level. 

2.1.4.  Transitive Clauses in Discourse Settings  

Realis is the default mode, and is commonly used for normal discourse other than 
negatives, imperatives, hortatories and some subjunctives as illustrated in Section 2.1.1 
above.    

As mentioned in (2.1. above) fully actualized, transitive clauses containing both an explicit 
subject nominal and an explicit object nominal are very rare in actual Buhutu discourse 
because participant reference is obligatorily tracked by both the subject and object agreement 
pro-forms (Section 2.1. above).   

The first two examples from section 1.3.1 on S O V word order exemplify the default 
order for a transitive clause.  Example 2 is shared again here as Example 53. 

 S        O       V 
53.  Nawalahi wa   Tolutoluwaga wa ya liba~fasunuma-0 

The Moon OI  Tolutoluwaga OI 3s.RE promise-3sO 

                                                            
21 A complete discussion of which conditionals trigger irrealis mode, and under what conditions is 
outside the scope of this relatively short paper. 
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The	Moon	made	a	promise	to	Tolutoluwaga.	
[para 12. This is the same as example (2) in this paper] 

Out of thousands of lines of text in the present corpus of Buhutu data, there are probably 
only a few dozen clauses which contain both an explicit subject noun phrase [NP] and an 
explicit object noun phrase [NP].  

In ordinary discourse, person and number agreement markers can and do carry the 
essential participant referent tracking information.  Example (54) is one of the comparatively 
rare occurrences of a clause containing both subject and object NPs in a natural text.   In this 
case both the subject ema wayowa 'our dogs' and the direct object hamahewa 'possum' were 
participants being newly introduced into the story.  

S     O     V 
54. na  ema wayowa hamahewa la'ila'i  ya     nali-0 

but our   dog   possum   big      3s.RE  bite-3sO 

But	our	dog	had	grabbed	a	big	possum.	
[from BHIPSGPS, 'A Trip to Sigei' by Patrick Sadileutu.] 

 

Kimmy Lagesana, in 1986 told a story about  group of youth going for a walk, finding 
mangoes to eat and catching a goana lizard.   In example (55) below, both the children and 
the lizard are old information, being reintroduced into the narrative at the same time. 

CONJ    S       O       V                CONJ V 
55.  Yo fede wawaya  uma'ala sa    bu'a -0,  be   sa an      -0.  

 And so children goana   3p.RE eat -3sO  then 3p.RE eat -3sO 
And	so	the	children	cooked	the	goana	lizard	and	then	they	ate	it.	

[from BHIPFOKL, 'Wawaya afa'afa' by Kimmy Lagesana.] 

To make the participant references clear, it was necessary to reintroduce both subject and 
object  at this point in the narrative.  However, it will be noted that participant tracking 
constraints immediately kicked thereafter, and neither the subject nor object was mentioned 
explicitly in the second clause: be sa an. 'then they ate it.'  

The underlying form of the second clause could have been realized as follows.   

  CONJ  S         O           V 
55Hyp. be   wawaya     uma'ala wa sa    an  -0.  

 then  children goana   OI 3p.RE eat -3sO 

And	then	the	children	ate	the	goana	lizard.	
[hypothetical underlying clause structure] 

Other things being equal, repetition of a noun or  nominal referent does NOT take place in 
natural Buhutu discourse, because both the subject and the object of the following clauses are 
fully known to the listeners by the subject and/or object-marking pro-forms.   

PLEASE NOTE that in Buhutu the third person singular object marker is usually zero as it 
is in these examples.  This is true of most of the Suau cluster lects, with the exception of the 
Bonabona lect which, like Hiri Motu, usually flags third person singular objects with -a.22. 

                                                            

22 The following example from Bonabona lect shows third person singular object agreement 
marker,  
-a, i abi-a, 'she took it.' [DHDHILIJ, Malibon, Dahuni village, Iwen John, 1968, para 11]. This is 
identical to the pattern for Hiri Motu.    
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Near the end of the traditional story entitled Malibon 'The Flying Fox', where the two key 
participants are reunited at the end of the text, both are mentioned overtly in the same clause, 
because in this case, this helps maintain clarity in tracking who does what to whom.   

S      O  V        PP    CONJ V 
56. waihin wa natu -na  ya    husa  -ie   sapu'ulu -na  yai, be   ya   lau. 

Woman OI child -3sP 3s.RE load  -tr   pouch    -3sP PP   then 3s.RE go 
The	woman	loaded	her	child	into	her	(marsupial)	pouch	and	then	she	went.	

[from BHIPMBKL, 'Malibon/ by Kimmy Lagesana.] 

Far more commonly found in Buhutu stories is the situation exemplified in "Kakatilotilo 
and Tolutoluwaga" in which the tracking of subject is carried over from a previous clause as 
in Example (57) below.   

In this instance the antecedent subject referred to, 'all the birds,' have last been mentioned 
in an overt nominal form a full 23 clauses previously - nearly at the beginning of the story!  
Though the 'persistence of reference' is not usually that great, the point is, that since all verbs 
are always marked by person and number agreement pro-forms, neither nouns nor full 
pronouns need be reinserted into the text, except to disambiguate or for emphasis.  

O      V 
57. Nawalahi wa sa    failako  -0. 

Moon     OI 3p.RE  race for-3sO 

They	raced	for	the	Moon.	
[para 8] 

   S        O        V 
57hyp. Atai'a wa Nawalahi wa  sa    failako  -0. 

   Birds  OI Moon     OI  3p.RE  race for-3sO 

The	birds	raced	for	the	Moon.	
[hypothetical underlying clause structure] 

In Buhutu discourse a sentences like the above (57hyp) would be rarely needed, because 
the participants are tracked by the pro-forms. 

In example (56) above, note the use of wa, the old information marker [OI] which may 
occur immediately following a proper name or other noun phrase which contains specific, 
previously-mentioned information.  Other discourse-level overlay markers may also occur in 
this position including mate which most often occurs as a topic marker (see Cooper 1992) or 
any one of several deictics such as te 'this' or ne'i 'that.'  

For the 'Race to the Moon' text, there are 47 clauses which contain overt nominal or 
pronominal subjects out of 181 clauses for an average of 26 percent of all clauses. However, 
when the 33 non-active predications in the text are not included in the tally, the total number 
of predications which contain verbs is 148, and of those clauses only 23 contain nominal or 
pronominal subjects.  I.e., only 15.5 percent of clauses containing finite verbs also have overt 
subjects nominals.  The rest, 84.5 percent, are tracked only with the subject marker (sm) pro-
forms.23   

By creating a "Thurman Chart" as we have done for this text, participant tracking is easily 
accomplished.  See: "Appendix B: A Chart of the Kakatilotilo and Tolutoluwaga text."  

                                                            
23 Participant reference or participant tracking, again can easily become the subject of a whole 
discourse paper.  Thurman Charts making it possible to track participants by hand, and in later years 
tools such as Phil Quick's Multi-Linear Discourse Profiler (August 2007) enable one to do statistical 
analysis for discourse tracking using his program in Visual Basic®.   
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Suau Texts (Cooper, 1970) includes data from Bonalua, Suau, Daui (Lausaha), Amoli 
(Dahuni), and two Buhutu speaking villages.  The additional corpus of Buhutu data which 
was collected between 1985 and the present time includes several hundred additional texts.  
All of the Suauic lects track the subject of the verb in this same manner, that is by means of 
subject-marking pro-forms preceding the verb, and, when applicable, object marking pro-
forms at the end of the verb. 

Implications for Discourse: The fact that participant tracking is carried by the person and 
number agreement makers on the verbs, means that an independent personal pronoun is only 
needed to disambiguate participant tracking or give special emphasis (such as contrastive 
emphasis). In keeping track of discourse participants the overt nominal for which an 
independent free pronoun may be a substitute is also not needed very frequently.   

For mother-tongue translators, this means that free pronouns should be rarely used 
when translating from a European language such as English because most of the time the free 
pronoun is simply not necessary in Suau or Buhutu. The same is true for the use of nouns or 
names.  Once a participant has been identified in the discourse, he or she need not be 
reintroduced overtly, unless it is necessary from the context.   

In fact in the 'Buluhagalagala' story, the protagonist or hero, Bolisaiyelo is only 
mentioned once by name, in paragraph 50, near the end of the story.  In the Budoinuwalele 
story, The protagonist is named once in the introductory paragraph, and mentioned only once 
more by name, after the midpoint in the discourse.  The non-mention of names for the key 
players in a discourse is not always so downplayed.  Perhaps because they are moved "on and 
off stage" fairly often the main characters in the 'Race to the Moon' story are each mentioned 
a half dozen times or more in the text of the story.   

As was pointed out earlier in section 2.1.1.2, for transitive clauses in all the Suau cluster 
languages, the verb not only agrees with the subject, but also with the direct object in person 
and number.  By default, the third person singular object for 'him, her, or it' is usually zero if 
the person agreement would occur verb finally.  (See Table 7) 

There are some phonological and derivational constraints on rule for third person object 
agreement defaulting to zero.  I.e., when there is an additional affix on the verb following the 
object agreement marker then the third person singular object agreement marker is -ya 'him, 
her, it.'   For example, in Buhutu the directional suffixes  -ma 'hitherward' and -wa 
'thitherward' may occur immediately following a person and number agreement marker for 
objects.  
 

58a. ya     le    -ya  -ma 
 3s.RE bring -3s0 -hither 

He/she	brings	him/her	hither.	
 

58b. ya      le    -di  -ma 
 3s.RE  bring -3pO -hither 

He/she	brings	them	hither.	

Also, when a non-transitive verb changes valency and has undergone the advancement of 
an oblique (peripheral) argument to direct objecthood, then the object marker takes on yet 
another form. 
 

59.  doha      ya    kaumanana -'e -n, 
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 like that 3s.RE curse   -TR -3sO 

	Like	that,	he	cursed	him.	
[para 23] 

In the case of example (59) the root form of kaumanana 'curse' would not take a direct 
object, so it has been advanced to objecthood from an oblique argument.  This form may 
reflect the so-called "remote object" form from proto-Oceanic. (Ross, Lynch & Crowley 
2002:44) The transitive verb agreement rule is repeated below: 

Rule 2, Transitive Verb Agreement.  

Transitive verbs agree in person and number with both the subject and the 
direct object.  The subject marker occurs immediately before the verb stem, 
and the object marker occurs as a suffix to the verb.24  

2.1.5.  Ditransitive Clauses in Buhutu Discourse. 

In Buhutu when the verb is ditransitive, that is, when underlyingly at the initial level it has 
both a direct object and an indirect object, the verb will normally agree with the indirect 
object not with the direct object.   

Rule 3, Dative Advancement in Ditransitive Clauses (version one).  

In ditransitive clauses the verb agrees in person and number with the 
Dative or Indirect Object when it has been advanced to the Direct Object role.   

The object marking suffix on the verb agrees with the Indirect Object, and 
is otherwise identical to the marker which would have been used for a Direct 
Object,25 but the underlying Direct Object does NOT show any sort of 
agreement on the verb.   

However there also predications with certain verbs in which the indirect object is 
expressed in a lisina yai 'to him or her' or lebena yai 'to him or her' postpositional phrase,26 
and in which, therefore the indirect object (or dative) is not advanced to direct object 
grammatical relation.   

The following examples show dative advancement in which the verb agrees in person and 
number with the indirect objects.  Verbs which take commonly take dative advancement in 
Buhutu include fele 'give,' fa'ita 'show,' fasiba 'teach' and faliba 'tell.' 

DO (demoted)    VP         IO>O  
60. e-gu    fuya     wa    fele-gu 

GPC-1sP turn     2s.RE give-1sO 

You	give	me	my	turn	
[para 17] 

 
 

DO (demoted)      VP        IO>O 

                                                            
24 The actual position of the object marker [om] depends on what other elements are part of the verbal 
complex - as the object marking suffix or clitic for person and number agreement will occur after 
most of the other verb phrase constituents, including adverbial forms.   
25 In third person singular, for the verb fele- 'give' this form is -n or -ni, similar to the pattern for other 
oblique advancements to objecthood. For 'show, teach or tell' third person singular marker is zero. 
26 lisina yai and lebena yai both mean exactly the same things i.e., 'to or from him or her'.  The two 
terms possibly came from different dialects originally, but are now both utilized in the Buhutu lect.  
Choosing between them seems nowadays to be merely a stylistic or an idiolectal preference.   
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61. a-na    tapake  sitiki luwaga  'e    fele      -n 
EPC-3sP tobacco sticks two  2pl(EX).RE give -TR=3sO 

We	(EX)	gave	him	two	sticks	of	tobacco.		
[from BHIPLWPS, Peliman by Patrick Sadileutu.] 

 

In (61) above, if the agreement would have been with the direct object, then the form of 
the verb would have shown a third person plural agreement suffix, but does not.   Thus 
(30hyp) is an incorrect utterance. 

 
61hyp. *a-na    tapake sitiki  luwaga  'e         fele -ni -di 

    EPC-3sP tobacco sticks two  2pl(EX).RE give -TR -3pO 
[hypothetical ungrammatical underlying clause structure] 

This hypothetical construction would be grammatically incorrect if it were supposed to 
mean: 'We gave him two sticks of tobacco,' but it would be correct if the meaning were: 'We 
gave them two sticks of tobacco.'   E.g., the form 'e fele-m' would correctly be parsed as 
meaning, 'we gave (them) to you.sg.' 

It may be seen in (62) below, that if the agreement with the indirect object is plural, then 
the form of the verb (correctly) indicates a third person plural agreement suffix.  

TEMP                DO (demoted) VP       IO>O 
62. Muli  -na   yai mate  wasina'ubo  ya   fa- 'ita  -di 

after -3sP  PP  TOPIC rainbow  3s.RE CZ- see  -3pO 

Afterwards	he	showed	them	a	rainbow.	
[from BHIPNOKL, Nowa Dedena by Kimmy Lagesana] 

In Example (63) below, the default word order for a ditransitive clause with all three  
nominals explicitly present is seen to be subject, plus demoted object, plus indirect object.  

S     DO (demoted)         IO           VP      -
IO>O 

63. pele  luwaga wa waihin hasala-di  loloho  -di  Bolisaiyelo  sa  fele  -
n 

groups two  OI woman  young -3pP beautiful-3pP to Bolisaelo 3p.RE give-
3sO 

[from BHIPBHPS, Buluhagalagala, Patrick Sadileutu, para 58] 

Normally in Buhutu the agreement is with the direct object or the indirect object but not 
both.  However, in one example, where both direct object and indirect object were animate, 
there was a compound verb felen-lawen, 'give & go-taking.'   The first verb stem fele- 'give' 
was flagged by  
-n so it meant 'give (her) to him as a dative.  The second half of the compound verb, lawe -n 
meant 'going her' or 'making her go' so in this case the -n flagged 'her' as direct object.   So, 
in 64b. ya1 fele-n2 lawe-n3 meant 'she1 brought her3 and gave (her) to him2.' 

 
64a. Iyen, "Malibon,     waha -m         u     le     -ya  -m."   

He said, Flying Fox grandchild -2sP 2s.IR  bring -3sO  -hither 
He	said,	"Flying	Fox,	you	bring	your	grandchild	hither."	

 
64b. Yo fede, ya    fele -n   -0     law -en -0   taumoho wa lebe -na. 

 And so   3s.RE give -TR -3sO   go  -TR -3sO man     OI to  -3sP 

And	so,	she	gave	him,	going	her,	to	the	man/	And	so	she	brought	her	&	gave	(her)	to	
him	to	the	man.	

 [from BHIPMLKL, Malibon by Kimmy Lagesana] 
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Please note, that in (64a) above, le -ya -m (the contracted form of le -ya -ma) 'bring her 
hither' is a quasi-ditransitive verb, in which the directional at the end, -ma 'hither,' can 
substitute semantically for 'to me'.   In some neighboring groups,27 this in fact, is the strategy 
used instead of marking person and number agreement in such "dative" situations.  

In one known instance for Buhutu, this quasi-ditransitive verb was truly trivalent, marking 
both Direct Object and Indirect Object agreement on the same verb Le-ya-ma-da 'bring them 
hither to us.'  

 
65. “na  moni  eda            baiki yai 

and money  GPC-1pl(IN)P bags  in 
 

loge    -na     sa      le   -ya  -ma  -da      te.” 
that's it -3sP   3p.RE take -3sO -DIR -1pl(IN)O here 

and	the	money	in	our	bags,	they	brought	it	hither	to	us.	
 [2006-09 extract from the story of Joseph] 

The other set of semantically ditransitive verbs, always show agreement with the direct  
object, and the indirect object is marked in a postpostiional phrase, usually with the PP 
specifier lebe- or lisi-.    These alternative forms of semantically ditransitive constructions are 
NOT common in Buhutu, but may be used with verbs such as buy or sell, throw, catch, send, 
bring, etc.  

    S      O        VP              IO 
66.  Amainiya Debola liba     ya    famali -lawe -n   Balaki  lisina. 

 then     Deborah message 3s.RE send   -go   -3sO  Barak  to -3sP 

Then	Deborah	sent	a	message	to	Barak.	
[BHIPDBPS, Deborah, Patrick Sadileutu, line 5] 

2.1.6.  Intransitive Clauses in Buhutu Discourse. 

Intransitive clauses in Buhutu are characterized by S V word order, and are of several sub-
types.  As has already been shown for transitive and ditransitive verbs, intransitive verbs 
agree with the subject in person and number.  

Rule 1, Verb Agreement.   

Every verb agrees with the subject in person and number.  

Intransitive verbs in Buhutu can be subcategorized semantically according to whether or 
not the subject is the one doing the action, or the subject is an involuntary recipient of the 
action.  

The Universal Alignment Hypothesis  as discussed by Perlmutter & Postal (1984:97-99) 
suggested that there may be fundamental (universal) division between initially 'unergative' 
and initially 'unaccusative' clauses.    

Steve Marlett (1985:31) says: 

"Basically, if the intransitive predicate involves an Agent, Cognizer, or Experiencer it is 
initially unergative.  If it does not, it is initially unaccusative.  What are believed to be 
unergative predicates in English include:  run, smile, work, cough, and fight.  Some 
unaccusative English verbs are: burst, fall, exist, shrink, and drip.  These generally involve 
involuntary actions.  Stative predicates (including those of the adjective class) are also 
members of the unaccusative class." 

                                                            
27 Tubetube or Bwanabwana is the only known Suau cluster language which utilizes this strategy. 
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Because this may be of importance for Ergative-Absolutive languages or other languages 
which treat predicates with agents, cognizers, or experiencers differently from other 
structures, the intransitive predicates in the 'Race to the Moon' text were examined with this 
possible structural difference in mind.    

2.1.6.1.  Intransitive Verbs in Buhutu Which Express Voluntary Actions 
as Subjects. 

Motion verbs in Buhutu are initially (or underlyingly) unergative, meaning that the subject 
of such verbs are usually agents or experiencers semantically.   In the 'Race to the Moon' text 
these verbs include: come, go, circle around, return, fly, fly toward, go up, approach, run 
hither, ascend, go back, leap out, and reach forth.    

In Buhutu, an intransitive clause may consist of simply a subject plus an intransitive verb, 
or may have peripheral adjuncts such as postpositional phrases or adverbs.  

S              VP 
67.  Pekopeko wa   ya     fuyo    -ma. 

 Pekopeko OI  3s.RE  return  -hither  

Pekopeko,	the	swallow,	came	back.	
	
PP              VP      PP 

68. Yada hanahanau -di  yai ne,    sa    lofolofo  lisi   -na  yai. 
 clouds near   -3pP to  there  3p.RE  be flying toward -3sP at 

Near	the	clouds	there,	they	(swallows)	would	be	flying	toward	them.	(lit:	toward	it)	
 [para 14] 

 

In a number of texts,28 motion verbs may be repeated several times to heighten the effect 
of an ongoing action. 

In one sequence during the attempted flights to the moon, there are eight motion verbs in a 
sequence with no other intervening nominals or oblique elements.  Pekopeko (the Swallow) 
has been introduced as the one upon whom Kakatilotilo (the Papuan Starling) has set his 
hopes for a winner.  When it is Pekopeko's turn, he takes flight and makes the attempt.  Then: 

CL1        CL2         CL3        CL4     CL5         CL6 
69. Ya    sae,  ya    lau,   ya   lau,  ya lofo,   ya    sae,   ya    sae,  

3s.RE go up 3s.RE go     3s.RE go   3s.RE fly  3s.RE go up  3s.RE go up 
 

CL7       CL8     O    VP 
ya sae      yee–,      ya    hanahanau.      Bena Nawalahi ya   

abi'ina-0.  
3s.RE go up keeping on 3s.RE be approaching  would moon   3s.RE touch-
3sO 

He	went	up,	he	went,	he	went,	he	flew,	he	went	up,	he	went	up,	he	went	up	until	he	
was	approaching.		He	would	touch	the	moon.	

[para 13] 

Such verbs often involve motion toward a goal, away from a source or via a path.   When a 
directional goal or source is specified the form of the intransitive clause is as follows: 

V         LOC GOAL 
70. ya    lau Alotau. 

                                                            
28 E.g., in the Suau text of Buluhagalagala, the verb phrase ie sae 'he goes up' is repeated five times, 
and the contrastive verb phrase i dobima 'descend' is then repeated four times.  This iconic repetition 
reinforces the great distance involved in the action. 
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3s.RE go  Alotau 

He	went	to	Alotau.		
 

VP    VP        LOC GOAL 
71. E     fatamali -miu  ami  lau  Nawalahi 

1s.RE send     -3p0  2p.RE go  Moon 
I	send	you,	you	go	to	the	Moon	

[para 5] 

Other intransitive verbs having subjects which are agents or experiences are verbs such as 
paisowa 'work,'  yogayoga 'be calling,' nuwatuhu 'be thinking' 

      VP 
72. Doha, sa paisowa. 

Like that, they worked 

They	worked	like	that/	they	did	like	that.	
[para 13] 

 

In the following example (73) there are four verb phrases (or simple clauses) in a row 
which illustrate intransitive verbs for which the implied subject, the birds, are agents or 
experiencers.  The first of these verbs ta'i'ili 'to circle around' is a motion verb, the others are 
not. 

Cl1          Cl2     CL3     
73. Sa   ta'i'ili      hinaga, sa    amban,      sa    gwane,  

3p.RE circle around also    3p.RE be feeding  3p.RE be singing  
 
CL4             S=TOPIC      TM   COMP  
sa    kwade,    pa'ana  e  -di Ba'isa wa    doha. 
3p.RE be happy  because GPC-3pP leader OI  like that 

They	(the	birds)	also	circled	around	and	they	were	feeding,	and	they	sang,	and	they	
were	happy,	because	their	leader	was	like	that.	

[para 3] 

"Stripped down" verb phrases such as those shown in these examples are the norm, rather 
than the exception in Buhutu discourse, because participant tracking is carried by the subject-
marking pro-forms. 

2.1.6.2. Intransitive Verbs in Buhutu Which Express Involuntary 
Actions. 

In the 'Race to the Moon' text a few intransitive predicates show involuntary action. 

S               VP1                 S        VP2           VP3 
74. e  -na adidili   ya    ofi,    doha belu     ya    ofi,    ya   fuyoma, 

GPC-3sP strength 3s.RE  finish like weakness 3s.RE  finish 3s.RE return 
His	strength	was	finished,	like	his	weakness	was	finished,	(and)	he	returned.	

[para 16] 

In Example (74) above one of the most common intransitives which reflects involuntary 
action (or the cessation of action) is ya ofi 'it is finished.'  Verbs expressing involuntary 
actions are infrequent in the 'Race to the Moon' narrative, so other examples are drawn from 
other texts. 

 In another paper, it has been argued that in many cases, the use of ofi, following another 
verb phrase, is aspectual, reflecting the cessation or completion of a previous action.  
Example (75) which is taken from Cooper (1996) is adapted from example number (6) in that 
paper: 
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BUHUTU - Cessative-type completive as an upstairs clause 
   S         VP1            VP2 

75a. Na  gwama wa  ya   anyawasi, ya ofi 
but boy   OI  3sRE rest      3sRE finish 

But	the	boy	finished	resting	/	(When)	the	boy	rested,	he	finished.	
[BHIPBGPS, Buluhagalagala, Pateick Sadileutu, line 101] 

 
75b. BUHUTU - Structural analysis for cessative type of completive with 
ofi. 
 

 

The upstairs verb phrase, ya ofi 'it finished' in this predication states that everything in the 
downstairs clause, gwama wa ya anyawasi 'the boy rested,' is an embedded subject 
complement clause.  That whole action (i.e., of the boy resting) has now ceased.  

Other verbs which reflect involuntary actions are verbs such as be'u 'fall' or be'u-lidi 'fall 
down,' alele 'to drift along' or ota 'to remain, stay.'  

S    VP                      PP                   VP 
76. Goma ya    alele       ee–,   bonabonaluwa esa yai ya     halu-hiti'i. 

boy  3s.RE drift along until  island       one at   3s.RE  bump-ashore  
The	boy	kept	drifting	along	until	he	bumped	ashore	on	a	certain	island.	

[BHSLBDBY, Budoinuwalele, para 46] 

In example (76) above, both alele 'drift along,' and halu-hiti'i 'bump ashore' are good 
examples of intransitive motion verbs which over which the subject had no voluntary control.  
In (77) the involuntary action be'u 'to fall down' is expressed. 

PP       VP 
77.  Somo yai  wa    be'u? 

  what at  2s.RE fall down 

From	where	did	you	fall	down?	
[BHBHWAGE, Feti, Gibson Eleni, para 5] 

The verb ota (78) expresses the fact that something remains in  particular state or location. 

PP       TM    S                       VP 
78. pa'a hesa hewa -na  yai mate  weso  katino -na luwaga sa   ota'ota. 

base one  top  -3sP on  TOPIC snake eggs   -3sP two   3p.RE be staying  

On	top	of	the	base	of	one	of	them	(the	pandanas	plants),	two	snake's	eggs	were	
resting.	

[BHIPLFFL, Leiyafa story, Fabian Lekoniya, para 5] 

Weather verbs are a subcategory of intransitives which typically reflect involuntary 
actions also.  In example (79) usa ya usa 'the rain rains.' 

 S     VP    S       VP                TM 
79.  Usa   ya    usa, na Pekopeko  sa     lofolofo   mate doha 

 rain  3s.Re rain and swallows 3p.RE  be flying  TOPIC like that 

the	rain	rains,	and	the	swallows	are	flying	like	that	
[para 14] 

S

VP

ya ofi

S'

NP

gwama wa

VP

ya anyawasi
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Adjectival or Attributive Verbs 

As was discussed in Section 1.3.4.1 Adjectives, there is an attributive set of descriptive 
verbs which are not volitional predications, but which describe colors, sizes, shapes, 
attributes, etc.  These verbs are very infrequent in the 'Race to the Moon' text.  Example (25) 
from section 1.3.4.1 is taken from the 'Buluhagalagala' text, and is repeated again below as 
example (80).  A second construction (81) is also exemplified from that same text. 

    VOC V 
80.  "I, natu-gu, ya loholoho. 

 yes, child-1sP 3s.RE be good 
Yes,	my	child,	it	is	good.	

[BHIPBHPS-BXH, Buluhagalagala, para 40] 

   S       VP1                                   VP2 
81. na amna     -na   ya    loholoho-fuyo,  yo fede, ya    tasi~obiyo. 

and feeling -3sP  3s.RE good-again      and so   3s.RE stand back up. 

And	then	he	felt	good	again,	so	he	stood	back	up.	
[BHIPBHPS-BXH, Buluhagalagala, para 26] 

In the first verb phrase of example (81), the attributive verb loholoho-fuyo 'feel good 
again' agrees with the subject amnana 'his feelings,'  i.e., it is a stative predication (non-
volitional).  In the second clause, with tasi-obiyo 'stand back up,' the implied subject 
Bolisaiyelo, who is the protagonist of this narrative is agent, and the verb expresses a 
voluntary action on his part.  

Summary:  Intransitive verbs in Buhutu are flagged in the same manner grammatically, 
regardless of whether the underlying semantics of the predication involves voluntary or 
involuntary actions, or simply describes a state of being.    

3. Discourse Features Which Further Influence the Form of a 
Narrative Text.  

There are many discourse features which influence the final form of any narrative text.  

By laying out the 'Race to the Moon' text in several different ways, we provided different 
"lenses" for looking at discourse: 1) by viewing the text in parallel columns in a diglot 
version, 2) by an analysis of the plot, 3) by making a "Thurman Chart" which enable the 
reader to track discourse participants and observe conjoining strategies, 4) by spelling out the 
grammatical details & glosses in an interlinear version and 5) by creating a tagged text 
analysis which allows the reader to track the grammatical functions within the narrative, both 
in detail, and also in a more sweeping overview. 

The final lens for viewing this narrative text is adapted from Austin Hale's 1984 paper, 'A 
discourse pecking order' which Austin had previously presented at Dallas in 1981, and later 
presented again as a forum lecture at the University of North Dakota SIL summer program.  

The discourse features of language are not random; they overlay the features of clause and 
sentence level grammar in principled ways.   

In particular, Austin Hale claims, that there are four interrelated "layers" of discourse 
functions:  Backbone, Trees, Files and Focal Content all related in a discourse pecking order 
under which pressure is put on those lower in the pecking order.   
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Furthermore, he suggests that these four systems and their 
relationship within a given discourse may be the basis for a 
universal claim about the structure of discourse grammar (Hale, 
1984:1).   

Perlmutter and Postal (1983:86-87) call some of these features 
"overlay relations."  And, later, in Government and Binding, 
formal grammarians discussed how one's grammatical model 
might track participant referencing,  but it was not the purpose of 
these frameworks to build a model for discourse grammar.  

Discourse Pecking Order -
one way pressure 

Based upon prior discourse analysis of the Sunwar language in Nepal and later of 
Bukidnon Manobo in the Philippines with Dick Elkins,  Hale (1984:1) claims that these four 
systems standing in a pecking-order relationship to one another.  That is, that pressure from a 
system higher on the pecking order leads to distortion of the norms for systems lower  on the 
pecking order (but not the other way around). Since these claims are 'testable' and are open to 
further verification, I find the concept of a four inter-related systems in a "discourse pecking 
order" to be a useful framework for concluding this study.  The Backbone of any discourse of 
a particular genre or type has certain features which are affected by pressure from Trees, but 
not the other way around, Trees are affected by Files, and Files in turn are affected by Focal 
Content.  

1. Backbone 

Backbone functions as the theme of a discourse, or its main line 
of development….that which is essential to a précis (preserving 
the intent of the speaker and his original discourse strategy) 

For narrative backbone, the norm is a fully specified, 
independent clauses without pronominalization, anaphoric 
deletions, topicalizations, adverb fronting or clause embedding. 
(p.3) Backbone is like beads on a string.  

 
Backbone - beads on a 

string 
the main sequence 

2. Trees  

The function of Trees is to facilitate continuity of reference in 
linking old to new, the construction of "chunks,"  of groups 
manageable in number and size. 

The norm for Trees is that of uninterrupted hierarchy from 
smallest to largest units, 
[i.e., morpheme, word, clause, sentence paragraph, episode, 
discourse]. Hierachical groupings, 

smallest to largest 
 

3. Files 
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The function of Files is to facilitate continuity of reference in 
linking old to new. 

The norm for files is to start with the old, link to the new, with a 
normal sequence of saliency (what is prominent) defined by the 
particular discourse strategy. 

Files: keeping track of 
information 

4. Focal Content 

The function of Focal Content is to guarantee the significance 
of a discourse to the hearer. 

The structure of focal content is like a washline, help up on one 
end by a problem, lack or complication, and supported on the other 
end by supply, solution, fulfillment or resolution.  The line is 
propped up along the way by attention-reinforcing devices, 
foreshadowing, flashbacks, etc. 

 

 

 

 

Like a Washline - problem 
at one end, resolution the 

other 

The key to applying the principles spelled out above, is to understand how various genre 
or types of discourse are structured at the basic level.   "Narrative is sequenced in terms of 
location and time.  The unmarked progression for narrative is that of chronological and 
geographical progression from event to event. " Hale further contends, "When adverb and 
topics are fronterd as setting devices, they are distortions of the backbone resulting from 
pressures from the trees. (Hale: 3). 
Para 
17.  

Eee–, ya fuyoma~lidi mate, mahudo'idi 

pele hesa ‐ hesa sa lidima sa anyawasi.  In 

fuya ofina, Pekopeko (wa) ya fuyoma. 

Well, he came back down and all of them, 

each and every group had come down and 

they were resting.   His turn over, Pekopeko, 

the Swallow, came back. 

In third person narratives such as traditional stories, the norm for the unmarked form of the 
discourse may be in past tense, (e.g., Western Bukidnon Manobo, Hale:1).  However, in 
Buhutu (see Cooper 1996: ) the default time frame or temporal setting is unmarked for tense 
because Buhutu does not have a tense system as such (marginally marking some futures, but 
neither past nor present).    In an earlier paper (Cooper 1996, Section 2.2.1, page 6) I 
described how Suau cluster languages and Buhutu work in this regard: 

"For Suau Cluster languages a simple query can be raised, i.e.,  What are the 
default settings for tense, aspect, and modality in normal discourse? 

For Tense, in the body of a narrative discourse, for backbone, the default is 
normally {+past}.  However, in procedural texts it is {+present}, but really a 
"habitual."  In other non-backbone situations such as relative clauses, temporals 
or quotations, the defaults may often need to be reset, but almost always overt 
cues are given. 

For Aspect, the default for narrative backbone is {-continuous} action.  
For Modality, the defaults are minimally {+realis, +declarative}. But in 

procedural texts the defaults are sometimes {-realis, +imperative}.  
I.e., in a normal narrative backbone sentence, TAM = {+past, -continuous, 

+realis, +declarative}.  The simple form of the verb is called for as long as these 
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defaults are set.   Other time frames, viewpoint of the speaker concerning the 
duration of the action, or reality of the action will trigger changes at various 
levels in the discourse." 

Backbone in a Buhutu Text. 

In the actual 'Race to the Moon' text, paragraph 16  reads as follows. (Remember default 
tense for a narrative passage would be simple past, even though tense is not overtly marked in 
Buhutu.) 
para. 
16. 
actual 
text 

Eee–,  

haba Pekopeko ena fuya ya lofo,  

ya lofo,  

ya anpate,  

ya sae.  

Ya lau,  

ya lau,  

ya lofo,  

ya sae  

ya sae,  

ya sae yee–,  

ya hanahanau  

bena Nawalahi ya abi'ina, 

na amainiya, mate, ena adidili ya ofi, 

doha belu ya ofi,  

ya fuyoma,  

hige gonowana. 

Ok then,  
when it was Pekopeko's turn to fly,  
he flew  
and he tried  
to go up.  
He went  
and went,  
he flew  
he went up,  
he went up,  
he went up until  
he was approaching  
(and) might touch the Moon,  
and there (then) his strength was finished; 
(it was) like his weakness was finished, 
(and) he came back,  
he wasn't able (to do it). 

However, if one were try to re-write this paragraph in an undistorted, 'backbone' mode it 
would be stated as follows:   
para 
16. 
back-
bone  

Eee–,  

haba Pekopeko ena fuya ya lofo, [Nawalai 

yai] 

Pekopeko ya lofo,  

Ok then,  
when it was Pekopeko's turn he fly, [to 
the moon] 
Pekopeko he fly  
Pekopeko he try  
Pekopeko he go up.  
Pekopeko he go  
Pekopeko he go,  
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Pekopeko ya anpate,  

Pekopeko ya sae.  

Pekopeko ya lau,  

Pekopeko ya lau,  

Pekopeko ya lofo,  

Pekopeko ya sae  

Pekopeko ya sae,  

Pekopeko ya sae yee–,  

Pekopeko, Nawalahi ya hanahanau  

Pekopeko bena Nawalahi ya abi'ina, 

na amainiya, mate, Pekopeko ena adidili ya 

ofi, 

doha, Pekopeko ena belu ya ofi,  

 

Pekopeko ya fuyoma (tano'ubu yai),  

Pekopeko hige gonowana 

(Pekopeko, Nawalahi hige i abi'ona). 

Pekopeko he fly  
Pekopeko he go up,  
Pekopeko he go up,  
Pekopeko he go up until  
Pekopeko he be approaching  
(and) Pekopeko might touch the Moon,  
and there (then) strength of Pekopeko is 
finished;  
(it was like) - weakness of Pekopeko is 
finished,  
(and) Pekopeko he come back,  
Pekopeko he isn't able (to do it). 
Pekopeko can not touch the moon. 

"…The norm for trees is taken to be that of an uninterrupted hierarchy beginning with 
morphemes and continuing to the whole of discourse without self-embedding or back-
looping.  (Hale: 1984:5).  In regard to pressure from trees, the paragraph begins with:    
 

82. Eee–, haba Pekopeko e -na fuya ya lofo...   
 then   would be Pekopeko GPC-3sP turn 3s.RE fly 

'Then,	when	it	was	Pekopeko,	the	swallow's,		turn	to	fly.	.	.		"	
[para 16] 

This is a fronted, dependent, adverbial clause which establishes the setting for the whole span 
of paragraph 16. Hale (p.3) says, 'when adverbs and topics are fronted as setting devices, they 
are distortions of the backbone, resulting from pressure from trees.'   Similarly in para 16, 
there is a fronted locational setting: 
83 Eee–, ya     fuyo - ma     -lidi mate,  

then, 3s.RE return hither -down TOPIC 
 

   mahudo'i -di  pele    hesa - hesa sa    lidi    -ma    sa     anyawasi. 
all     -3pP groups   each  each 3p.RE descend hither  3s.RE  rest 
 

   In    fuya  ofi      -na, Pekopeko (wa) ya      fuyo   -ma. 
he   time  finished -3sP  Pekopeko (OI)  3s.RE return -hither 
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Then	when	he	came	back	down	(from	the	sky)	each	and	every	one	of	the	groups	(had	
already)	come	down	and	was	resting.			At	the	end	of	his	time,	Pekopeko,	the	swallow,	came	
back	down.	

[para 17] 

Comparing the actual text of paragraph 16 with the (underlying) backbone version, one 
notes that the Tense Aspect Mode [TAM] settings are uniformly set for the default, simple 
past tense). However, there is one marked break point from the default aspect with an abrupt 
continuity shift (see Cooper 1996:10). ya sae yee–, ya hanahanau. 'He kept going up, until 
he was approaching (the moon).    

Hale (1984:4) says:  "Narrative discourse is organized at least with reference to settings of 
time and location, and hierarchy in narrative is typically organized in terms of setting spans 
of time, place, cast, and orientation." In this paragraph the setting span is already in place for 
the cast of characters (all of the birds), their location (on the ground near their leader) and for 
a straight progression of time as each group in turn tries to fly to the moon.  Pekopeko, 'the 
swallow' is the character in focus in paragraph 16.  

However, there is a great deal of pressure from Files.   "The function of file structure is 
that of facilitating continuity of reference within a discourse and that of regulating the rate 
and manner un which new information is linked to old."  (Hale: 1984:5)   

As can be seen at a glance - when comparing the underlying structure with the actual 
paragraph - this is most evident in regard to participant tracking, that is, by the use of person 
and number agreement marking in the verb phrase.   

The third person singular subject agreement marker ya is used throughout the paragraph, 
and the mane of the participant, Pekopeko, is only referred to once, at the very beginning of 
the paragraph.  Anaphoric reference to participants in paragraph 16 is almost totally via the 
subject-marking pro-forms.  

There is also a lot of ellipsis in this particular text, evident by the use of doha 'like, like 
that' where doha takes the place of a whole block of known information. 

CL1   CL2       CL3 
84. Ya    yogayoga,  na sa     laoma, na sa     fa'oigogo,           na 
doha. 

3s.RE be calling and 3p.RE come  and 3p.RE be gathered together  and 
like  
He	was	calling	and	they	came	and	they	were	gathered	together	and	(it	would	go	on)	

like	that.	
[para 4] 

The use of doha is partially a performance feature,  analogous to 'like man, ya know' in a 
caricature of beatnik era speech patterns.  But the ellipses are there, and are evidence of 
pressure from files. 

Other kinds of substitutions abound in this text.   Quantifier such as mahudo'idi 'all of 
them' or hesa 'each of them' occur as pronoun substitutes for nominal expressions more than 
10 times in this narrative.    

Embedding of modifying clauses is also evidence of distortion and pressure from files. 

S                 [RC      ] O        VP 
85. Tolutoluwaga, aho, a  -di ya angabu -0      wa, a   -di      ya   
anholi. 

Tolutoluwaga, now, EPC-3pP 3s.RE roast -3sO OI  EPC -3pP     3s.RE 
scrape 
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Now	Tolutoluwaga,	the	Papuan	Nightjar,	scraped	their	food	[rc	which	he	had	
roasted].		

[para 20] 

In example (85) from paragraph 20, the embedded structure is a finite clause.  However in 
example 86 from paragraph 25, the embedded structure is a verb form which has been 
nominalized   

S=Topic         COMM 
86. Pekopeko hinaga doga   hewa yai lofolofo  -na, 

Pekopeko also   person top  on  flying    -3sP 
Pekopeko,	the	swallow,	(was)	a	highflying	person.		

[para 25] 

An underlying form for this construction might be something like: 

   S     VP         LOC      TM   COMP 
86hyp. doga   ya    lofolofo    hewa yai mate Pekopeko, 

   person 3s.RE  be flying  top  on  TOPIC Pekopeko 

(A)	person	flies	up	high,	(and	he	is)	Pekopeko,	the	swallow.	

  The point of these examples is not to flag every instance, but to show that using the 
concept of the overlay relations backbone, trees, file, and focal content which are related in a 
pecking order, enables us to understand what is happening in any given discourse in a 
principled manner. 

The issue of Focal Content also arose within this relatively short paragraph.  And of 
course the plot structure revealed in 'Table 1.  Plot Structure of the Traditional Story: 
Kakatilotilo and Tolutoluwaga' spells out the major factos involved in Focal Content in this 
text. 

 Even within example paragraph 16 the pressure from focal content is evident. 

The aspectual shift near the end of paragraph 16, represents a change from the ongoing 
series of movements in the struggle to reach the moon.  By their very repetition, a sequence 
of eight motion verbs iconically suggest that the attempted flight to the moon is a long 
process.   

The use of the continuity-shift marker ee–, abruptly signals that the long flight is over.   

The next clause says ya hanahanau 'he is approaching.'  And, with this mini-climax 
concluded, the listeners learn that the swallow's attempt to reach the moon has failed.    

In a sense, therefore this aspectual device, writ-small, is a marker for how Focal Content 
is exemplified in the 'Race to the Moon' text.   

4. Some 'After' Words 

The original purpose of this presentation was to exemplify how a linguistic field worker in 
Papua New Guinea could approach the data of a previously unwritten language and 
determine how that language was structured, and why and how it exhibited the forms 
discovered in actual, natural texts. This was to be done by making a journey through a text, 
and discovering the features of the language from the macro-viewpoint of discourse, rather 
than just looking at how morphemes compose words, which in turn compose phrases, etc. up 
through the clause, sentence levels, and ultimately discourse levels. 

In my subsequent consulting work since 1986, working with those doing research on more 
than eighty Papua New Guinea languages, it has rarely been the case that a clause or sentence 
elicited in isolation is the same as the clauses and sentences one finds in natural discourse. 
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Therefore, beginning field linguists need to go about their academic research and their 
analyses of data, always aware of what the pressures may be on the output text from the 
discourse level.  The output triggered in Papuan Tip Cluster Austronesian languages is very 
different from elicited data, and the understanding of these differences determines how well 
good literacy material and natural sounding translations are produced. 

As a heuristic experiment, this is NOT a complete grammar, and is NOT a complete 
analysis of all of a 'lower level' grammatical analysis nor of the discourse features of Buhutu.  
It is not even a "walk through a single text," because it was discovered very early on in this 
study, that Judy Jimmy, like other mother tongue speakers of Buhutu had his own style of 
speaking, and furthermore that discourses within the same genre or type - in this case, the 
traditional story - vary greatly from speaker to speaker and even from story to story. 

Over time, forty additional texts in seven different genre or styles were compared with the 
"Race to the Moon" text and frequencies were tabulated for various grammatical features. 
However,  to keep this training presentation within reasonable limits, data examples were 
drawn firstly from this text, then secondly from the stories entitled  Buluhagalagala and 
Budoinuwalele which are the two longest traditional narratives recorded in Buhutu.  Data 
examples were sparingly drawn from other texts, when none of these three texts had 
examples of the particular grammatical feature being discussed.  Some of these texts are also 
included in the (non-accompanying) appendices. 

By examining the 'Kakatilotilo and Tolutoluwaga (Race to the Moon)' appendices and the 
plot analysis of this text, and in particular by applying the principles shared from Austin 
Hales (1984) 'A discourse pecking order' the student of a Papua New Guinea language, 
should be able to do his or her own analysis of a language structure - as viewed from a 
discourse point of view.  
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6. Abbreviations used in the "Race to the Moon" Presentation 
ADV ‐ adverb 

AJ ‐ Adjective 

CL1, CL2, CL3, …. Clause 1, Clause 2, Clause 3, etc 

COM ‐ comitative (accompaniment) 

COMM ‐ Comment 

COMP ‐ Complement 

CONJ ‐ conjunction 

CONT ‐ continuous action 

CZ ‐ causative 

D ‐Deictic 

DEM ‐ Demonstrative 

DX ‐ deictic 

EPC ‐Edible Possessive Classifier 

GEN ‐ Genitive  

GOAL ‐ adpositional goal 

GPC ‐ General Possessive Classifier 

IPC ‐ Inalienable Possessive Classifier (= suffix position on a noun) 

LOC GOAL ‐ locative goal 

MODAL ‐ modal 

N ‐ Noun 

N1, N2, N3…,  ‐ Noun 1, Noun 2, Noun 3, etc.  

NP ‐ noun phrase 

NP1, NP2, NP3 … Noun Phrase 1, Noun Phrase 2, Noun Phrase 3, etc. 
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NU ‐ Number  

O ‐ Object 

OI ‐ old information marker 

om ‐ object marker 

pm ‐ possessive marker 

PN ‐ Pronoun 

POST ‐ postposition 

PP ‐ postpositional or prepositional phrase 

PP‐SPEC a postpositional specifier 

PREP ‐ preposition  

Q ‐ Quantifier 

QP ‐ Quantifier Phrase 

RC ‐ Relative Clause 

REL ‐ Relative Clause 

S'  ‐ S prime (embedded sentence) 

S ‐ (matrix) Sentence 

S ‐ subject 

S O V ‐ Subject Object Verb, the default word order for Buhutu 

sm ‐ subject marker 

TM ‐ Topic Marker 

TOPIC ‐ Topic 

TR1 ‐ transitivity marker no. 1 

TR2 ‐ transitivity marker no. 2 
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V ‐ Verb 

VOC ‐ Vocative 

VP ‐ Verb Phrase 

VP1, VP2, VP3, …. ‐ Verb Phrase 1, Verb Phrase 2, Verb Phrase 3 

The verb agrees in person and number with the subject, and also 
reflects either Realis or Irrealis mode. 
REALIS 

1s.RE ‐ first person singular realis subject agreement marker 

2s.RE ‐ second person singular realis subject agreement marker 

3s.RE ‐ third person singular realis subject agreement marker 

1p(IN).RE ‐ first person plural inclusive realis subject agreement marker 

1p(EX).RE ‐ first person plural exclusive realis subject agreement marker 

2p.RE ‐ second person plural realis subject agreement marker 

3p.RE ‐ third person plural realis subject agreement marker 

IRREALIS 

1s.IR ‐ first person singular irrealis subject agreement marker 

2s.IR ‐ second person singular irrealis subject agreement marker 

3s.IR ‐ third person singular irrealis subject agreement marker 

1p(IN).IR ‐ first person plural inclusive irrealis subject agreement marker 

1p(EX).IR ‐ first person plural inclusive irrealis subject agreement marker 

2p.IR second person plural realis subject agreement marker 

3p.IR third person plural irrealis subject agreement marker 

A noun may agree in person and number with the possessor.  
1sP ‐ first person singular possessive agreement marker 
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2sP ‐ second person singular possessive agreement marker 

3sP ‐ third person singular possessive agreement marker 

1p(IN)P ‐ first person plural inclusive possessive agreement marker 

1p(EX)P ‐ first person plural exclusive possessive agreement marker 

2pP ‐ second person plural possessive agreement marker 

3pP ‐ third person plural possessive agreement marker 

The verb agrees in person and number with the direct or indirect 
object 
1sO ‐ first person singular object agreement marker 

2sO ‐ second person singular object agreement marker 

3sO ‐ third singular object agreement marker 

1p(IN)O ‐ first person plural inclusive object agreement marker 

1p(EX)O first person plural exclusive object agreement marker 

2pO ‐ second person plural object agreement marker 

3pO ‐ third person plural object agreement marker 

 

1st per(sg) ‐ first person singular 

2nd per(sg) ‐ second person singular 

3rd per(sg) ‐ third person singular 

1st per (IN)‐ first person inclusive plural 

1st per (EX) ‐ first person exclusive plural 

2nd per(pl) ‐ second person plural 

3rd per(pl) ‐ third person plural   
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Appendix A.  Kakatilotilo and Tolutoluwaga:  Diglot Version 
\id BHAALAJJ-BXH  
Kakatilotilo yo Tolutoluwaga, the story of Kaka-tilotilo and Tolutolu-waga, told by Judi 
Jimmy of Ata 'ata Village in May, 1985.  Buhutu language, Sagarai Valley, Milne Bay 
Province, Papua New Guinea. 

This Buhutu text was told by “JJ” at a community work day at Gelemalaiya village, 
shortly after the Coopers arrived at Sagarai.  The audio-taped version was then written down 
and processed on a typewriter and later on a computer by Russ & Mary Cooper, SIL 
members who also work with the Buhutu Language. 

In November 1986 Russ Cooper wrote a technical paper on Buhutu discourse using this 
text as a basis for his analysis.  This diglot version was given out as a handout to the SIL 
participants in that "Beginning Grammar Workshop" at Ukarumpa, EHP. 
 
 

Kaka-tilotilo yo Tolutolu-
waga 

Kaka-tilotilo and Tolutolu-waga

1.  Ite be eda pilipilidai hesa eneheda E liba.  

Eda pilipilidai mate doha ite. 

 This is one of our stories I am telling.  Our 

story goes like this. 

2.  Atai'a mahudo'idi doha, itete tano'ubu yai 

mate, mahudo'idi doha atai'a loholohodi na 

ite pilipilidai te Kakatilotilo pilipilidai yo–, 

doha libalibana, yo Tolutoluwaga. 

Like all of the birds, all of the birds here in the 

world, like the beautiful birds– here is this 

story, the story of Kakatilotilo, the Singing 

Starling, like [it is] his words, and (that of) 

Tolutoluwaga, the Nightjar. 

3.  Fuya ou'ouli mate Kakatilotilo in, boss. 

Doha atai'a mahudo'idi ganahewana yai, 

doha edi ba'isa, edi king, edi tau~watani 

lisidi yai. Ibe ya lau~famahata, mate doha: 

Kakatilotilo fuya ou'ouli ena 

an~gwanegwane yai mate atai'a boludi na 

sa laoma, doha, ena aba~gwane yai mate, 

sa ta'i'ili hinaga, sa amban, sa gwane, sa 

kwade, pa'ana edi Ba'isa wa doha.  

Now all the time Kakatilotilo, the Singing 

Starling was the boss. Like among all of the 

birds, like he was their Ba'isa, their big man, 

their king, the one who looked after them. 

And it took place [lit. appeared] like this: All of 

the time, all of the birds would come to his 

singing place, and like, at his singing place they 

would circle around, they would feed, they 

would chirp and sing, and they were happy 

because their Ba'isa, their big man, was like 

that. 

4.  Ya yogayoga, na sa laoma, na sa 

fa'oigogo, na doha. Sa fadebasae, yo sa 

lauto'iyen 

He calls, and they come, and they assemble 

together, and (they do) like that. They honor 

him and they greet him [or give their regards 

to him]. 

5.  
Yee–, fuya ma'esega haba  

(a–) Kakatilotilo ya fa'oigogo'edi, iyen, 
<<E fanuha bena ginauli esega ami 

anpate.>> 

Time passed [lit. keeping on, until], one time, 

Kakatilotilo then he called them together, and 

he said,  

<<I would like you to try something [lit. 
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one thing].>>  
6.  E, haba ena hewahewali mahudo'idi mate 

sa nuwanuwatuhu, na sa fati'o, 

<<Ema Ba'isa iyebom haba somo 'e 
anpateidi?> 

Then all of his 'boys' were wondering about it, 

and they asked, 

<<What will our big man want us to try to 

do?>> 

7.  <<E falibamiu,  <Atai'a mahudo'imiu haba 

emi paisowa mate, doha pele hesa ‐ hesa 

mate, E fatamalimiu ami lau Nawalahi, 

bena ami anpatei, haba ami abi'ona. 

<<I say this to you. <All of you birds will 
have a task, like for each group, I will send 
you to the Moon, so you might try to touch 
it. 

8.  <Na um, Tolutoluwaga mate, am paisowa 

mate kuk, laubu'a, yo ada wa angabu 

pa'ana hige gonowana u lofo, u lau hewa. 

Hige em adidili gonowana, yo um hige doga 

bena hewa yai lofolofona. 

<But as for you Tolutuluwaga, Nightjar, 
your task is to be cook, cooking, and you 
will roast our food, because you can't fly up 
high. [lit, you can't fly, you go up on top.] 
Your strength is not sufficient, and you are 
not a person for [lit. might] high flying. 

9.  <Um mate am paisowa doha wa lofolau 

mate hanahanau yai moho. Na amban wa 

yo'oi, yo doha somo ‐ somo wa ginaulidi, be 

hige ya sunuma'em.> >> 

 <As for you, your task , like you are to fly, just 

close by (i.e., near the ground). But you search 

for food, and like,  whatever you do, so then,  I 

(will) not have hope for you.> >> 

10.  Eee–, haba mulina yai, edi ba'isa wa ya 

fa'oigogogodi ya ofi, sa anpate. Nawalahi 

wa sa failako. 

Well then, afterwards, after their leader 

gathered them together, they made the 

attempt. They (would) race to the moon. 

11.  Pele hesa ya lau wee–, be ya anpate~asaha, 

be ya fuyoma. 

One Team kept on going until–, it made the 

attempt in vain, so they returned. 

12.  Hesa ya lau wee–, be ya anpate~asaha, be 

ya fuyoma. 

Another went off – (until) they tried in vain, 

so they returned. 

13.  Doha, sa paisowa, ya lau wee–, ya lau wee–

, ya lau wee–, doha. Atai'a ganahewadi yai 

ni, na esega mate in, Pekopeko, doha. 

They kept doing like that, going and going and 

going until– (they failed), (always) like that. 

But there was one bird among those birds, 

Pekopeko, the Swallow, (who did) likewise. 

14.  In, atai'a doha hewa yai lofolofona. Lisina 

yai, fuya ou'ouli, be ami ita yo usa ya usa, 

na Pekopeko sa lofolofo mate doha. Sa 

sae~wananaha. Yada hanahanaudi yai ne, 

sa lofolofo lisina yai. 

He is a bird which flies up high all of the time. 

So that you see him, and it is raining, and the 

Swallows, Pekopeko, they are flying (implied: 

up high) like that. They really go up! 

Approaching the vicinity of the clouds, they fly 

to them [lit. to it]. 

15.  Aho, atai'a ba'isa, Kakatilotilo wa, ena 

sunuma la'ila'i mate Pekopeko bena 

Now as for the leader of the birds, 

Kakatilotilo, his big hope was that Pekopeko 
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Nawalahi ya abi'ona.  the Swallow might touch the Moon. 

16.  Eee–, haba Pekopeko ena fuya ya lofo, ya 

lofo, ya anpate, ya sae. Ya lau, ya lau, ya 

lofo, ya sae ya sae, ya sae yee–, ya 

hanahanau bena Nawalahi ya abi'ina, na 

amainiya, mate, ena adidili ya ofi, doha 

belu ya ofi, ya fuyoma, hige gonowana. 

Ok then, when it was Pekopeko's turn to 

fly, he flew and he tried to go up. He went and 

went, he flew and flew, he went up, he went 

up, he went up until he was approaching (and) 

might touch the Moon, and there (then) his 

strength was finished; (it was) like his 

weakness was finished, (and) he came back, 

he wasn't able (to do it). 

17.  Eee–, ya fuyoma~lidi mate, mahudo'idi pele 

hesa ‐ hesa sa lidima sa anyawasi.  In fuya 

ofina, Pekopeko (wa) ya fuyoma. 

Well, he came back down and all of them, 

each and every group had come down and 

they were resting.   His turn over, Pekopeko, 

the Swallow, came back. 

18.  Ya fati'o(i) iyebom,  

<<Wa abi'ona, e hige'e?  Hige maka hesa 

somo?>> 

He (that is, Tolutoluwaga, the Singing 

Starling) asked him and said, 

<<Did you touch it or not?  There is not any 

mark there (lit. what)?>> 

19.  Ma~esega, amainiya, iyebom,  

<<Hige gonowana bena–, haba–, 
doha–, ginauli ya anpate~fuyoi., pa'ana 
hige gonogonowana.>> 

Immediately, then, he said, 

<<It wasn't enough [possible] might–, will–, 

like–, I make the attempt at this thing again, 

because its (just) not enough [not possible].>> 

20.  Eee–, amainiya, haba, Tolutoluwaga, aho. 

Adi ya angabu wa, adi ya anholi:  imo yo 

asai, somo‐somo, na nimana 

ma~dubudubuyana. 

So then, Now Tolutoluwaga would– He 

scraped their food which he had roasted, taro, 

and bananas and whatever (implied: he'd 

cooked), and his hands were sooty [lit. with 

soot]. 

21.  Na ya lau~tafoma, iyebom, 

"Egu ba'isa, E fanuha bena egu 
nuwatuhu u libaiyen." 

But he came running and said,  

"Sir [lit. my big man] I would like for 
you to talk about my idea." 

22.  Enaba, Kakatilotilo iyen, 

"Em nuwatuhu, na somo?" 

He said, Kakatilotilo  said,  

"What is your idea?" 
23.  Iyebom, 

"Ibe gonowana, hinaga, egu fuya wa 
felegu, E anpate doha E hasai." 

He said,  

"If possible you (might) also give me my 
turn, I'll try, like, I'll go up." 

24.  Iyebom, 

"O, hige gonowana. Natugu, hige 
gonowagu, pa'ana haidam ta, hewa yai 
tau~lofo mahudo'idi, mate sa 

He said,  

"Oh, that's not possible. My child, I 
cannot allow it [lit. it's not my ability], 
because all of your friends have made the 
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anpate~asaha. attempt unsuccessfully. 
25.  "Pekopeko hinaga doga hewa yai 

lofolofona, na ya anpate, ya sae, hige 
gonowana." 

“Pekopeko the Swallow is also a person 

who flies up high, and he tried; he went up, 

and he was not able to do it." 

26.  Eee–, Tolutoluwaga, amainiya, ana 

tanuwaga wa alinana ya bui, 

"Hige ya fanuha bena ya anpate. Yo, 
haga, beti, u anpate, na E ita'ita~sipoi." 

So then and there, Tolutoluwaga the 

Nightjar's master replied to him [lit turned his 

speech]:   

"I do not want to try (it). But please, 
enough!  You try, and I (will be) watching 
you."  

27.  Eee–, amainiya be Tolutoluwaga wa ya lofo, 

ya hasai, ya hasai, ya anpate, ya lau, ya lau, 

na sa ita~watan. Mahudo'idi, atai'a 

mahudo'idi sa ita'ita~watan nee–. 

So, then Tolutoluwaga flew; he went up, he 

went up, he tried, (and) he went, he went, and 

they followed him with their eyes (lit. looked 

after him). 

28.  Ya tauyamuhi, yada ganahewana yai mate, 

be, habahim, ne'i Nawalahi ana halulu ya 

lau. 

All of them, all of the birds, they were 

watching him [lit looking after him]   there–. 

He was hidden inside a cloud, and then, there, 

he went to the vicinity of the Moon. 

29.  Eee–, Nawalahi ya abi'ona, amainiya, na 

Nawalahi ya liba~fasunuma, doha ya 

kaumanana'en, iyebom, 

"Wa fuyo~lidi mate, tabu siya u 
fuyoma. Haba ai yauli hobahoba am 
paisowa; ibe hige siya u fuyo, u lau 
hewa. 

 "Na dodoga fuya haisadi haba sa lau 
sa ko'e, na haba sa gun'abiyem, sa pein, 
na wa lofo, na sa tau~hiti'em." 

So then, he touched the Moon,  and there 

the Moon promised him, like he cursed him, 

and said,  

"You go back down, and don't you come 
back. Your job will be to set on the ground.  
So that you might not return, and go up 
high. 

 "But people– sometimes when they go 
and defecate– and they wipe themselves 
and throw it away, then you will fly and 
startle them." 

30.  Mate, aho, Nawalahi wa, Tolutoluwaga wa 

ya liba~fasunuma. 

That (was how) the Moon gave a promise 

to Tolutoluwaga the Nightjar. 

31.  Eee–, amainiya, na doha–, bena eda 

pilipilidai te, te kawawananaha, be te 

ita~lobahi mate, fuya haisadi, be doga ya 

lau, ya ko'e, na ena anta'ata'ai yai, na ya 

le'o~fahi. Be ya abi~lau, be hige gonowana, 

na nimana mwahiuna, na ya le'o~fahi, na 

ume'ehu sadaina yai o somo ‐ somo ya lofo. 

So then, there, like that, so that we will 

believe this story here, then we find him (the 

bird), some times when a person goes and 

defecates, and (when) at his place of 

squatting, he (the bird) lunges out. And he 

reaches for him, but it's not enough, his hand 

wiggles, and he lunges up, and then he flies 

beside a rock or wherever. 

32.  Hidagu, Tolutoluwaga e, mate, amainiya, ne 

mate, stoli ana siga ne'i, na hinaga sidohana 

Tolutoluwaga bena te kawawananaha, 

My friend, that then is the end of the story 

of Tolutoluwaga the Nightjar, and also how we 

can believe how he might touch the moon 
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bena Nawalahi ya abi'ona ai nimana adi ya 

angabu wa, tinunu dubuyadi nimadi yai wa, 

Nawalahi ya lofo, ya hasai, ya sina loholoho 

palapa, na in moho, Nawalahi matana o 

ati'atipuna yai mate piga sa italau, ena 

an~ota'ota yai. Fuya ou'ouli mate in, 

Tolutoluwaga nimana leleyana. 

with his hand (foot), as he roasted their food, 

and there were sooty charred marks on his 

hands (feet)  and he flew, and went up, and it 

was shining with proper beauty, but just one 

thing, they see a horsefly on the moon's face 

or on his middle–on his place of landing. All of 

the time, that is the mark of Tolutoluwaga's 

hand (foot). 

33. Mate, logena, eda stoli, o eda pilipilidai ana 

siga. Yauwedo. 

Well then, that is the end of our story. 

Thank you. 

 
There were six "lenses" or "views" of the "Race to the Moon" text utilized in this study.   

A)	a	diglot	version	of	the	text,		

B)	a	basic	plot	analysis	of	the	text,		

C)	an	interlinear	version,		

D)	a	Thurman	Chart,		

E)	tagged	texts	with	statistical	summaries.			

F)	a	discussion	of	the	concept	of	"A	Discourse	Pecking	Order"	(Hale,	1984)	which	
shows	how	discourse	factors	can	affect	the	manner	in	which	a	discourse	is	structured.			

In Appendix A (above) the reader is able to read through the narrative using a parallel 
English diglot version.    A précis and basic plot analysis are given in sections 1.2.1. and 
1.2.2. within the body of the paper.  Three additional appendices (listed below) give us 
alternative analyses of the Kaka-tilotilo and Tolutolu-waga text, 'A Race to the Moon" and 
they also accompany the paper. 

A separate body of text database materials for the other two long narrative texts, Buluha-
galagala and Budoi-nuwalele also accompany this paper. 

Appendix B - BHAAKTJJ Kakatilotilo -INTERLINEAR 
\itm Buhutu2002.itm 
\id  BHAAKTJJ-BXH 
\t  Kaka-tilotilo yo Tolutolu-waga 
 
\ref  sent. 1 
 
\tx  1) Ite   be   eda            pilipilidai hesa eneheda          E      
liba. 
\mr  1) ite   be   'e -da         pilipilidai hesa enehe-da         E      
liba -0 
\mg  1) DEIX1 then GPC-1pl(IN)P   story       one  POSS -1pl(IN)P   1sg.RE 
speak-3sgO 
\wg  1) this  then our-in         story       one  ours-IN          I      

talk 
\tr  This is one of our stories I am telling. 
\cm  NON-ACTIVE, TR 
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\ref  sent. 2 
\tx  Eda            pilipilidai mate  doha ite. 
\mr  'e -da         pilipilidai mate  doha ite 
\mg  GPC-1pl(IN)P   story       TOPIC like DEIX1 
\wg  our-in         story       TOPIC like this 
\tr  Our-IN story is like this.  
\cm  NON-ACTIVE 
 
\ref  sent. 3 
 
\tx  2) Atai'a mahudo'idi    doha, itete tano'ubu yai mate, mahudo'idi    
doha atai'a  loholohodi      na  ite    
\mr  2) atai'a mahudo'i-di   doha  itete tano'ubu yai mate  mahudo'i-di   
doha 'atai'a loholoho-di     na  ite    
\mg  2) bird   all     -3plP like  DEIX1 earth    PP  TOPIC all     -3plP 
like birds   good    -3plP   and DEIX1  
\wg  2) bird   all.of.them   like  here  earth    on  TOPIC all.of.them   

like birds   their.good.ones and this   
 
\tx pilipilidai te    Kakatilotilo     pilipilidai yo  -, doha libalibana,    
yo  Tolutoluwaga. 
\mr pilipilidai te    Kakatilotilo     pilipilidai yo     doha liba-liba-na   
yo  Tolutoluwaga 
\mg story       DEIX1 Singing.Starling story       and    like RDP -say -
3sgP and Nightjar.sp 
\wg story       here  Singing.Starling story       and    like its.telling    

and Nightjar 
\tr  Like all of the birds, here on this earth, all of them, like the beautiful birds, and this story 

here is the story of Kakatilotilo, the Singing Starling, and like its telling, and 
Tolutoluwaga, the Papuan Nightjar. 

\cm  NO-ACT, NON-ACT, NON-ACT, NON-ACT 
 
\ref  sent. 4 
 
\tx  3) Fuya ou'ouli    mate  Kakatilotilo     in, boss doha atai'a  
mahudo'idi    ganahewana    yai, doha edi       
\mr  3) fuya 'ou-'ouli  mate  Kakatilotilo     in  boss doha 'atai'a 
mahudo'i-di   ganahewa-na   yai  doha 'e -di    
\mg  3) time RDP-plenty TOPIC Singing.Starling he  boss like birds   all     
-3plP among   -3sgP PP   like GPC-3plP  
\wg  3) time plenty     TOPIC Singing.Starling he  boss like birds   

all.of.them   among         at   like their     
 
 
\tx  ba'isa, edi      king,  edi      tau~watani               lisidi    
yai, ibe ya     lau~famahata, 
\mr  ba'isa  'e -di   king  'e -di   tau~wata       -ni        lisi-di   
yai  ibe ya     lau~famahata-0 
\mg  big.man GPC-3plP king  GPC-3plP one,who.watches-TR3       to  -3plP PP   
if  3sg.RE do.reveal   -3sgO 
\wg  bigman  their    king  their    one.who.looks.after.them  to.them   at   

if  he     reveal 
 
\tx  mate  doha: Kakatilotilo     fuya ou'ouli      ena      an~gwanegwane             
yai 
\mr  mate  doha  Kakatilotilo     fuya  'ou-'ouli   'e –na   an          - 
gwane-gwane yai 
\mg TOPIC like  Singing.Starling time RDP-plenty    GPC-3sgP place.where   
RDP  -sing  PP 
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\wg TOPIC like  Singing.Starling times plenty       his      
place.of.singing          to 

 
\tx  mate  atai'a  boludi      na  sa     laoma,  doha, ena      aba~gwane         
yai  
\mr  mate  'atai'a bolu  -di   na  sa     lau-ma  doha  'e -na   aba        
-gwane yai  
\mg  TOPIC birds   plenty-3plP and 3pl.RE go -TOS like  GPC-3sgP 
place.where-sing  PP   
\wg  TOPIC birds   all.of.them and they   come    like  his      place.of 

singing  to   
 
 
\tx  mate, sa     ta'i'ili       hinaga, sa     amban,     sa     gwane, sa     
kwade,   pa'ana    edi      Ba'isa  wa  doha. 
\mr  mate  sa     ta'i'ili       hinaga  sa     'am-ban    sa     gwane  sa     
kwade    pa'a-na   'e -di   ba'isa  wa  doha 
\mg  TOPIC 3pl.RE circle.around  also    3pl.RE HAB-feed   3pl.RE sing   
3pl.RE happy    base-3sgP GPC-3plP big.man OI  like 
\wg  TOPIC they   circle.around  also    they   be.feeding they   sing   

they   be.happy because   their    Big.man the like. that 
\tr  Now all of the time a Kakatilotilo (Singing Starling) was the boss, like among all of the 

birds, like their big man, their king, the one who looked after them, (and) when he 
revealed himself (appeared) it was like this:  All of the birds came all the time to 
Kakatilotilo's singing place, (and) at his singing place they also would circle around, 
they would feed, they would sing, and be happy, because their big man was like that. 

\cm  NON-ACT x 4, TR, INTR, INTR, INTR, INTR, INTR, NON-ACT 
 
\ref  sent. 5 
 
\tx  4) Ya     yogayoga,  na  sa     laoma,  na  sa     fa'oigogo,      na  
doha. 
\mr  4) ya     yoga-yoga  na  sa     lau-ma  na  sa     fa-'oi-gogo     na  
doha 
\mg  4) 3sg.RE RDP -call  and 3pl.RE go -TOS and 3pl.RE CZ-hit-together and 
like 
\wg  4) he     be.calling and they   come    and they   gather.together and 

like.that 
\tr  He (would) be calling them, and they came, and they gathered together to him, and like 

that. 
\cm  INTR, INTR, INTR, NON-ACT 
 
\ref  sent. 6 
 
\tx  Sa     fadebasae,             yo  sa     lauto'iyen.              5) 
Yeee          -, fuya ma'esega   haba  (a-)  
\mr  sa     fa-deba    -sae  -0    yo  sa     lau-to'i        -ye -n   5) 
yee              fuya ma -'esega haba  a -)  
\mg  3pl.RE CZ-forehead-go.up-3sgO and 3pl.RE do -give.regards-TR2-3sO 5) 
until            time COM-one    will  er-)  
\wg  they   honor.him              and they   give.him.their.regards   5) 

keep.on.until    time once       would er-)  
 
\tx  Kakatilotilo     ya fa'oigogo'edi,                iyen,   <<E    
fanuha      bena  ginauli esega  ami    anpate.>> 
\mr  Kakatilotilo     ya fa-'oi-gogo    -'e -di        iyen    E      
fanuha-0    bena  ginauli 'esega 'ami   'an-pate-0 
\mg  Singing.Starling 3sg.RE CZ-hit-together-TR2-3plO  3s.QI   1sg.RE 
desire-3sgO might thing   one    2pl.RE HAB-try -3sgO 
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\wg  Singing.Starling he call.them.together            he.says I      
desire      might thing   one    you.pl try.it 

\tr  They honored him and they greeted him, and this went on until, one time, Kakatilotilo (er) 
would have them meet together, and he said, <<I desire one thing for you to attempt 
it.>> 

\cm  TR, TR, TR, QI, TR, TR (w OBJ COMP) 
 
\ref  sent. 7 
 
\tx  6) E,   haba ena     hewahewali     mahudo'idi    mate  sa     
nuwanuwatuhu, na  sa     fati'o,  <<Ema           
\mr  6) e    haba 'e -na  hewa-hewali    mahudo'i-di   mate  sa     nuwa-
nuwatuhu na  sa     fa- ti'o 'e -ma          
\mg  6) OK   will GPC-and RDP -young.man all     -3plP TOPIC 3pl.RE RDP -
thinking and 3pl.RE CZ- ask  GPC-1pl(EX)P  
\wg  6) well then his     young.men      all.of.them   TOPIC they   

be.thinking   and they   ask.him  our-EX          
 
\tx  Ba'isa  iyebom  haba somo 'e           anpateidi?>> 
\mr  ba'isa  iyebom  haba somo 'e           'an-pate   -i  -di 
\mg  big.man 3sg.QI  will what 1pl(EX).RE HAB-attempt-TR1-3plO 
\wg  Big.man he.says then what we-excl      try.them 
\tr  Well then all of his young men were thinking and they asked, <<What was it that our big 

man said for us to try?>> 
\cm  INTR, TR, QI, TR 
 
\ref  sent. 8 
 
\tx  7) <<E    falibamiu,   <Atai'a mahudo'imiu   haba emi      paisowa 
mate, doha pele  hesa    - hesa    mate, E       
\mr  7) E      fa-liba-miu  atai'a  mahudo'i-miu  haba 'e -mi   paisowa 
mate  doha pele  hesa      hesa    mate  E       
\mg  7) 1sg.RE CZ-talk-2plO birds   all     -2plP will GPC-2plP work    
TOPIC like group DISTRIB   DISTRIB TOPIC 1sg.RE  
\wg  7) I      tell.you.pl  birds   all.of.you.pl will your     task    

TOPIC like group one       one     TOPIC I       
 
\tx  fatamalimiu    ami    lau Nawalahi, bena  ami      anpatei,             
haba ami    abi'ona. 
\mr  fa-tamali-miu  'ami   lau nawalahi  bena  'a -mi   'an-pate   -i  -0    
haba 'ami   'abi'ona-0 
\mg  CZ-send  -2plO 2pl.RE go  moon      might EPC-2plP HAB-attempt-TR1-
3sgO will 2pl.RE touch   -3sgO 
\wg send.you.pl    you.pl  go  Moon      might you.pl   try.s.th.            

will you.pl touch.it 
\tr  <<I say it to you, <As for all of you birds, your task is for me to send each group of you 

to go to the Moon, so =that you might make an attempt to touch it. 
\cm  TR, NON-ACT, TR, INTR, TR, TR (=OBJ COMP) 
 
\ref  sent. 9 
 
\tx  8) <Na um,    Tolutoluwaga mate, am       paisowa mate  kuk, laubu'a, 
yo  ada            wa     angabu          
\mr  8) na  um     Tolutoluwaga mate  'a -m    paisowa mate  kuk  lau-bu'a 
yo  'a -da         wa     'an-gabu -0     
\mg  8) and you.SG Nightjar.sp  TOPIC EPC-2sgP work    TOPIC cook do -cook     
and EPC-1pl(IN)P 2sg.RE HAB-roast-3sgO  
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\wg  8) but you.sg Nightjar     TOPIC your.sg  task    TOPIC cook cooking  
and our-IN.food    you.sg be.roasting     

 
\tx  pa'ana    hige gonowana      u      lofo, u      lau hewa. 
\mr  pa'a-na   hige gonowa  -na   'u     lofo  'u     lau hewa 
\mg  base-3sgP not  possible-3sgP 2sg.IR fly   2sg.IR go  up.high 
\wg  because   not  be.possible   you.sg fly   you.sg go  up.high 
\tr  But as for you Nightjar, Tolutoluwaga, your job is cook, cooking, roasting our food, 

because it is not possible for you to fly and go high up. 
\cm  NON-ACT, NON-ACT, INTR, MODAL, INTR, INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 10 
 
\tx  Hige em       adidili  gonowana,   yo  um     hige doga   bena  hewa    
yai lofolofona. 
\mr  hige 'e -m    'adidili gonowa-na   yo  um     hige doga   bena  hewa    
yai lofo-lofo-na 
\mg  not  GPC-2sgP strength enough-3sgP and you.SG not  person might 
up.high PP  RDP -fly -3sgP 
\wg  not  your.sg  strength be.enough   and you.sg not  person might 

up.high at  its.flying 
\tr  Your strength is not enough, and you.sg are not a person who might (do) high flying. 
\cm  NON-ACT, MODAL, NON-ACT 
 
\ref  sent. 11 
 
\tx  9) <Um    mate  am       paisowa doha wa     lofolau  mate  hanahanau     
yai moho. 
\mr  9) um     mate  'a -m    paisowa doha wa     lofo-lau mate  hana-hanau    
yai moho 
\mg  9) you.SG TOPIC EPC-2sgP work    like 2sg.RE fly -go  TOPIC RDP -
approach PP  only 
\wg  9) you.sg TOPIC your.sg  work    like you.sg fly.go   TOPIC nearby        

at  only 
\tr  What your task is, is like you fly along but only close by (close to the ground). 
\cm  NON-ACT, INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 12 
 
\tx  Na  amban    wa     yo'oi,        yo  doha somo - somo wa     
ginaulidi,   be     hige ya     sunuma'em.> 
\mr  na  'am-ban  wa     yo'o-i  -0    yo  doha somo   somo wa     ginauli-
di   be     hige ya     sunuma-'e -m 
\mg  and HAB-feed 2sg.RE seek-TR1-3sgO and like what   what 2sg.RE do     -
3plO and.so not  1sg.IR hope  -TR2-2sgO 
\wg  but feed     you.sg seek.it       and like what   what you.sg do.them      

and.so not  I      have.hope.for.you.sg 
\tr  But you seem for feed, and you do like whatever, and so I do not have any hope for you. 
\cm  TR, TR, TR 
 
\ref  sent. 13 
 
\tx  10) Eee     -, haba  mulina      yai, edi      ba'isa  wa  ya     
fa'oigogogodi            ya     ofi,         
\mr  10) ee         haba  muli  -na   yai  'e -di   ba'isa  wa  ya     fa-
'oi-go -gogo    -di   ya     'ofi         
\mg  10) so.then    would behind-3sgP PP   GPC-3plP big.man OI  3sg.RE CZ-
hit-RDP-together-3plO 3sg.RE finish       
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\wg  10) so then    would afterwards  at   their    bigman  the he     
gather.them together     it     be.finished  

 
\tx  sa     anpate. 
\mr  sa     'an-pate   -0 
\mg  3pl.RE HAB-attempt-3sgO 
\wg  they   make.attempt 
\tr  Well then, afterwards their big man finished assembling them together, and they made the 

attempt. 
\cm  TR, INTR, TR 
 
\ref  sent. 14 
 
\tx  Nawalahi wa  sa     failako. 
\mr  nawalahi wa  sa     failako-0 
\mg  moon     OI  3pl.RE race   -3sgO 
\wg  Moon     the they   race.to.it 
\tr  They raced to the Moon. 
\cm  TR 
 
\ref  sent. 15 
 
\tx  11) Pele  hesa ya     lau wee           --, be       ya     
anpate~asaha,              be       ya     fuyoma. 
\mr  11) pele  hesa ya     lau wee               be       ya     'an-pate   
-asaha          be       ya     fuyo  -ma 
\mg  11) group one  3sg.RE go  keep.on.until     and.then 3sg.RE HAB-
attempt-without.result and.then 3sg.RE return-TOS 
\wg  11) group one  it     go  until             and.then it     

try.in.vain                and.then it     come.back 
\tr  One group went until it tried in vain, and then it came back. 
\cm  INTR, TR, INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 16 
 
\tx  12) Hesa      ya     lau wee           -, be       ya     
anpate~asaha,              be     ya     fuyoma. 
\mr  12) hesa      ya     lau wee              be       ya     'an-pate   -
asaha          be     ya     fuyo   -ma 
\mg  12) a.certain 3sg.RE go  keep.on.until    and.then 3sg.RE HAB-attempt-
without.result and.so 3sg.RE go.back-TOS 
\wg  12) another   it     go  until            and.so   it     try.in.vain              

and.so it     come.back 
\tr  Another (group) went until, it failed in the attempt, and so it came back. 
\cm  INTR, TR, INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 17 
 
\tx  13) Doha,     sa     paisowa, ya     lau wee           -, ya     lau 
wee           -,  
\mr  13) doha      sa     paisowa  ya     lau wee              ya     lau 
wee  
\mg  13) like      3pl.RE work     3sg.RE go  keep.on.until    3sg.RE go  
keep.on.until  
\wg  13) like.that they   work     it     go  until            it     go  

until  
 
\tx  ya     lau wee            -,  doha. 
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\mr  ya     lau wee                doha 
\mg  3sg.RE go  keep.on.until      like that 
\wg  it     go  keep on, until     like.that 
 
\tr  They worked (at it), it went and went and went like that.  
\cm  TR, INTR, INTR, INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 18 
 
\tx  Atai'a ganahewadi    yai ni,   na  esega  mate  in, Pekopeko, doha. 
\mr  atai'a ganahewa-di   yai ni    na  'esega mate  in  Pekopeko  doha 
\mg  birds  among   -3plP PP  DEIX3 but one    TOPIC he  swallow   like 
\wg  birds  among.them    at  there and one    TOPIC he  Swallow   

like.that 
\tr  Among the birds there, there was one, Pekopeko, the Swallow, like that. 
\cm  NON-ACT, NON-ACT 
 
\ref  sent. 19 
 
\tx  14) In, atai'a  doha hewa    yai lofolofona     lisina    yai, fuya  
ou'ouli,   be   ami    ita       yo  usa   
\mr  14) in  'atai'a doha hewa    yai lofo-lofo-na   lisi-na   yai  fuya  
'ou-'ouli  be   'ami   'ita-0    yo  'usa  
\mg  14) he  bird    like up.high PP  RDP -fly -3sgP to  -3sgP PP   time  
RDP-plenty then 2pl.RE see -3sgO and rain  
\wg  14) he  bird    like up.high at  his.flying     for.him   for  times 

all        then you.pl see.him   and rain  
 
\tx  ya     usa,  na  Pekopeko sa     lofolofo  mate  doha. 
\mr  ya     ‘usa, na  Pekopeko sa     lofo-lofo mate  doha 
\mg  3sg.RE rain  and swallow 3pl.RE  RDP -fly  TOPIC like 
\wg  it     rain  and swallows they   be.flying TOPIC like.that 
\tr  As for him, he is like a flying high, all the time, and so you see him, and it is raining, and 

they are flying  
like that. 
\cm  NON-ACT, TR, INTR, INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 20 
 
\tx  Sa     sae~wananaha. 
\mr  sa     sae  -wananaha 
\mg  3pl.RE go.up-truly 
\wg  they   go.really.high 
\tr  They really go up high. 
\cm  INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 21 
 
\tx  Yada   hanahanaudi        yai ne,   sa     lofolofo  lisina    yai. 
\mr  yada   hana-hanau   -di   yai ne    sa     lofo-lofo lisi-na   yai 
\mg  clouds RDP -close.by-3plP PP  DEIX3 3pl.RE RDP -fly  to  -3sgP PP 
\wg  clouds close.to.them      at  there they   be.flying to.it     at 
\tr  In the vicinity of the clouds (is where) they are flying to it. 
\cm  INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 22 
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\tx  15) Aho, atai'a  ba'isa, Kakatilotilo     wa, ena      sunuma la'ila'i  
mate  
\mr  15) aho  'atai'a ba'isa  Kakatilotilo     wa  'e -na   sunuma la'i-
la'i mate  
\mg  15) now  birds   big.man Singing.Starling OI  GPC-3sgP hope   RDP -big  
TOPIC  
\wg  15) now  birds   bigman  Singing.Starling the his      hope   big       

TOPIC  
 
\tx  Pekopeko bena  Nawalahi ya     abi'ona. 
\mr  Pekopeko bena  nawalahi ya     'abi'ona-0 
\mg  swallow  might moon     3sg.RE touch   -3sgO 
\wg  Swallow  might Moon     he     touch.it    
 
\tr  Now As for Kakatilotilo, the leader of the birds, his big hope was that Pekopeko the 

Swallow might touch the Moon. 
\cm  NON-ACT, NON-ACT, TR 
 
\ref  sent. 24 
 
\tx  16) Eee     -, haba Pekopeko ena      fuya ya     lofo, ya     lofo, 
ya     anpate,          ya     sae. 
\mr  16) ee         haba Pekopeko 'e -na   fuya ya     lofo  ya     lofo  
ya     'an-pate   -0    ya     sae 
\mg  16) so.then    then swallow  GPC-3sgP time 3sg.RE fly   3sg.RE fly   
3sg.RE HAB-attempt-3sgO 3sg.RE RDP 
\wg  16) so then    then Swallow  his      turn he     fly   he     fly   

he     make.attempt     he     go.up 
\tr  So then, as for Pekopeko the Swallow, it was his turn to fly (and he flew, and attempted to 

go up. 
\cm  INTR, INTR, INTR, TR, INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 25 
 
\tx  Ya     lau, ya     lau, ya     lofo, ya     sae   ya     sae,  ya     
sae   yee           -, Ya     hanahanau      
\mr  ya     lau  ya     lau  ya     lofo  ya     sae   ya     sae   ya     
sae   yee              ya     hana-hanau     
\mg  3sg.RE go   3sg.RE go   3sg.RE fly   3sg.RE go.up 3sg.RE go.up 3sg.RE 
go.up until            3sg.RE RDP -approach  
\wg  he     go   he     go   he     fly   he     go.up he     go.up he     

go.up keep.on.until    he     approach       
 
\tx  bena  Nawalahi ya abi'ina,      na  amainiya, mate, ena      adidili  
ya     ofi, 
\mr  bena  nawalahi ya 'abi'ina-0    na  amainiya  mate  'e -na   'adidili 
ya     'ofi 
\mg  might moon     3sg.RE touch   -3sgO and there TOPIC GPC-3sgP strength 
3sg.RE be.finished 
\wg  might Moon     he touch.it      and there     TOPIC his      strength 

it     be.finished 
 
\tx  doha belu     ya     ofi,        ya fuyoma,    hige gonowana. 
\mr  doha belu     ya     'ofi        ya fuyo  -ma  hige gonowa  -na 
\mg  like weakness 3sg.RE be.finished 3sg.RE return-TOS not  possible-3sgP    
\wg  like weakness it     be.finished he come.back  not  be.possible  
 
\tr  He went, he went, he flew, he went up, he went up until, he approached (so that) he might 

touch the Moon, and  
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there his strength was finished.  it was like his weakness was finished, and he came back, it 
was not possible (for him), 

\cm  INTR, INTR, INTR, INTR, INTR, INTR, TR, TR, INTR, INTR, INTR, MODAL.  
QUERY: does hanahanau govern Transitive or locative goal? 
 
\ref  sent. 26 
 
\tx  17) Eee     -, ya     fuyoma~lidi           mate, mahudo'idi    pele  
hesa    - hesa  
\mr  17) ee         ya     fuyo   -ma -lidi      mate  mahudo'i-di   pele  
hesa      hesa  
\mg  17) so.then    3sg.RE go.back-TOS-go.down   TOPIC all     -3plP group 
DISTRIB   DISTRIB  
\wg  17) so then    he     come.back.down.hither TOPIC all.of.them   group 

one       one  
 
\tx  sa     lidima      sa anyawasi. 
\mr  sa     lidi   -ma  sa 'an-yawasi 
\mg  3pl.RE go.down-TOS 3pl.RE HAB-rest  
\wg  they   come.down   they rest  
 
\tr  So then, he came back down hither and then all of them, each and every group came 

down and they rested. 
\cm  INTR, INTR, INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 27 
 
\tx  In fuya ofina,              Pekopeko (wa) ya     fuyoma. 
\mr  in fuya 'ofi          -na   Pekopeko wa   ya     fuyo  -ma 
\mg  he time being.finished-3sgP swallow  OI   3sg.RE return-TOS 
\wg  he turn its.finish          Swallow  the  he     come.back 
\tr  When his turn was finished, Pekopeko the Swallow came back. 
\cm  NON-ACT, INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 28 
 
\tx  18) Ya     fati'o(i)         iyebom, <<Wa   abi'ona,      e  hige'e? 
\mr  18) ya     fati'o  -i  -0    iyebom  wa     'abi'ona-0    e  hige-'e 
\mg  18) 3sg.RE question-TR1-3sgO 3sg.QI  2sg.RE touch   -3sgO or not -NEG 
\wg  18) he     question.him      he.says you.sg touch.it      or not 
\tr  He asked him and said, <<Did you touch it, or not?>> 
\cm  TR, QI, TR 
 
\ref  sent. 29 
 
\tx  Hige maka hesa somo?>> 
\mr  hige maka hesa somo 
\mg  not  mark any  what 
\wg  not  mark any  whatsoever 
\tr  Not any mark whatsoever? 
\cm  NON-ACT 
 
\ref  sent. 30 
 
\tx  19) Ma~esega,  amainiya,  iyebom, <<Hige gonowana      bena  -, haba  
-, doha -, ginauli  
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\mr  19) ma -'esega amainiya   iyebom  hige   gonowa  -na   bena     haba     
doha    ginauli  
\mg  19) COM-one    there      3sg.QI  not    possible-3sgP might    will     
like    thing  
\wg  19) at once    there.then he.says not    be.enough     might    would    

like    thing  
 
\tx  ya     anpate~fuyoi,              pa'ana    hige gonogonowana.>>  
\mr  ya     'an-pate   -fuyo -i  -0    pa'a-na   hige gono-gonowa  -na  
\mg  1sg.IR HAB-attempt-again-TR1-3sgO base-3sgP not RDP -possible-3sgP  
\wg  I      attempt.it.again           because   not being.able.to   
\tr  At once, there then, he said, <<not be possible, might, would, like I try that thing again, 

because its not possible (not enough).>> 
\cm  MODAL, TR, MODAL 
 
\ref  sent. 31 
 
\tx  20) Eee     -, amainiya,  haba, Tolutoluwaga, aho. 
\mr  20) ee         amainiya   haba  Tolutoluwaga  aho 
\mg  20) so.then    there      would Nightjar.sp   now 
\wg  20) so then    there.then would Nightjar      now 
\tr  So then, there now Tolutuluwaga would -- 
\cm  NON-ACT 
 
\ref  sent. 32 
 
\tx  Adi        ya     angabu         wa, adi        ya     anholi:         
imo  yo  asai,   somo - somo,  
\mr  'a -di     ya     'an-gabu -0    wa  'a -di     ya     'an-holi  -0    
'imo yo  'asai   somo   somo  
\mg  EPC-3plP   3sg.RE HAB-roast-3sgO OI  EPC-3plP   3sg.RE HAB-scrape-3sgO 
taro and bananas what   what  
\wg  their.food he     be.roasting    the their.food he     scrape.it       

taro and bananas what   what  
 
\tx  na  nimana ma~dubudubuyana.  
\mr  na  nima-na ma -dubu-dubuya-na  
\mg  and hand-3sgP COM-RDP -soot  -3sgP   
\wg  and his.hands with.their.sootiness   
 
\tr  He roasted their food, and scraped their food, taro and bananas and whatever, and his 

hands were covered with soot (charcoal marks). 
\cm  TR, TR, NON-AC 
 
\ref  sent. 33 
 
\tx  21) Na  ya     lau~tafoma,   iyebom, <<Egu    ba'isa, E      fanuha      
bena  egu    
\mr  21) na  ya     lau-tafo-ma   iyebom  'e -gu   ba'isa  E      fanuha-0    
bena  'e -gu    
\mg  21) and 3sg.RE go -run -TOS  3sg.QI  GPC-1sgP big.man 1sg.RE desire-
3sgO might GPC-1sgP  
\wg  21) and he     go.run.hither he.says my       bigman  I      desire      

might my  
 
\tx nuwatuhu u      libaiyen.>>   
\mr nuwatuhu 'u     liba-ye –n   
\mg idea     2sg.IR talk-TR2-3sO   
\wg idea     you.sg talk.about.it   
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\tr  And he ran hither and said, <<My big man, I desire that you might talk about my 

idea.>> 
\cm  INTR, QI, TR, TR (OBJ COMP) 
 
\ref  sent. 34 
 
\tx  22) Enaba,          Kakatilotilo,    iyen,   <<Em     nuwatuhu, na  
somo?>> 
\mr  22) 'e -na  -ba     Kakatilotilo     iyen    'e -m    nuwatuhu  na  
somo 
\mg  22) GPC-3sgP-saying Singing.Starling 3s.QI   GPC-2sgP idea      but 
what 
\wg  22) he.say          Singing.Starling he.says your.sg  idea      but 

what 
\tr  He said, Kakatilotilo the Singing Starling said, <<What is your idea?>> 
\cm  QI, QI, NON-ACT 
 
\ref  sent. 35 
 
\tx  23) Iyebom, <<Ibe gonowana,     hinaga, egu      fuya wa     felegu, 
\mr  23) iyebom  ibe   gonowa  -na   hinaga  'e -gu   fuya wa     fele-gu  
\mg  23) 3sg.QI  if    possible-3sgP also    GPC-1sgP time 2sg.RE give-1sgO  
\wg  23) he.says if    be.possible   also    my       turn you.sg 

give.to.me  
\tr  He said, <<If possible, (could) you also give me my turn, (and) I try like I go up. 
\cm  QI, MODAL, DI-TR, TR, INTR (= OBJ COMP) 
 
\tx  E      anpate           doha E      hasai.>> 
\mr  E      'an-pate   -0    doha E      hasai 
\mg  1sg.RE HAB-attempt-3sgO like 1sg.RE go.up 
\wg  I      try              like I      go.up 
 
\ref  sent. 36 
 
\tx  24) Iyebom, <<O, hige gonowana. 
\mr  24) iyebom  o    hige gonowa  -na 
\mg  24) 3sg.QI  oh   not  possible-3sgP 
\wg  24) he.says oh   not  be.possible 
\tr  He said, <<Oh, its not possible.>> 
\cm  QI, MODAL 
 
\ref  sent. 37 
 
\tx  Natugu,    hige gonowagu,          pa'ana    haidam             ta,   
hewa    yai tau~lofo     mahudo'idi,  
\mr  natu -gu   hige gonowa  -gu        pa'a-na   haida     -m       ta    
hewa    yai tau -lofo    mahudo'i -di  
\mg  child-1sgP not  possible-1sgP      base-3sgP companions-2sgP    DEIX1 
up.high PP  NOMZ-fly     all      -3plP  
\wg  my child   not  be.possible.for.me because   your.sg.companions here  

up.high at  ones.who.fly all.of.them  
 
\tx  mate  sa     anpate~asaha.   
\mr  mate  sa     'an-pate   -asaha   
\mg  TOPIC 3pl.RE HAB-attempt-without.result  
\wg  TOPIC they   try.in.vain  
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\tr  My child, it's not possible for you, because your companions here, are all of them high 
fliers, and they failed in the attempt. 

\cm  MODAL, NON-ACT, TR 
 
\ref  sent. 38 
 
\tx  25) <<Pekopeko hinaga doga   hewa    yai lofolofona,    na  ya     
anpate,          ya     sae,  hige gonowana.>> 
\mr  25) Pekopeko   hinaga doga   hewa    yai lofo-lofo-na   na  ya     
'an-pate   -0    ya     sae   hige gonowa  -na 
\mg  25) swallow    also   person up.high PP  RDP -fly -3sgP and 3sg.RE 
HAB-attempt-3sgO 3sg.RE go.up not  possible-3sgP 
\wg  25) Pekopeko   also   person up.high at  his.flying     and he     

make.attempt     he     go.up not its.possibility 
\tr  Pekopeko the Swallow is also a person who is a high flyer, and he made the attempt and 

went up, and he wasn't able (to touch the Moon).   
\cm  NON-ACT, TR, INTR, MODAL 
 
\ref  sent. 39 
 
\tx  26) Eee     -, Tolutoluwaga, amainiya,  ana     tanuwaga wa  alinana    
ya     bui,   
\mr  26) ee         Tolutoluwaga  amainiya   'a -na  tanuwaga wa  'alina-na  
ya     bui -0  
\mg  26) so.then    Nightjar.sp   there      EPC-and master   OI  speech-
RDP 3sg.RE turn-3sgO  
\wg  26) so then    Nightjar      there.then his     master   the 

his.speech he     return  
 
\tx  <<Hige ya fanuha          bena  ya anpate. 
\mr  hige   ya fanuha-0        bena  ya 'an-pate   -0 
\mg  not    3sg.RE desire-3sgO might 3sg.RE HAB-attempt-3sgO 
\wg  not    he     desire might he make.attempt   
\tr  So then, Tolutoluwaga, the Nightjar, then and there his master answered him, <<I do not 

desire that you make the attempt. 
\cm  TR, TR, TR (=OBJ COMP) 
 
\ref  sent. 40 
 
\tx  Yo, haga,  beti,  u      anpate,          na  E      ita'ita~sipoi.>> 
\mr  yo  haga   beti   'u     'an-pate   -0    na  E      'ita-'ita-sipo-i  
-0 
\mg  and please enough 2sg.IR HAB-attempt-3sgO and 1sg.RE RDP -look-spy -
TR1-3sgO 
\wg  and please enough you.sg make.attempt     and I      

be.watching.over.it 
\tr  And please, enough, you make the attempt and I (will be) inspecting it.>> 
\cm  TR, TR 
 
\ref  sent. 41 
 
\tx  27) Eee     -, amainiya   be   Tolutoluwaga wa  ya     lofo, ya     
hasai, ya     hasai, ya     anpate,           
\mr  27) ee         amainiya   be   Tolutoluwaga wa  ya     lofo  ya     
hasai  ya     hasai  ya     'an-pate   -0     
\mg  27) so.then    there      then Nightjar.sp  OI  3sg.RE fly   3sg.RE 
go.up  3sg.RE go.up  3sg.RE HAB-attempt-3sgO  
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\wg  27) so then    there.then then Nightjar     the he     fly   he     
go.up  he     go.up  he     make.attempt      

 
\tx  ya     lau, ya     lau, na sa      ita~watan. 
\mr  ya     lau  ya     lau  na sa      'ita-wata           -n 
\mg  3sg.RE go   3sg.RE go   and 3pl.RE look-following.after-3sO 
\wg  he     go   he     go   and they   watch.after.him 
\tr  So then, then and there then, Tolutoluwaga the Nightjar flew and went up and made the 

attempt; he went, he went, and they watched him. 
\cm  INTR, INTR, INTR, TR, INTR, INTR, TR 
 
\ref  sent. 42 
 
\tx  Mahudo'idi,   atai'a  mahudo'idi    sa     ita'ita~watan                 
nee  -. 
\mr  mahudo'i-di   'atai'a mahudo'i-di   sa     'ita-'ita-wata           -n   
nee 
\mg  all     -3plO birds   all     -3plO 3pl.RE RDP -see -following.after-
3sO DEIX3 
\wg  all.of.them   birds   all.of.them   they   be.watching.after.him         

there 
\tr  All of them, all of the birds were watching after him there. 
\cm  TR 
 
\ref  sent. 43 
 
\tx  28) Ya     tauyamuhi, yada   ganahewana    yai mate, be,    habahim, 
ne'i  Nawalahi ana      halulu   ya     lau. 
\mr  28) ya     tau-yamuhi yada   ganahewa-na   yai mate  be     habahim  
ne'i  nawalahi 'a -na   halulu   ya     lau 
\mg  28) 3sg.RE ?? -hide   clouds inside  -3sgP PP  TOPIC and.so then     
DEIX3 moon     EPC-3sgP vicinity 3sg.RE go 
\wg  28) he     be.hidden  clouds its.inside    in  TOPIC and.so then     

there Moon     its      vicinity he     go 
\tr  He was hidden inside the clouds, and so then, there he went to the vicinity of the Moon. 
\cm  INTR, INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 44 
 
\tx  29) Eee     -, Nawalahi ya     abi'ona,      amainiya,  na  Nawalahi 
ya     liba~fasunuma,  doha ya      
\mr  29) ee         nawalahi ya     'abi'ona-0    amainiya   na  nawalahi 
ya     liba -fa-sunuma doha ya      
\mg  29) so.then    moon     3sg.RE touch   -3sgO there      and moon     
3sg.RE speak-CZ-faith  like 3sg.RE  
\wg  29) so then    Moon     he     touch.it      there.then but Moon     

he     promise.him     like he      
 
\tx kaumanana'en,     iyebom, <<Wa fuyo~lidi        mate, tabu  siya  u      
fuyoma. 
\mr kaumanana-'e -n   iyebom  wa fuyo  -lidi        mate  tabu  siya  'u     
fuyo  -ma 
\mg curse.-TR2-3sO    3sg.QI  2sg.RE return-go.down TOPIC don't where 
2sg.IR return-TOS 
\wg put.curse.on.him  he.says you.sg go.down        TOPIC don't where 

you.sg come.back 
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\tr  So then, he touched the Moon, but there and then the Moon promised him, like he put a 
curse on him, and he said, <<You go down there (and) don't you come back where 
(there). 

\cm  TR, INTR, TR, QI, INTR, INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 45 
 
\tx  Haba ai  yauli  hobahoba    am       paisowa; ibe   hige siya  u      
fuyo,   u      lau hewa. 
\mr  haba 'ai yauli  hoba-hoba   'a -m    paisowa  ibe   hige siya  'u     
fuyo    'u     lau hewa 
\mg  will PP  ground RDP -crouch EPC-2sgP work     might not  where 2sg.IR 
return  2sg.IR go  up.high 
\wg  will at  ground crouching   your.sg  work     might not  there you.sg 

go.back you.sg go  up.high 
\tr  Your work will be crouching on the ground; you may not go back there, and not go up 

high. 
\cm  NON-ACT, INTR, INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 46 
 
\tx  <<Na dodoga    fuya  haisadi      haba sa     lau sa     ko'e,    na  
haba sa     gun'abiyem,   
\mr  na   do-doga   fuya  haisa-di     haba sa     lau sa     ko'e     na  
haba sa     gun'abiyem  
\mg  but  PL-person time  some -3plP   will 3pl.RE go  3pl.RE defecate and 
will 3pl.RE wipe.themselves  
\wg  but  people    times some.of.them will they   go  they   defecate and 

will they   wipe.self  
 
\tx sa     pein,     na  wa     lofo, na  sa tau~hiti'em.>> 
\mr sa     pei  -n   na  wa     lofo  na  sa tau-hiti    -'e -m 
\mg 3pl.RE throw-3sO and 2sg.RE fly   and 3pl.RE?? -startled-TR2-2sgO 
\wg they   throw.it  and you.sg fly   and they be.startled.at.you 
\tr  But sometimes when people go to the toilet and they will wipe themselves and throw it, 

and you fly, and they are startled at you. 
\cm  INTR, INTR, TR, TR, INTR, TR.   Is {gun~abiyem} transitive?? 
 
\ref  sent. 47 
 
\tx  30) Mate, aho, Nawalahi wa, Tolutoluwaga wa  ya     liba~fasunuma. 
\mr  30) mate  aho  nawalahi wa  Tolutoluwaga wa  ya     liba-fa-sunuma -0 
\mg  30) TOPIC now  moon     OI  Nightjar.sp  OI  3sg.RE say -CZ-believe-
3sgO 
\wg  30) topic now  Moon     the Tolutoluwaga the he     promise.him 
\tr  Now the Moon made a promise to Tolutoluwaga the Nightjar. 
\cm  TR 
 
\ref  sent. 48 
 
\tx  31) Eee     -, amainiya,  na  doha -, bena  eda            pilipilidai 
te,   te           kawawananaha,        
\mr  31) ee         amainiya   na  doha    bena  'e -da         pilipilidai 
te    te           kawa      -wananaha  
\mg  31) so.then    there      and like    might GPC-1pl(IN)P story       
DEIX1 1pl(IN).RE with.mouth-true  
\wg  31) so then    there.then but like    might our-in         story       

this  we.incl      prove.it.to.be.true  
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\tx  be       te      ita~lobahi              mate,  fuya  haisadi,       
be   doga   ya     lau,   ya      ko'e,  
\mr be      te   'ita-lobahi-0        mate  fuya  haisa-di    
be  doga  ya    lau  ya     ko'e  
\mg  so.then  1pl(IN).RE see -find  -3sgO  TOPIC   time  some -3plP     
then person 3sg.RE go     3sg.RE  defecate  
\wg  so.then  we.incl find.out.when.we.look  TOPIC   times some.of.them   

then person he     go     he      defecate  
 
\tx  na   ena anta'ata'ai                 yai, na  ya le'o~fahi. 
\mr  na  'e -na 'an- ta'a-ta'ai           yai  na  ya le'o -fahi 
\mg  and  GPC-3sgP place.where-RDP -sit   PP   and 3sg.RE lunge-off 
\wg  and  his place.of.sitting            at   and he lunges forth 
\tr  So then and there, and like, we might verify our story here, so then we discover, that 

sometimes when a person goes and defecates,  and at his place of squatting down, 
and he lunges forth. 

\cm  TR, TR, INTR, INTR, INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 49 
 
\tx  Be       ya     abi~lau,  be   hige gonowana,     na  nimana     
mwahiuna,    na  ya     le'o~fahi,   na  ume'ehu   
\mr  be       ya     abi~lau   be   hige gonowa  -na   na  nima -na   
mwahiu-na    na  ya     le'o-fahi    na  'ume'ehu  
\mg  and.then 3sg.RE abi-lau   then not  possible-3sgP but hands-3sgP 
wiggle-3sgP  and 3sg.RE leap-off     and stone     
\wg  and.then he     reach.out then not  be.possible   but his.hands  

its.wiggling and he     lunges forth and stone     
 
\tx  sadaina     yai o  somo – somo ya     lofo. 
\mr  sadai -na   yai o  somo   somo ya     lofo 
\mg  beside-3sgP PP  or what   what 3sg.RE fly 
\wg  beside.it   at  or what   what he     fly 
\tr  And then he reaches out, and it's not possible, and his wiggling hands, and he leaps forth, 

and beside a stone or whatever he flies. 
\cm  INTR, INTR, INTR 
 
\ref  sent. 50 
 
\tx  32) Hidagu,     Tolutoluwaga e, mate, amainiya, ne    mate, stoli ana      
siga ne'i,    na  hinaga sidohana     
\mr  32) hida  -gu   Tolutoluwaga e  mate  amainiya  ne    mate  stoli 'a -
na   siga ne'i     na  hinaga sidoha-na    
\mg  32) friend-1sgP Nightjar.sp  or TOPIC there     DEIX3 TOPIC story EPC-
3sgP end  DEIX3    and also   how   -3sgP  
\wg  32) my.friend   Tolutoluwaga or TOPIC there     there TOPIC story its      

end  that.one and also   how          
 
\tx  Tolutoluwaga bena te           kawawananaha,       bena  Nawalahi ya     
abi'ona       ai   nimana     adi  
\mr  Tolutoluwaga bena te           kawa      -wananaha bena  nawalahi ya     
'abi'ona-0    'ai  nima -na   'a -di  
\mg  Nightjar.sp  might 1pl(IN).RE with.mouth-true     might moon     
3sg.RE touch   -3sgO PP   hands-3sgP EPC-3plP  
\wg  Tolutoluwaga might we.incl      believe.it          might Moon     he     

touch.it      with his.hands  their.food  
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\tx ya angabu              wa,  tinunu   dubuyadi       nimadi      yai wa, 
Nawalahi ya     lofo, ya     hasai,  
\mr ya 'an-gabu -0         wa   tinunu   dubuya-di      nima -di    yai wa  
nawalahi ya     lofo  ya     hasai  
\mg  3sg.RE HAB-roast-3sgO OI  charcoal  soot  -3plP    hands-3plP  PP  OI  
moon     3sg.RE fly   3sg.RE go.up  
\wg he be.roasting         the soot      its.black.soot their.hands on  the 

Moon     he     fly   he     go.up.  
 
\tx  ya     sina  loholoho palapa,  na  in moho, Nawalahi matana    o  
ati'atipuna   
\mr  ya     sina  loholoho palapa   na  in moho  nawalahi mata-na   o  
'ati-'atipu-na   
\mg  3sg.RE shine good     proper   but it only  moon     face-3sgP or RDP 
-middle-3sgP    
\wg  it     shine good     properly but it only  Moon     his.face  or 

its.middle   
 
\tx  yai mate  piga     sa     italau,   ena      an~ota'ota              
yai. 
\mr  yai mate  piga     sa     'ita-lau  'e -na   'an        -'ota-'ota   
yai 
\mg  PP  TOPIC horsefly 3pl.RE look-go   GPC-3sgP place.where-RDP -remain 
PP 
\wg  at  TOPIC horsefly they   look.over its      place.of staying        

at 
\tr  My friend, Tolutoluwaga (the Nightjar) or, there then there is the end of the story there, 

and also how we might believe in Tolutoluwaga, that he might touch the Moon with 
his hands which roasted their food, his hands which were (covered with) sooty black 
soot., (and) he flew, he went up, and it was shining good and proper, but just one 
thing, they look over and see a horsefly in its middle, on his place of landing 
(stopping). 

\cm  NON-ACT, TR, TR, Tr, INTR, INTR, INTR, TR 
 
\ref  sent. 51 
 
\tx  Fuya ou'ouli    mate  in, Tolutoluwaga nimana     leleyana. 
\mr  fuya 'ou-'ouli  mate  in  Tolutoluwaga nima -na   leleya-na 
\mg  time RDP-plenty TOPIC he  Nightjar.sp  hands-3sgP mark  -3sgP 
\wg  time plenty     TOPIC he  Tolutoluwaga his.hands  its.mark 
\tr  All the time,  that is the mark of Tolutoluwaga's hands. 
\cm  NON-ACT 
 
\ref  sent. 52 
 
\tx  33) Mate, logena,        eda            stoli, o  eda            
pilipilidai ana      siga. 
\mr  33) mate  loge     -na   'e -da         stoli  o  'e -da         
pilipilidai 'a -na   siga 
\mg  33) TOPIC that's.it-3sgP GPC-1pl(IN)P story  or GPC-1pl(IN)P story       
EPC-3sgP end 
\wg  33) topic that's.it      our-in         story  or our-in         story       

its      end 
\tr  So then that's it, or story or our legend, its ending. 
\cm  NON-ACT, NON-ACT 
 
\ref  sent. 53 
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\tx  Yauwedo. 
\mr  yauwedo 
\mg  thanks 
\wg  thank.you 
\tr  Thank you. 
\cm  NON-ACT 
 

Appendix C - Charting Version of Kakatilotilo yo Tolutoluwaga from 
1986 analysis 

Appendix	C	
BHAAKTJJ‐BXH	Chart	of	Kakatilotilo	and	Tolutoluwaga.		
Text	recorded	by	Judi	Jimmy,	May	1985,	Buhutu,	Milne	Bay	Province.	PNG.			
	
AM	=	Atai'a	mahudo'idi	'all	of	the	birds,'	KT	=	Kakatilotilo,	'Singing	Starling,'		TW	=	
Tolutoluwaga	'Nightjar.,"	PK	=	Pekopeko	'Swallow,'	AT	=	Atai'a	hesa	'one	of	the	birds'	
NA	=	Nawalahi	'Moon'		MH	=	Mahudo'ida	'all	of	us,'		IN	=	Inanimate	Subj	or	OBJ		
REV		
#	

Joining Other P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7	 Subject 

	   AM KT TW PK NA AH IN 	  

1.1.,	 Ite	be       	 eda	
eneh

1.2	        Eda	pilipilidai	mate doh

	

2.1	   AM      Atai'a	mahudo'idi	doha,	itete	
tano'ubu	yai	mate 

,	ma
atai

2.2 na   KT TW    ite	pilipilidai	te	 Kak
pilip
liba
Tolu

3.1  Fuya	ou'ouli	=	TEMP  KT     (mate)	Kakatilotilo	 in,	b

3.2 Doha  AM KT     atai'a	mahudo'idi	ganahewana	yai,	
(doha)	 

edi	b
edi	t
yai.

3.3  Ibe	ya	lau~famahata	
TEMP		
 

      	(mate	doha):  

3.4    KT     Kakatilotilo	fuya	ou'ouli	ena	
an~gwanegwane	yai	LOC 

mat

3.5 na  AM         

3.6 doha ena	aba~gwane	yai	
mate, 

AM      ,  
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3.7   AM         

3.8   AM         

3.9   AM         

3.10 pa'ana   KT     edi	Ba'isa	wa. doh

4.1    KT        

4.2   AM         

4.3   AM         

4.4 na        doha  

4.5   AM KT       0

4.6 yo  AM KT        

5.1 Yee–,	 fuya	ma'esega,	
TEMP		
haba	FUT 

AM KT     (a–)	Kakatilotilo	  

5.2    KT       (obj

5.3/Q	    KT       (obj

5.4	  bena AM        gina

6.1		 Eee–, haba AM KT      Ena	hewali	mahudo'idi	mate  

6.2.	 na	  AM KT        

6.3	  ema	ba'isa	iyabom,	
VOC 

        (hab

7.1	   AM KT        

7.2   AM    NA     
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8.1     TW       

9.1	     TW       

10.1	 Ee–, haba	mulina	yai, AM KT     edi	ba'isa	wa  

10.2	   AM         

10.3	   AM    NA    Naw

11.1	   AM1      Pele	hesa	  

11.2	 be  AM1         

11.3	 be  AM1         

12.1	 	       AH  Hesa	  

12.2	 be	       AH    

12.3	 be	       AH    

13.1	 Doha,  AM1         
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13.2	         IN   

13.2	         IN   

13.4	         IN   

13.5	 (Na)	
preceding	
Subject 

Atai'a	ganahewadi	
yai	ni, 

  PK    na	esega	 mat

14.1	      PK   In atai
lofo

14.2	 (be) Lisina	yai,	fuya	
ou'ouli, 

     MH (be)	moved	to	the	right	  

14.3	 yo        IN usa  

14.4	 na     PK   Pekopeko	  

14.5	      PK      

14.6	  Yada	hanahanaudi	
yai	ne, 

   PK      

15.1	  Aho,  KT  PK   atai'a	ba'isa,	Kakatilotilo	wa,	ena	
sunuma	la'ila'i	mate 

Mat
Naw

15.2	 	 	        Pekopeko Naw

16.1	 Ee–, haba	Pekopeko	ena	
fuya	ya	lofo,	=	EMB	
TEMPORAL	CL 

   PK      
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16.2	      PK      

16.3	      PK      

16.4	      PK      

16.5	      PK      

16.6	      PK      

16.7	      PK      

16.8	      PK      

16.9	      PK      

16.10	      PK      

16.11	  bena    PK NA   Naw

16.12	 na Amainiya	mate    PK   ena	adidili  

16.13	 doha     PK
? 

  belu  

16.14	      PK      

16.15	      PK      

17.1	 Eee–,	 	       	  

17.2	 	 	 AM      Mahudo'idi,	pele	hesa	‐ hesa  
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17.3	 	 	 AM      	  

17.4	 	 In	fuya	ofina	‐	TEMP	
When	his	turn	was	
finished	

      Pekopeko	wa	
Pekopeko,	the	swallow	

 

18.1		 	 	  KT     	  

18.2	 	 	  KT     	  

18.3	 	 	    KT  NA 	 [0]

18.4	 	 Hige	       IN maka	hesa		 som

19.1	 	 Ma'esega,	amainiya	       	  

19.2	 	 Hige       	  

19.3	 	 Bena,	haba,	doha	       	 gina

19.4	 	 Pa'ana	hige	       	  

20.1	 Ee–, amainiya	haba   TW    Tolutoluwaga	aho adi

20.2	     TW      (imo
som

20.3	 na    TW    nimana ma~

21.1	 Na    TW       

21.2	     TW       

21.3  Egu	ba'isa,	VOC   TW      (RT
for	O

22.1    KT        

22.2    KT     Kakatilotilo  
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22.3    KT TW    "Em	nuwatuhu na	s

23.1     TW       

23.2    KT        

23.3    KT TW      egu	

23.4     TW       

24.1    KT        

24.2  O	=		INTERJ  KT TW       

24.3    KT        

24.4 pa'ana  AM1  TW    haidam	ta,	hewa	yai	tau~lofo	
mahudo'idi,	mate 

 

25.1	      PK   Pekopeko	hinaga	 dog
lofo

25.2	 na     PK      

25.3	      PK      

25.4	      PK      

26.1	 Ee–, amainiya,	SHIFT	to	
position	following	
Subj 

 KT TW    (ana	tanuwaga	wa)	 (T
alin

26.2	    KT        

26.3	 Yo haga,	beti,	=	ADV   TW       

26.4	 na   KT        

27.1	 Ee–, amainiya	be   TW Tolutoluwaga	wa

27.2	 	 	 TW 	
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27.3	 	 	 TW 	

27.4	 	 	 TW 	

27.5	 	 	 TW 	

27.6	 	 	 TW 	

27.7	 na	 	 AM TW 	

27.8	 	 	 AM	 TW Mahudo'idi,	atai'a	mahudo'idi

28.1	 	 	 TW 	

28.2	 mate	 be,	habahim,	ne'i,	
Nawalahi	ana	halulu	

TW 	

29.1	 Ee–,	 	 TW NA 	 Naw

29.2	 na	 	 NA Nawalahi	

29.3	 doha	 	 TW NA 	

29.4	 	 	 NA 	

29.5	
Q	

	 	 TW 	

29.6	
Q	

mate,	 tabu	siya	 TW 	

29.7	
Q	

	 Haba		 TW ai	yauli	hobahoba am	

29.8	
Q	

	 ibe	hige	siya	 TW 	
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29.9	
Q	

	 	 TW 	

29.10	
Q	

"Na	 fuya	haisadi	(TEMP	is	
after	Subject)	

MH Dodoga	(TEMP	here)

29.11	
Q	

	 	 MH 	

29.12	
Q	

na	 	 MH 	

29.13	
Q	

	 	 MH IN 	

29.14	
Q	

na	 	 TW 	

29.15	
Q	

na	 	 TW MH 	

30.1	 Mate	 aho, TW NA Nawalahi	wa	 Tolu

31.1	 Ee–,	 amainiya,	na	doha–,	
bena	

MH IN 	 eda	

31.2	 be	 	 	

31.3	 (be)	 fuya	haisadi,	(be)	 MH doga	

31.4		 	 	 MH 	

31.5		
	

na	 ena	anta'ata'ai	yai,	na MH 	

31.6	 Be	 	 MH 	
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31.7	 	 	 MH 	

31.8	 na	 nimana	mwahiuna,	
na	

MH 	

31.9	 na		 ume'ehu	sadaina	yai	
o	somo	‐	somo	

TW 	

32.1	 	 Hidagu,	VOC	 TW IN Tolutoluwaga	e,	mate,	amainiya,	ne	
mate	

stol

32.2	 na	 hinaga	sidohana	 TW NA MH 	 Tolu

32.3	 	 bena TW NA IN 	 Naw

32.4	 	 	 AM TW IN 	 adi

32.5	 	 	 NA Nawalahi	

32.6	 	 	 NA 	

32.7	 	 	 NA 	

32.8	 na	in	moho,	 Nawalahi	matana	o	
ati'atipuna	yai	mate	

MH IN 	 piga

32.9	 	 Fuya	ou'ouli	mate	 TW in,	Tolutoluwaga nim

33.1	 Mate,	logena,	 	 IN eda	stoli,	o	eda	pilipilidai ana	

33.2	 	 Yauwedo		EXCL	 	

	

AM	=	Atai'a	mahudo'idi	'all	of	the	birds,'	KT	=	Kakatilotilo,	'Singing	Starling,'	TW	=	
Tolutoluwaga	'Nightjar.,"	PK	=	Pekopeko	'Swallow,'		
NA	=	Nawalahi	'Moon'	MH	=	Mahudo'ida	'all	of	us,'	IN	=	Inanimate	Subj	or	OBJ	
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TR	=	Transitive	Verb;	INTR1	=	intransivite	Verb	with	agent	as	subject;	INTR2	=	
Intransitive	Clause	with	'patient'	as	Subject;	non‐active	=	Clause	without	an	active	verb,	
equative.	Q	=	Quotation'	QI	=	Quote	IntroducerLOC	=	locative'	TEMP	=	Temporal;	DM	=	
developmental	marker;	EXCL	=	Exclamation;	VOC	=	Vocative;	,	OC	=	Object	Complement;	
or	Obj	Comp	=	Object	Complement;	POSS	=	Possessive'	MODAL	=	a	modal	noun	which	
takes	a	possessive	marker,	not	verbal	morphology.		REL	CL	=	Relative	clause.		

 

Appendix D - BHAAKTJJ-BXH Kakatilotilo w Textual Tagging  

\id  BHGMKTJJ-BXH   

\h Title: Kaka-Tilotilo yo Tolutolu-Waga  
\h English title: Kaka Tilotilo and Tolutolu Waga, or "A Race to the 

Moon" 
 

Appendix D Textual Tagging for: 
Kaka-Tilotilo & Tolutolu-Waga 

\p  

1) Ite be eda pilipilidai hesa eneheda E liba.  Eda pilipilidai mate doha ite.  

\p 

2) Atai'a mahudo'idi doha, itete tano'ubu yai mate, mahudo'idi doha atai'a 

loholohodi na ite pilipilidai te Kakatilotilo pilipilidai yo–, doha libalibana, yo 

Tolutoluwaga. 

\p  

3) Fuya ou'ouli mate Kakatilotilo in, boss doha atai'a mahudo'idi ganahewana 

yai, doha edi ba'isa, edi king, edi tau~watani lisidi yai, ibe ya lau~famahata, mate 

doha: Kakatilotilo fuya ou'ouli ena an~gwanegwane yai mate atai'a boludi na sa 

laoma, doha, ena aba~gwane yai mate, sa ta'i'ili hinaga, sa amban, sa gwane, sa 

kwade, pa'ana edi ba'isa wa doha. 

\p 

4) Ya yogayoga, na sa laoma, na sa fa'oigogo, na doha. Sa fadebasae, yo sa 

lauto'iyen. 

\p 

5) Yee–, fuya ma'esega haba (a--) Kakatilotilo ya fa'oigogo'edi, iyen, 

"E fanuha bena ginauli esega ami anpate."   

\p  
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6) E, haba ena hewahewali mahudo'idi mate sa nuwanuwatuhu, na sa fati'o, 

<<Ema Ba'isa iyebom haba somo 'e anpateidi?>>  

\p 

[Kakatilotilo iyen,] 

7)  "E falibamiu, 

 ‘Atai'a mahudo'imiu haba emi paisowa mate, doha pele hesa 

- hesa mate, E fatamalimiu ami lau Nawalahi, bena ami anpatei, 

haba ami abi'ona. 

8) ‘Na um, Tolutoluwaga mate, am paisowa mate kuk, 

laubu'a, yo ada wa angabu pa'ana hige gonowana u lofo, u 

lau~hewa. Hige em adidili gonowana, yo um hige doga bena 

hewa yai lofolofona. 

9) ‘Um mate am paisowa doha wa lofo~lau mate hanahanau 

yai moho. Na amban wa yo'oi, yo doha somo - somo wa ginaulidi, 

be hige ya sunuma'em.’” 

\p 

10) Ee–, haba mulina yai, edi ba'isa wa ya fa'oigogogodi ya ofi, sa anpate 

Nawalahi wa sa failako.  

\p 

11) Pele hesa ya lau wee–, be ya anpate~asaha, be ya fuyoma. 

\p 

12) Hesa ya lau wee–, be ya anpate~asaha, be ya fuyoma. 

\p 

13) Doha, sa paisowa, ya lau wee–, ya lau wee–, ya lau wee–, doha. Atai'a 

ganahewadi yai ni, na esega mate in, Pekopeko, doha. 

\p 

14) In, atai'a doha hewa yai lofolofona lisina yai, fuya ou'ouli, be ami ita yo usa 

ya usa, na Pekopeko sa lofolofo mate doha. Sa sae~wananaha. Yada hanahanaudi yai 

ne, sa lofolofo lisina yai. 

\p 
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15) Aho, atai'a ba'isa, Kakatilotilo wa, ena sunuma la'ila'i mate Pekopeko bena 

Nawalahi ya abi'ona. 

\p 

16) Eee–, haba Pekopeko ena fuya ya lofo, ya lofo, ya anpate, ya sae. Ya lau, ya 

lau, ya lofo, ya sae, ya sae, ya sae yee–, Ya hanahanau bena Nawalahi ya abi'ina, na 

amainiya, mate, ena adidili ya ofi, doha belu ya ofi, ya fuyoma, hige gonowana. 

\p 

  17) Eee–, ya fuyoma~lidi mate, mahudo'idi pele hesa - hesa sa lidima sa 

anyawasi.  In fuya ofina, Pekopeko (wa) ya fuyoma. 

\p  

18) Ya fati'o(i) iyebom,  

<<Wa abi'ona, e hige'e?  Hige maka hesa somo?>> 

\p  

19) Ma~esega, amainiya, iyebom,  

<<Hige gonowana bena–, haba–, doha–, ginauli ya anpate~fuyoi, 

pa'ana hige gonogonowana.>> 

\p 

20) Eee–, amainiya, haba, Tolutoluwaga, aho. Adi ya angabu wa, adi ya anholi:  

imo yo asai, somo - somo, na nimana ma~dubudubuyana. 

\p 

21) Na ya lau~tafoma, iyebom, 

"Egu ba'isa, E fanuha bena egu nuwatuhu E libaiyen." 

\p 

22) Enaba, Kakatilotilo, iyen, 

"Em nuwatuhu, na somo?" 

\p 

23) Iyebom, 

"Ibe gonowana, hinaga, egu fuya wa felegu, E anpate doha E hasai." 

\p 

24) Iyebom, 
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"O, hige gonowana. Natugu, hige gonowagu, pa'ana haidam ta, hewa 

yai taulofo mahudo'idi, mate sa anpate~asaha. 

25) "Pekopeko hinaga doga hewa yai lofolofona, na ya anpate, ya sae, 

hige gonowana." 

\p 

26) Eee–, Tolutoluwaga, amainiya, ana tanuwaga wa alinana ya bui, 

"Hige ya fanuha bena ya anpate. Yo, haga, beti, u anpate, na E 

ita'ita~sipoi." 

\p 

27) Eee–, amainiya be Tolutoluwaga wa ya lofo, ya hasai, ya hasai, ya anpate, ya 

lau, ya lau, na sa ita~watan. Mahudo'idi, atai'a mahudo'idi sa ita'ita~watan nee–. 

\p 

28) Ya tauyamuhi, yada ganahewana yai mate, be, habahim, ne'i, Nawalahi ana 

halulu ya lau. 

\p 

29) Eee–, Nawalahi ya abi'ona. Amainiya, na Nawalahi ya liba~fasunuma, doha 

ya kawamanana'en, iyebom, 

"Wa fuyo~lidi mate, tabu siya u fuyoma. Haba ai yauli hobahoba am 

paisowa; ibe hige siya u fuyo, u lau~hewa. 

\p 

"Na dodoga fuya haisadi haba sa lau sa ko'e, na haba sa gun'abiyem, 

sa pein, na wa lofo, na sa tauhiti'em." 

\p 

30) Mate, aho, Nawalahi wa, Tolutoluwaga wa ya liba~fasunuma. 

\p 

31) Eee–, amainiya, na doha--, bena eda pilipilidai te, te kawawananaha, be te 

ita~lobahi mate, fuya haisadi, be doga ya lau, ya ko'e, na ena anta'ata'ai yai, na ya 

le'o~fahi. Be ya abi~lau, be hige gonowana, na nimana mwahiuna, na ya le'o~fahi, na 

ume'ehu sadaina yai o somo - somo ya lofo. 

\p 
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32) Hidagu, Tolutoluwaga e, mate, amainiya, ne mate, stoli ana siga ne'i, na 

hinaga sidohana Tolutoluwaga bena te kawawananaha, bena Nawalahi ya abi'ona ai 

nimana adi ya angabu wa, tinunu dubuyadi nimadi yai wa, Nawalahi ya lofo, ya 

hasai, ya sina~loholoho~palapa, na in moho, Nawalahi matana o ati'atipuna yai mate 

piga sa ita~lau, ena an'ota'ota yai. Fuya ou'ouli mate in, Tolutoluwaga nimana 

leleyana. 

\p 

33) Mate, logena, eda stoli, o eda pilipilidai ana siga. Yauwedo. 

 

\h story by: Judi Jimmy  (male) 
\h place: Ata'ata Village, Sagarai Valley, Milne Bay Province, PNG 
\h date:  May, 1985.  Spell-checked 2000-11. 
\h  Buhutu language, Sagarai Valley, Milne Bay Province, PNG 
\h  In 1987 Russ Cooper wrote a technical paper on Buhutu discourse using this text as a 

basis for his analysis. 
\h  This Buhutu text was told by “JJ” at a community work day at Gelemalaiya village, 

shortly after the Coopers arrived at Sagarai.  The audio-taped version was then written 
down and processed on a typewriter and later on a computer by Russ & Mary Cooper, 
SIL members who also work with the Buhutu Language. 

\h PNGL Topic Category = TG – Traditional Stories of PNG.  
\h No PNGL number assigned yet.  

 


